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Big tree in Cape May Court House,
NJ
by tclikesbigtrees » Thu Apr 03, 2014 11:45 pm
On 3/31/2014 my brother and I drove down to Cape
May County to check out some big trees. That is an
area that I really had not looked around much for big
trees. One of the trees that we stopped to see was a
Willow Oak in Cape May Court House. It is an
impressive tree considering that it is surrounded by
buildings.

Stately Slippery Elm (Ulmus rubra)
~10 km NW of Aylmer
by wrecsvp » Sun Apr 06, 2014 8:42 pm
This is the most massive Slippery Elm that I'm aware
of in the Ottawa area. 65' tall by 100" CBH. Quite a
decent crown spread, and as is typical for the species
each main branch appears to have a mind of its own.
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Rushing Stream Preserve Old
Growth- WNY
by Erik Danielsen » Mon Apr 07, 2014 10:21 am
Today brought some beautiful weather so I got
together with a new dendrophile friend from
Jamestown (Chris Merchant) and headed up to the
Rushing Stream Preserve, way down in a far corner
of Forestville, NY. I've actually cycled and driven
past the site dozens of times for work, but Chris had
the impression that it might be the same site as an
entry he found on an old growth list for a small lot in
Forestville with no other details except that it was
privately owned- and it is, by the Audubon Society,
but is open to the public. The information available
on Rushing Stream online is sparse and not always
very exciting; one old scanned-in brochure I dug up
mentioned "possibly the largest cherry tree in the
region," and another old description also mentioned
"old growth cherry," but a more recent description
just mentioned "mature specimens of hemlock, sugar
maple, beech, birch..." No mention of Cherry. The
current description on the Society's own website
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doesn't even mention trees at all.
That's a shame, because there are somegreat trees at
Rushing Stream. The highlights: several large black
cherry including a real multi-stemmed monster, an
excellent showing in large old hemlocks, some very
old-looking shagbark, and some impressive maples.
We made some simple girth measurements and took
a lot of photos. Afterwards we visited the well-known
grove in Lilydale, which is pretty hard to beat for tree
height, but for a sense of primeval intactness Rushing
Stream is a hidden gem and I know which I'm more
eager to return to as spring progresses. Not sure if the
site is primary old growth, but more likely secondary;
the complete lack of white pine and red oak suggests
that available timber of these two species may have
been removed long ago, leaving the hemlocks and
other mixed hardwoods to dominate.
Some measurements:
-The big Black Cherry (we took to calling it Bruce)
had a large limb preventing a good 4.5' girth
measurement, so we measured at 1'9" (it branched
pretty low) for a girth of 15'. Then I got on top of the
limb to measure 12'2" at 10'. I'll do the figuring on
that in a little bit but the really impressive thing about
this tree was the combined mass and presence of its
multiple stems, with the presence of the two equally
large stems now lying on the ground to spur the
imagination. Left the impression that total volume
was definitely greater than any of the big singlestems at Lilydale.
-The big Sugar Maple had a weird hollow on one side
with woody detritus protruding (pictures attached) so
it probably shouldn't be regarded as a terribly precise
measurement. That said, a respectable 14'11" CBH.
-The other big Maple (neither of us can tell leafless
red from silver yet) came in at 14'2" CBH.

"Bruce Almighty" as we first approached him

Anyways, pictures! Many of them open in a higher
resolution if you click on them. First the Black
Cherries:
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Another angle. I walked up the fallen trunk on the left
to do the second measurement.

Another angle.

The other fallen trunk, displaying wonderful twisted
grain
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A very old-looking cherry

Bark closeup

This great leaning Cherry still reached up into the
canopy
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Looking up the length of the leaner
A tall, solid single trunk on the slope of the stream
bank

Another view of the tree with the root
mound

Fascinating root mound on another large black cherry
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The view looking up the remaining trunk, which is
pretty respectable itself.

The main trunk on this large Cherry is long gone,
must have been a pretty big tree once upon a time.

Re: Rushing Stream Preserve Old
Growth- WNY
by Erik Danielsen » Mon Apr 07, 2014 11:17 am

Brian, this is actually my first time measuring girth in
any serious way! I did read everything I could find on
the topic in the NTS reference section.
Continuing, here are some of the Hemlocks. Nothing
as big as in Lilydale, but solid and beautiful to see.
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This may have been the biggest one at Rushing
Stream

The
same big hemlock
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These two near the edge of the preserve had an
interesting connected root system
Then there were the Maples. Plenty of solid examples
on the site but these were the highlights:

This is the big sugar maple, also near the edge of the
preserve. The transition to farm fields is abrupt and
there was farm debris here and there.
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The sugar maple's backside, showing the gap that
complicated measurement.

The big (silver or red) maple we measured
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This nice Ash displays how high thick moss grew up
the trees, which I understand often indicates age

Another good-sized maple with an interesting lean
That's it for the big trees, but ancient-looking and
aesthetically appealing trees were abundant. Just a
few:
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Very old-looking bark on a yellow birch

Triple-stemmed Shagbark, only one stem still living

Bark view. I'm only used to young shagbark so these
looked very old to me.
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Re: Dyerville Giant
by JohnnyDJersey » Wed Apr 09, 2014 8:18 pm
I just did a random search on Ebay and came up with
a vintage photo for $2.98. Exciting considering there
are so few photos of the tree. It doesn't show too
much of the tree but I was happy to purchase it none
the less.

Many exposed root systems... good to see lots of
Hemlock regeneration in the understory, suggesting
minimal deer disturbance. That's one of the sad things
about the lilydale grove, the only regrowth is beech.
Could use some exclosures.

Ebay
John D Harvey

Fungi visible were abundant and diverse. I've never
seen so much Hemlock Varnish Shelf in one place. I
look forward to multiple return visits over the course
of the season. Lots of ferns, too.
20
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Costa Rica's high altitude oak forests
by Bart Bouricius » Sat Apr 05, 2014 2:00 pm
David Norman, who works for the Institute for
Central American Development Studies invited my
Friend Brian Schultz and I to visit some experimental
sustainable logging plots Near Chirripo National
Park which borders Amistad International Park.
After leaving San Jose we followed rout 2 along the
continental divide with Quetzalles National Park on
our right. We could see the Pacific Ocean on our
right at points, and had it been clearer, we would
have been able to see the Atlantic on our left at
points.
Chirippo Mountain is 12,530 feet or 3,820 meters
high and the nearby Oak forests were between 9,000
and 10,000 feet altitude. These high altitude oak
forests are dominated by White Oak known as Roble
Blanco and Encino oak or Roble Colorado Quercus
costasricensis. There is also a mixture of several
other species including Magnolia and Podocarpus
which is a conifer with flattened, somewhat needle
like leaves. Costa Rica has 14 species of oak, all
high altitude except for 2. Mexico has 165 oak
species, while the US has 91.

David and Brian walking toward the oak forest with
towering Encino and White oaks.

Mountains near Chirripo Park
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Here David stands next to a 156' (47.6 m) tall by
17.5' (5.4 m) in circumference above buttresses Roble
Blanco Quercus bumelioides. According to Maarten
Kappelle in Biodiversity of the Oak Forests of
Tropical America, mature oak forest may reach "50
or 60 meters in Costa Rica" The tallest species is Q.
bumelioides.

Many trees here are festooned with diverse species of
lichen. This reminds me of the borial forests.

David next to Cobola tree Podocarpus costaricensis
which was 12',9" (3.9 m) in circumference, but only
79' (24 m) tall.

Tree ferns are scattered through the forest. This does
not remind me of boreal forests.
22
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This Collared Redstart was another great species of
the oak forest that we walked in.

Re: Costa Rica's high altitude oak
forests
by Bart Bouricius » Sun Apr 06, 2014 3:01 pm
Rand,
Actually, your question requires a much better
response than just whether these trees are deciduous.
The forests of the tropics cannot fit well into the
assumptions that we use for temperate forests or trees
in that the strategies for leaf loss and gain are so
much more variable. For example, many trees lose
leaves on certain branches periodically, while
retaining leaves on other branches, in many cases
never becoming totally denuded of leaves. This
allows the tree to offer flowers for pollination for a
much longer period, producing fruit for a prolonged
period of several months. By using this strategy, a
tree may use several different pollinators that are
most active during different times of the year, and
may use several different species of animals to
disperse the seeds it produces that may also be more
or less active at different seasons when alternative
food sources may vary in quantity and availability.

This "Magnificent Hummingbird" is found from
6,000 ft. to the timber line.

I think it might be simpler to list some of the
variiation that exists in leaf loss timing for tropical
trees, for even though the high elevation oaks are at a
cooler temperature, they do not normally experience
frost and do have some of the characteristics
associated with other tropical tree species. Keep in
mind, though, that I will often speak as if the tree has
intentionality in its strategy of reproduction and
surviving the dry season, this is only to express the
information in a more accessible and readable form.
In some ways however, evolution does seem to show
some intentionality in favoring strategies that result
in survival, though I don’t want to get into semantics
here.
Some of the leaf loss patterns are as follows:
1. As mentioned above, trees may vary their leaf loss
and often the correlated flowering time over a long
period, sometimes almost the entire year from branch
to branch never losing all of their leaves, though
overall leaf loss will normally be greater during the
dry season.
23
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to have migrated South from the temperate region
along the cooler mountain chains and the Central
American isthmus and barely into South America in
fairly recent times geologically. You may notice that
most of the families I talk about from Central and
South America do not exist at all in the US or
Canada, or for that matter Northern Europe.

2. They may use the same strategy of losing leaves
from individual branches, but over a shorter period,
normally during the dry season.
3. Often they will lose virtually all their leaves
before the end of the dry season, while using the
same strategy of losing leaves on certain branches to
extend blooming and fruiting periods until the leaves
are all gone. The Jocote tree Spondias purpurea, ten
feet from our back porch used this strategy, and now
that it is full of fruit of various ages, it is regrowing
all its leaves so that it will be able to take full
advantage of the wet season which will start at the
end of this month. During the wet or “green” season,
there is generally sun in the morning while it
normally rains in the afternoon and night, a bit like
Camelot.

Very Large Rock Elm (Ulmus
thomasii) in Merrickville
by wrecsvp » Sun Oct 06, 2013 10:41 pm
I tend to always be on the lookout for native species
which are uncommon or rare. Rock Elm is one of
those species, having been first extensively logged
for valuable wood and then has declined further due
to Dutch Elm Disease.
Well, here is some good news. At the historical
"Percival House", I found this absolute monster Rock
Elm in the town of Merrickville: 92 ft tall by 128
inch CBH (almost 3.5 ft average DBH). The tree is
old: its bark at ground level is balding significantly.
There is no evidence it has been treated to combat
Dutch Elm Disease.
I wonder if this may be the champion living Rock
Elm in 2013? Though the species was historically
documented to frequently attain 100ft tall by 5ft
DBH, the widely scattered "big" ones I find today are
generally 60-70 ft tall by 2-2.5 ft DBH. I don't have
an accurate crown spread measurement, but the
Merrickville tree has a reasonable spread for the
species appearing to be on average around 60-70 ft.
Here's a couple of street view links, and I attached a
photo of the balding trunk. I would be happy to attach
other photos on request.
http://goo.gl/maps/Z53u4 http://goo.gl/maps/8QEft
Owen

4. Some trees lose all their leaves at once in the
beginning of, or at some point during the dry season.
This allows them to concentrate on a narrower, but
perhaps more abundant pollinator if they bloom
during this leaf loss and to make the flowers stand
out more during the period of blooming. The
Barrigόn (beer belly) tree Pseudobombax septenatum
does this during the entire dry season, but is able to
photosynthesize in its green bark when not using its
leaves.
5. Some tree species are deciduous in some
environments and evergreen in others, which is why I
need to be careful in answering your question Rand.
Possibly a tree will be deciduous at lower elevations
and evergreen at higher ones, though the oak species
here tend to be rigidly stratified as to the altitude they
can grow at. As tropical oak expert Maarten
Kappelle states: “A number of studies have shown
that each oak species has its specific altitudinal
distribution range, and different species are replaced
with increasing elevation. Each species is adapted to
the specific climate and soil conditions that prevail in
its elevation range.”
6. Other trees may lose their leaves, not on an annual
basis, but irregularly, only once every 2 to 5 years,
possibly waiting for unusually dry or wet periods.
New information on this periodicity of leaf loss is
still being published.
As you can see, the temperate forest framework of a
tree being clearly either deciduous or evergreen does
not apply well in the tropics in general, but I will do
my best to respond to the question, as the oaks appear
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Martha's Vineyard
by bbeduhn » Fri Aug 12, 2011 1:43 pm
I was fortunate enough to visit the island of Martha's
Vineyard. It is not a site for tall trees. I doubt there's
a tree on the island that can even crack 90 feet. It is
dominated by pitch pines in most areas and an
assortment of oaks in others. The hilltops have
stunted oak growth, dominated by white oak, black
oak, red oak, scarlet oak and hybrids as well as
another oak I couldn't positively id. These 250-300
foot elevation trees look much like the trees on the
5,000 to 5,500 foot ridges in the southern
Appalachians. The first photos are from Menemsha
Hills.

Here is the view looking up at this magnificent tree.

Red maple
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white oak
The towns have some large trees but they are mostly
exotic. I was amazed at how few sugar maples and
tuliptrees were present.

red maple

Japanese Zelkova
Black oak or hybrid
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Copper beech
Chinese Pagoda from 1837
This next pagoda is also from 1837, just a half mile
away, and it's a whopper, most certainly the largest
tree on the island, perhaps the tallest at ~80-85'. It
appeared to top 18' cbh.

Copper beech
This is the largest native tree I saw. It's not tall but
very stout with a nice spread.
Chinese Pagoda from 1837
Copper beeches are beautiful trees. This one looks
like 17' cbh.
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view from 308'

white oak
Here's the rare hybrid lighthouse/baobab

white oak

lighthouse/baobab

White pines were only present in two locations and
were planted and still very young. They hadn't
topped 70 feet. Norway spruce and Norway maples
are common. The spruce may be the tallest
trees...either the spruce or the pagoda. An exotic
maple is common as well. My pictures didn't come
out on that species.
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white oak

but not sure. They are gone now but the leaves
looked silver on one side.

white oak

Re: Martha's Vineyard
by sloanish » Wed Apr 09, 2014 5:22 pm
Silver Poplar Leaves
There are three Linden Trees on Morse and North
Water that may be taller than the Pagoda on South
Water Street. They are located in the backyard of the
Captain Morse House.
There were some very tall trees earlier that fell down
in the various hurricanes that have hit the island.
Backyard

View from water

In this old picture I think that these are silver poplar
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by wrecsvp » Sun Apr 13, 2014 11:55 pm
This is my current runner-up in size compared to the
Merrickville one, just found it yesterday.
85' tall, 123.75" CBH. No evidence of any Dutch Elm
Disease prevention. Pruned significantly toward
utility wires 2 years ago according to owner, so is a
little lopsided.

Song of Norway Spruce, April 2014
by michael gatonska » Sun Apr 13, 2014 5:46 pm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=UUSG6_zJFcSOQp-Euz4UPXQ&v=q_esr5jTKk&feature=player_embedded
Location: South Windsor
Date: April 11, 2014
Time: 11:30 a.m.
State: CT
Description: late morning soundscape recording at
edge marshland
Habitat: agricultural/along Connecticut River/
deciduous along river
VoxType: late morning
Category: soundscape
Sample rate: 48k 24 bit
Microphone pattern: Double MS stereo-2 channel;
150 °
Take# 1
Anthrophony: passing automobile
Geophony:
Biophony: wood frogs
Weather: sunny
Temp: 61 fahrenheit
Humidity: 84%
Wind: 8-16 mph, gust up to 30 mph
GPS: Lat/Lon: Lat/Lon: 41.85°N 72.62°W Elevation:
59 ft
Recordist: Michael Gatonska
Notes: homemade Mic suspension with
windjammer/monitored with headphones.
Michael Gatonska

Big Rock Elm in Hartington
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My friend is 6'6" himself, tree's average
DBH is 39.4"
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experience didn’t change my life until I took on a
new job many years later. A job my sister had found
for me when I was out of work and desperate.

Why big trees? My personal story.

As an employee of a tree trimming service and a
subcontractor of the power company, I spent my days
high in a bucket, cutting branches away from power
lines. Sometimes I was on the ground chipping the
logs and branches that fell from above. It was hard,
dirty, and dangerous work, but the pay was fair and
for a twenty three year old without a college degree,
it was a blessing. Sure, poison ivy year round, dog
bites, reckless drivers, possible loss of limbs to chain
saws and wood chippers, falling logs, and risk of
electrocution isn’t everyone’s cup of tea, but there is
something about one of the worlds most dangerous
jobs that assures a young man that he is a man. The
crew was filled with real men; burly, hairy, strong,
yet mostly uneducated specimens of manhood. This
is why it always impressed me when the men began
talking about the trees they were trimming. They
knew everything about them. Most of the men were
veterans and knew how to identify over one hundred
different types of trees. They knew their size
potential, could estimate their ages, identify their
flowers and fruits, and most of all, knew the easiest
ways to chop them down. You see, most of the job
was in fact trimming, but there were always jobs
when felling was required as well. I never minded
felling a tree if the job called for it but one job in
particular made me uneasy. Next to a road, wedged
between power lines and a golf course, was a gigantic
Silver Maple. The foreman placed his hand on the
massive trunk , turned to the crew and said, “Boys
this the second largest Silver Maple in the state, and
today she has to come down. “ The tree had been
trimmed many times before but was growing too
large to be in its location, so the decision was made. I
stood next to the bucket truck and watched as one of
my crew removed the top branches. Later two of the
more experienced men sawed through the trunk and
felled the giant. After I helped cut the downed tree
into smaller pieces, I walked over to the stump. I got
down on my hands and knees and started counting
the rings of the tree. One, two, three…eighty-five,
eighty-six, eighty-seven…two hundred ten, two
hundred eleven, two hundred twelve …Two hundred
and thirty years old, or at least that’s what I thought I
counted. This tree was alive before the Declaration of
Independence and it took less than two hours to bring
it down. Although it didn’t change my opinion on
felling trees, it did put a tinge of sadness in my heart,
and more importantly, peaked my interest in the
history of New Jersey’s largest and oldest trees. The

by JohnnyDJersey » Sat Apr 12, 2014 12:21 am
Just something I typed up tonight, maybe you can
relate?
People often ask me why I run around the country
chasing big trees. They ask me how I can “hunt”
something that cant run or move. They ask me why
these giants of the forest are so important to me. The
answer is not really a simple one. I believe I was
destined to find them. I believe this because there
were many incidents in my life that led me in this
direction.
When I was a small child I had a vivid, translucent,
dream. I was lost inside a thick forest of sky scraping
trees. I had no direction or purpose. Tangled in thick
and thorn I struggled on until I came out into a
clearing, a grassy glade of soft sunlight. Before me,
upon a plateau, was a giant tree, a true “father of the
forest”. Its gnarled, twisting trunk, seemed suspended
high in the air. It was a species no longer found in our
world. Its girth still matches the largest redwoods I
have seen in person to this day. Its un-tapering height
still has no earthly rival. As I gazed upon it, a deep
peace came over me. I felt found. I had answers and
justification for the wilderness I had traversed. An
ancientness covered my soul. Over the years I have
had thousands of similar dreams but none like the
first.
My first reality based experience with a large tree
was when I was 11 years old. Two of my friends and
I were trying to blaze a path to a fishing hole through
a second growth tulip poplar forest. We went astray
and came upon the edge of a farmers field. When we
climbed the fence, there was a massive tulip poplar
standing before us. I had always carried the memory
of my dream and this seemed eerily similar to me. All
three of us stood there for a minute admiring the tree.
It stood around 140' high and 22' around the base. Its
trunk only seemed to increase in size as it rose. It was
definitely old growth and many times older than the
trees around it. When I mentioned the tree to my
father and other locals in the area, they all knew of it.
Many of them had played inside its hollow trunk as
children. Even my friends 85 year old grandmother
claimed it to be a giant when she was a child. This
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rest of my time on the job focused on saving trees
rather than destroying them. That summer, I would
call up my friends, return to the woods, and
rediscover my ancient tulip poplar once again, this
time with a whole new admiration.

millennium or more. Standing tall and weathering a
thousand ferocious storms, steadfast and determined.
Countless others smaller and some many times
greater ripped away from the earth only to return to
dust in their presence. Some were alive as many as
two hundred years before the founding of our great
nation, watching the children of many generations
play beneath their branches.
I too know what it is like to see those close to me die
and to weather the storms of life when it seemed as
though I was standing on my own. I know what it is
like to stand alone, in the middle of a forest or the
edge of a field wishing someone would pass by and
see how strong and beautiful I was. I have also felt
fragile in times of uncertainty and wished to be
mighty and everlasting. This is why I admire these
old and quiet giants. I stand in awe in their presence
and somehow relate to their old and scared trunks.
Some have lost their mightiest and most prized
branches as I have lost so many important pieces of
me. As I sit beneath their shade I am reminded that
only the strong survive. Something within this tree
and something within me has weathered these storms,
and that is why we both stand here today.

Over the years I made a point to visit this poplar on
the most important days of my life. Through grief
and joy, I was looking for answers. I sought the peace
I remembered from that slumber so long ago. My
girlfriends knew her. My family saw her. The day my
grandmother died, I visited her. The morning my first
child was born, I sat beneath her branches. When I
had a big decision to make, I meditated there with
her.
One morning in late 2012 I made my way back
through the forest and found that the tree had fallen
in a storm a week earlier. Several smaller and weaker
trees were shattered in the fall. I had lost a friend. I
took one of her last live leaves home with me. It is
nestled inside an album next to my first photo of the
tree.
Over the years I have beheld some of the worlds
largest, tallest, and oldest. I have found lost and
forgotten giants and wandered through secret and
hidden groves of enchanted trees. I may have
dreamed, but I never dreamed anything like this.
Wide awake and full of wonder, I’m still amazed at
the natural treasures in our world. In spite of this,
people continue to ask me the same questions. Why
search? Why the trees? Why carry around my
childhood dream? I answer with this...

In short, I realize now that the tree in my dream as a
child was in fact......me. Once I endured the storms of
life, I became the tree and I was found. Peace had to
be realized through trail and fire.
John D Harvey

Re: Why big trees? My personal
story.

I’ve always found peace in the quiet and solitary
places. I’ve drawn my inspiration from the forest and
mountains. I have learned that the most perfect peace
one can find is alone, surrounded by the arms of
nature and God. I can only imagine what it would
have been like to explore America when it was an
untamed and wild forest. The great unknown and the
possibility of discovery has always enchanted me.
I have lived so many places and I have lost so much;
my dearest friends, my closest lovers, and myself at
times. The changes I have experienced have led me
to believe that nothing in life is secure. Friends and
family die and lovers leave. Dreams are blown away
like dust and precious times slip through our fingers
like sand. Uncertainty rages like an angry ocean and
the future rises like a tidal wave to wash away the
happy moments that we cling to. We are only left
with memories. We are only left with ourselves.
I guess in a way I can relate with my giant trees.
Some have stood against all odds through a

by dbhguru » Sat Apr 12, 2014 8:41 am
John,
We thank you for sharing your memories and
connections to trees with us. Your intimate
association with trees through dreams, work, and
your passion for finding the largest and oldest strikes
a resonant chord with many of us. But I was
especially moved by your description of the close
association of your fellow workers to the trees, their
in depth knowledge and identification skills. I've
never had a good understanding of how rank and file
tree workers relate to trees. My association has been
largely through arborists such as Will Blozan and
Bart Bouricius, who are also citizen scientists. Will is
at the top of the pecking order in terms of tree
measuring skills and development of methods, and is
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a legend in his own time. That doesn't give us a
window into the larger world of tree work. So, it is
comforting to me to hear that many ordinary, roughhewn tree workers can develop deeper connections to
trees than as just challenges to take down.

presence. I feel myself both grounded in what is
really important in life and at the same time aspiring
to more lofty heights when I am near one of these
great trees.
Like most people, I loved trees more as a kid than as
an adult - until recently. I consider myself fortunate
to have regained my deep appreciation - even
reverence - for trees as an adult. Here's a picture of
me enjoyed an ancient tree in Coleman Memorial
Park near my grandparents home near Lebanon, PA.

As we have followed your trips and posts, it has
become increasingly clear to us that you are no
ordinary big tree hunter, but one with exceptional
attunement and intensity. Your contributions to NTS
are a realization of what we hoped NTS could/would
become. It has never been only about measuring, but
the connections.
I hope your excellent essay will be encourage other
Ents to share their tree connections with us. Thanks
again.
Robert T. Leverett

Re: Why big trees? My personal
story.
by pdbrandt » Sun Apr 13, 2014 12:09 pm
Johnny,
Thanks for taking the time to put your thoughts into
words and sharing them. You got me thinking about
why I'm so passionate about trees. I don't know that I
can really give a logical reason for my interest in
trees, but here's my best attempt: I've always loved
nature, the outdoors, and especially tromping around
in the woods. It's not just trees that I love, but
wildlife, wildflowers, wild edibles, mountain peaks,
streams, lakes, lush coves, cliff side vistas and rocky
caves. Nature reminds me of God's power, love,
grace, generosity, and commitment to diversity.
Trees are special in my mind because they are
enduring, adaptable and they are the epitome of silent
strength and perseverance. They bring beauty where
ever they are. They are beneficial in life and death.
In the last few years I learned to climb trees in nonimpactful ways and that has further increased my
appreciation of them. They have strength to lend to a
climber and the perspective experienced from the
crown transforms the surroundings to a totally
different place compared to that experienced from the
ground. Like Johnny mentioned, uniquely big, tall,
or old trees represent wisdom, compassion,
omnipotence and it is privilege to be in their

And another of a hunter's tree stand that I co-opted
for a more peaceful nature appreciation stand. As a
young teenager I used to ride my bike to the stand
and spend hours observing deer, birds of prey, and
other animals while relaxing to the sound of rustling
leaves and wind blown canopies.
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born. These first big old trees I saw were a dense
stand of ancient oaks surrounding a vernal pool. Just
outside the grove was the greatest tree of my
childhood, a giant rugged, battered old White Pine,
that I called the Old Pine - it and the neighboring
oaks seemed to be centuries old, as old as time, and I
imagined stories about those trees as wise beings that
brought age-old goodness to the world.
As I grew up and learned about history, I guessed that
these trees, and especially the Old Pine, were about
300 years old. These ideas have turned out to be
correct. The Old Pine, a tree I still think a lot about,
fell in a storm in 1979; some years later I counted
270 rings on a cross-section of the Old Pine's largest
limb (the stump was too rotted for rings to be
counted) - the remains of the tree were still on the
ground for years.
The oaks in the ancient grove are still alive today,
and I still visit them often. The oak grove is called
the North Syracuse Cemetery Oak Grove today, a
place I often post about.
Big trees are an important part of my fiction writing,
and I am working on a novel based on a site just like
the North Syracuse Cemetery Oak Grove. In my
novel Down to a Sunless Sea, which is out on
Amazon Kindle, there is a world ruled by wise
sentient trees millions of years old and thousands of
feet tall.
Many years ago I made a pilgrimage to Giant Forest
in Sequoia National Park, and to the Coast Redwood
groves of northern California, and I long to go back
to these great, inspiring trees.

Patrick

Tom Howard

Re: Why big trees? My personal
story.
Re: Why big trees? My personal
story.

by tomhoward » Sun Apr 13, 2014 7:39 pm
John,

by Matt Markworth » Sun Apr 13, 2014 8:26 pm

Your description of how big trees have influenced
your life is poetic and magnificent, and I can relate to
it. I have been influenced by big trees since my
earliest childhood.

John,
Great story! Many writers express that writing seems
to come in waves and you're to be applauded for
riding that wave and getting this down on paper! I've
also enjoyed your trip reports and always admire the
tangible sense of honesty/authenticity that really
comes through.

I visited my first old growth forest when I was 5
years old, just after my family and I moved to North
Syracuse, NY from Ogdensburg, NY where I was
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husband, Peter, who went on to popularize tree
climbing as a recreational activity and founded TCI.
Then there's Tim Kovar, arguably the best instructor
of recreational tree climbing (including for scientific
research) in the world, who worked Peter's tree
service for two years before Peter dared tell him
about recreational climbing for fear of losing him
(which did happen, in fact, shortly thereafter). Some
of the folks you met at the 2013 Rendezvous, who are
now teaching, measuring, writing -- began as tree
workers.

Like many others, witnessing big trees at an early age
made a big impression on me. I also think there is an
instinctual element of being drawn to the forest;
perhaps a returning to our roots.
Here is a photo of me with some magnificent
sequoias back in 1992:

I believe that most tree workers develop a deep
connection to trees. They have to, or risk losing their
humanity in the process of cutting living things. I
also think that for most, their religion has taught them
that all forms of life are sacred; and their work in
trees brings that belief forward in a conscious way.
Just my two cents.
Patty Jenkins

World Premier of "Timberline"
April 26th 2014
by michael gatonska » Sun Apr 13, 2014 5:58 pm

Matt

On Saturday, April 26th at 7:00pm will be the world
premier performance of my new composition
Timberline. The piece was commissioned by the
Hartford New Music Festival, and the concert will
take place at the Charter Oak Cultural Center.

Re: Why big trees? My personal
story.
by pattyjenkins1 » Tue Apr 15, 2014 11:05 am

http://www.charteroakcenter.org/

Bob-- In the decade since I consciously fell in love
with trees, first when I met Peter and began really
seeing them, then through his association with the
Georgia Arborist Association, and then via TCI
(running events at various tree climbing
competitions, etc.), I have met hundreds of tree
workers. Granted, my view is probably biased,
because the professional events I meet them at draw
those with passion or at least high interest. But I still
think I can corroborate your feeling that rank-and-file
tree workers develop deeper connections to trees.

Also, in the art gallery of the COCC will be a sound
and video installation that will include of a number of
my soundscapes.
A note about the music:
Timberline was composed using a series of musical
lines that were traced from photographs of the upper
limit of tree growth in the high latitude region of the
Karkonosze Mountains in Poland. These ‘tree’ lines
were used to build sections of the music that move
and unfold one after the other in a kaleidoscope of
contrasting textural episodes, instrument dialogues
and groupings, moods and colourings. Some
statements are light, nonchalant and capricious, while
others are more intense, harmonically ‘clouded’
and/or rhythmically exuberant. The underlying

Some of the most passionate and deeply connected
people to trees started as tree workers and became or
are becoming giants in diverse fields. Of course we
can start with Will and Bart. Then there's my
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construction of this piece moves between both
conventional music notation and sections marked
Senza tempo, quasi improvisando, where lines are
played freely and without precise metrical
synchronization. Overall, the macrorhythmic design
of my composition is meant to always be following
an arc of musical motion (Verlaufskurve) that leads
us by stages to a single musical climax.

April 26th 7:00pm
Michael Gatonska
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recent years and I suspect the other large bays were
done in by the fire.
As mentioned you need to take a boat over there.
About the closest public ramp would be Butterbean
Beach on the Skidaway Causeway or at Coffee Bluff
Marina. The F&WS dock is on the SW side of the
island a short distance up the creek off of Ossabaw
Sound. You can land there and then anchor out in the
creek. If you are a strong paddler and work the tides
you can put in at butterbean beach (about a 10 mile
paddle one way) and land about anywhere. But watch
the wind as Ossabaw Sound can get pretty rough on
an east wind (afternoon sea breeze) and an outgoing
tide.

Wassaw Island is virgin. Can't find
any tree surveys
by samson'sseed » Fri Feb 07, 2014 11:30 am
Wassaw Island off the coast of Georgia has never
been logged, nor farmed, even though a black slaveowner inherited the island from his father.
According to sources, it's home to old growth live
oak, pine, palm, magnolia, and holly maritime
forests.
Yet, I can't find any tree surveys that have been
conducted of the island.
It might be worth checking out. The main drawback
is that it's only accessible by boat.

Re: Wassaw Island is virgin. Can't
find any tree surveys

Here's a link to the history of the island
http://www.sherpaguides.com/georgia/coa ...
sland.html

by wfell » Thu Apr 17, 2014 2:24 pm
Here are some pic's from Wassaw Island before and
after the fire.

Re: Wassaw Island is virgin. Can't
find any tree surveys
by wfell » Thu Apr 17, 2014 12:10 pm
I have been over there several times over the years
and yes it is well worth the visit. It is different than
most the islands in that little of the island has been
cleared. It is a narrow island probably not over 1/2
mile wide over much of it's length. It is a series of old
dune ridges and wet swales running lengthwise.
About the only level areas are on the backside and
much of that is taken up by the private in-holding of
the previous owner. The soils over much of the island
are very sandy and you won't find many large oaks
though there are a few on the back side near the
Parson's property. Walking across the island it is
surprising the height and steepness of the old dunes.
There are stunted pine and oaks on the tops of the
dunes and the swales take on a tropical characteristic
with tall palmetto and bay. Much of the island burned
in a catastrophic wildfire 8 or 9 years ago. The last
time I was over there was after the fire and it was
pretty sad looking, but I am sure by now it probably
looks much better. I have a bunch of photos I took
before the fire if I can find them. Also much of the
Red Bay has been taken out by the laurel wilt in
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Interior Wassaw Island

Six months after the fire

Interior Wassaw Island

Six months after the fire
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Interior Wassaw Island

Old Dune ridge Wassaw

Looking north over Wassaw Sound

Old Dune Ridge Wassaw

Interior Wassaw Island
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Interior Wassaw Island

Re: Richmond: Hollywood Cemetery
by Barry Caselli » Sun Dec 15, 2013 9:19 pm
I didn't realize anyone had responded to this post.
In January of 2013 we had to drive through Virginia
again, so we made it a point to stop at this cemetery
again. This time we measured some of the trees.
We measured the holly seen in the picture I originally
posted. That came out to be 8'4½" cbh.
We also measured a Bald Cypress at 14'11½" cbh, a
Southern Magnolia at 14'1½" cbh, a Tuliptree at
19'11½" cbh, and a Willow Oak at 20'1" cbh.
These are shown in the attached pictures.
We also measured a few other trees.

14'11½" cbh Bald Cypress
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14'1½" cbh Southern Magnolia

20'1" cbh Willow Oak
19'11½" cbh Tuliptree

Moro Creek Bottoms Natural Area,
AR
by Jess Riddle » Thu Apr 17, 2014 10:21 pm
Nts,
Moro Creek Bottoms is most widely known as the
birthplace of Bear Bryant, the Alabama football
coach, but the forests have also garnered substantial
attention. The Arkansas Natural Heritage program
established an 81 acre state natural area in the Moro
Creek floodplain, and The Nature Conservancy helps
manage an additional 92 acres. The unusually
maturity of the tract’s hardwood forest served as the
impetus for creating those reserves, and the site
appears in Mary Byrd Davis’ compendium of eastern
old-growth sites. The site has also received academic
interest for its old-growth potential, but a study by
Lockhart and others (2010) concluded that the site
was not old-growth based on the dominance of early
successional tree species. Though, they did still
identify the site as significant and unusually old
forest for the region.
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Moro Creek
Lockhart et al’s sampling, conducted in 1989 before a
storm flattened parts of the stand, indicated
sweetgum is by far the most dominant species and
forms the overstory with a mixture of oak species
while hornbeam dominates the understory. Twentyfive years later, the stand looked much the same to
me, though the relative dominance of different oak
species may have changed. A few green ash grow in
the canopy gaps from the storm, but hornbeams have
spread to fill the gaps for the most part.

Cherrybark oak and typical forest in the
natural area

Moro Creek is one of the larger drainages in the
Arkansas section of the West Gulf Coastal Plain, and
much of the watershed is managed for timber. In
fact, only a narrow strip separates the natural area
from higher ground and pine plantations to the east.
However, on the other sides, private landowners
have maintained stands of mature bottomland
hardwoods similar enough in structure and
composition to the preserve that the boundaries are
unidentifiable from a distance.

Slight depression dominated by swamp
chestnut oaks
Overall, the composition of the stand reminds me
more of Congaree National Park than any other place
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I have seen west of the Mississippi, though some
differences are conspicuous. Unlike eastern
floodplains, pignut hickory and white oak are
common and grow right next to cypress filled
sloughs. Paw paw, one of the two most common
understory trees in Congaree, is absent from Moro
Creek. Hornbeam, paw paw’s companion in
Congaree, more than makes up for the other species
absence though; hornbeam may be more abundant in
the natural area than any other site I have visited.
The forests are structurally similar too, but the trees
are smaller at Moro Creek than in many parts of
Congaree. Still, the forest seems to predate the main
wave of logging in the region, and three foot
diameter trees are common. If thousands of acres
were preserved on Moro Creek, parts might look
quite similar to Congaree.
8'8" cbh x 125.6' tall pignut hickory

MoroCreekMeasurements.JPG (87.96 KiB)
Viewed 237 times
8'9" cbh x 122.7' tall white oak
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11'7" cbh x 128.4' tall swamp chestnut oak
11'4" cbh x 128.1' tall willow oak
The white oaks and black gums really stood out to
me as impressive. I don’t often see forest grown
white oaks that large, and I haven’t seen so many tall
black gums at a single site. While most of the
species reach greater heights in southeastern
floodplains, the swamp chestnut oaks are still
significantly tall; I believe Congaree is the only site
with taller known swamp chestnut oaks. I was also
glad to be able to measure the Carolina ash since I
had never measured the species before and it was
growing near its northwestern range limit.
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14'5" cbh x 123.9' tall swamp chestnut oak

11'3" cbh x 119.5' tall black gum
e at what forests may have once looked like along
many streams in the region, even if the view is
incomplete. The size of the trees gives the forest a
different atmosphere and makes the distinction from
younger forests not merely academic. Especially
when emerging into the forest of big hardwoods and
cypress after traversing a half mile of young pine
plantations, one can feel like the forest is from a
different time.
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This Hamilton County park is 4,345 acres and has a
little something for everyone, including those that
appreciate big trees.
http://greatparks.org/parks/miami-whitewater-forest.
Note that the pine is located in a disturbed area that
includes Boxelder, Honeylocust and Eastern Red
Cedar.

Cypress knees along slough
The presence of swamp chestnut oak at a low point in
the floodplain was a little unusual, and I attribute it to
the floodplains in this region drying out late in the
summer. Swamp chestnut oak habitat is broadly
similar to swamp white oak habitat, but I think
swamp white oak lives up to the "swamp" part of its
name better. I saw swamp white oaks in New York
in areas that were flooded for several months at a
time while swamp chestnut oak seems restricted to
more briefly flooded areas. In southern bottomlands
with several oak species, overcup oak usually grows
at the lowest elevations, and it probably occupies the
habitat most similar to swamp white oak.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IRJInh-Lsh4

The species mix at Moro Creek seemed pretty typical
to me form small- to medium-sized stream
bottomlands throughout the coastal plain. Areas
close to some of the big rivers in the Missippissippi
Alluvial plain support very different species mixes
though. I've got lots more bottomland hardwood
posts coming
Jess

American Beech

Miami Whitewater Forest (OH)
by Matt Markworth » Sat Jan 26, 2013 2:32 pm
Hi All,
I had two goals on this day, measure ten species and
spend more time measuring than looking. Next time,
I'll spend more time looking for tall trees.
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White Oak
- Matt

Re: Miami Whitewater Forest (OH)
by Matt Markworth » Sat Apr 19, 2014 8:01 pm
All,
Here are some trees I measured today at Miami
Whitewater forest. The site isn't one of the tallest in
the region, but is always a pleasure to visit.

black walnut 129.7'

tuliptree:
146.9' x 9'8"
black walnut: 129.7' x 8'1"
American elm: 114.9' x 7'3"
sugar maple: 113.7' x 6'
white oak:
112' x 7'10.5"
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black walnut 129.7'

American elm 114.9'
Matt

Some international scientific
recognition for the NTS
by DonCBragg » Mon Mar 31, 2014 2:11 pm
While searching a journal recently for some unrelated
research articles, I came across the following studies
that had been recently published that may be of
interest to NTS:
Larjavaara, M. 2014. The world's tallest trees grow
in thermally similar climates. New Phytologist
202:344–349. doi: 10.1111/nph.12656
Tng, D.Y.P., Williamson, G.J., Jordan, G.J. and
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Bowman, D.M.J.S. 2012. Giant eucalypts – globally
unique fire-adapted rain-forest trees? New
Phytologist 196:1001–1014. doi: 10.1111/j.14698137.2012.04359.x

Tionesta Research Natural Area

(I'm not sure if these are open access or behind the
journal's paywall; I found these at work, and we have
a government subscription, so I can access them
regardless).

by PAwildernessadvocate » Wed Apr 09, 2014
9:35 am

While I have some issues with some of the materials
presented, that is not why I embarked on writing this
post. If you dig deep enough into the supplemental
materials, you can find where some of their data
comes from...In addition to a few of the more
conventional big tree websites, key NTS members
are mentioned specifically for their work: Roman
Dial and Robert Van Pelt. In addition to these
specific mentions, a number of their citations come
from the NTS website.

On Tuesday, April 8th, 2014, Dale Luthringer and I
visited the Allegheny National Forest's Tionesta
Research Natural Area in southwest McKean County.
We drove up through Brookston and parked on
Forest Road 443 on the south side of the RNA. This
is where I like to take people to show them big
hemlock trees, have been doing hikes like this for
more than ten years.
From FR 443 we dropped down into the East Fork
Run valley, walked upstream for a ways, then
randomly followed a very small tributary to East
Fork Run north up the hill, over the ridge, and down
into West Fork Run. Returned via the large pipeline
in the middle of the old growth.

I also followed the link for Australia's big tree
website, which pretty much lists the same tree
measuring instructions as American Forests
(http://www.nationalregisterofbigtrees.c ...
rement.php), but they do have at the very bottom of
this page a link to a "memorandum" from the Native
Tree Society on "measurement issues"--it is Will
Blozan's 2004 ENTS tree measuring guidelines PDF!
Other tall tree information came from Forestry
Tasmania's work with their tall eucalypts--they've
been searching for tall trees via a combination of onthe-ground spotting and LiDAR surveys; I couldn't
find details for sure, but I believe they use the sine
method as their laser measurement tool (see this link
for the reference:
http://www.forestrytas.com.au/news/2008 ... centurion).

We spent a lot of time looking for HWA (none
found), but Dale also took some measurements on a
number of trees, which he asked me to post here.
On the slope dropping down into East Fork Run from
FR 443
eastern hemlock 112.1'
eastern hemlock 129.2'
East Fork Run bottom
eastern hemlock 121.9', 13.1' circumference
eastern hemlock 116.3', 11.3' circumference
eastern hemlock 130.4', 10' circumference
eastern hemlock 114.7'
eastern hemlock 128.5'

So, even if we're not seeing much progress with some
of the mainstream forest and forestry groups, more
and more people are recognizing the value of proper
tree measurement! This really goes to show that the
NTS mission of collecting accurate tree dimensional
data has great utility, and is a mission we must
continue with...

Ridge top between East Fork Run and West Fork Run
black birch 94' (and possibly taller), 9.1'
circumference
Near pipeline above East Fork Run on the south side
black cherry 109.5', 9.3' circumference

Don Bragg

There is a photo album from our field trip posted
online here:
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set ...
842&type=1
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#3) Re: Tionesta Research Natural
Area

Visit to Fork Ridge Tulip Poplar and
nearby LIDAR hits

by PAwildernessadvocate » Mon Apr 14, 2014
12:48 pm

by pdbrandt » Thu Apr 17, 2014 10:28 pm
Yes it is nice that we didn't find any HWA. Let's
hope it stays that way for a long time! Especially in
that area (Tionesta old-growth), hemlock is the only
conifer species present.

Last week I took a 3 day solo backpacking trip into
the Deep Creek watershed of GSMNP with three
purposes in mind.

Here's a map depicting the approximate route we
walked that day:

1.
to get some rejuvenation time in the woods
2.
to check up on the Fork Ridge Tulip Poplar the tallest known Tulip Poplar in the world.
3.
to do an exhaustive ground search in 7 other
coves within a 1.5 mile radius of the FRTP that
correspond to 7 additional 190 foot+ LIDAR hits.
I accomplished points 1 and 2 and had a fair amount
of success with #3 as well. Here’s my report.
The FRTP was measured in April 2011 by tape drop
to be 191.9 feet (see http://www.entsbbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=74&t=2423). Until Bart's
recent post on the Grandfather Oak in Costa Rica, the
FRTP was the tallest accurately measured native
angiosperm in North America (see http://www.entsbbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=93&t=6256). I remeasured
the FRTP using my Nikon 440 to 191.2 feet tall -well within acceptable error of the 3 year old tape
drop value. The tree is magnificent and shows no
signs of damage from the past winter that was
marked by plenty of ice storms and snow.
Here’s a panorama of the cove that holds the FRTP:
http://photosynth.net/view.aspx?cid=f7c931b8-e9b149da-8741-bed685e0c782
And here’s a video pan up the FRTP taken one
evening during the fog and drizzle, as well as a
stitched picture taken when it was a bit clearer.

Re: Tionesta Research Natural Area

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mjx3vu1Txs&feature=player_embedded

by PAwildernessadvocate » Fri Apr 18, 2014 2:16
am
A brief video clip from the field trip.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_emb
edded&v=-BSQOTFcVKA
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a height of 179'. Here are a number of pictures of
that tree. The first one was taken by Josh Kelly and
shows Will Blozan at the base of the tree in 2011.
The others are current pictures I took last week.
For perspective here is a panorama of the cove that
holds this giant tree:
http://photosynth.net/view.aspx?cid=62d36c86-8f5f44b7-a2b6-b2af5b3bce94
Here is Will at the base (Josh Kelly photo)

The FRTP towers 20 feet or more over 5 other tulip
poplars within just 50 feet of it. This degree of
dominance over adjacent trees of the same species
seems unusual to me. The eastern facing cove with
its ample sunlight, protection from prevailing winds,
and other cove characteristics combine -- with the
FRTP’s favorable growth habit (unforked trunk up to
120 feet tall) and the good fortune of having evaded
storm damage that has clearly affected neighboring
tree -- to make a truly unique and apparently
unrivaled specimen.
The entire tree
Not far from the FRTP is another superlative tulip
poplar – a 21’1” CBH tree that I measured to 172.7’.
It is undoubtedly much older than the 18’ CBH
FRTP and it likewise towers 20 feet or more over the
rest of the surrounding canopy. This tree is referred
to as the Polk Patch Giant and was mentioned by
Will Blozan in his post linked above wherein he
detailed the tape drop of the FRTP. I believe they got
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across the river

The cove uphill of the tree
Ian Beckheimer and Josh Kelly have both spent some
time searching for trees in the coves and
mountainsides surrounding the FRTP. They never
found anything taller than the FRTP, but both
suggested that further exploration was needed.
Before detailing my most recent attempt to ground
truth LIDAR hits I should point out that the LIDAR
data I have access to computes the ground elevation
based on 60 foot squares. LIDAR data density for
the GSMNP theoretically enables an footprint
squares of 30 feet per side. The 60 foot squares
create a more manageable GIS file, but it tends to
over estimate LIDAR hits on steep terrain. That said
my LIDAR file shows the FRTP as a 194’ hit –
remarkably close to its actual height. There are 7
other 190’+ LIDAR hits that I was hopeful would
result in the discovery of a second or third 190’ tall
tulip poplar.

The emergent crown of the same tree as seen from
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I set out to find visit those 7 sites early on my first
full day after reaching my base camp. However, I
severely underestimated the difficulty of
bushwhacking in this area. Many times I had to
scramble through or over rhododendron thickets and
more than once I had to retreat and backtrack after
encountering briar patches over 5 feet tall. I also had
to navigate 4 crossings through 40 degree
temperature rivers that were swollen from the 2
inches of rain that fell the day before. I hiked over 5
miles that day, off trail for most of it, with 1800 feet
of cumulative elevation gain as I scrambled over 3
mountain ridges.
One beautiful mountain stream. Crossing it was
daunting to say the least. Notice the nearly
impassable rhododendron thickets on both sides.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_emb
edded&v=k2MHDo-Kf6M
Because of these challenges I was only able to visit 4
of the 7 coves I hoped to before exhaustion and
nightfall striped me of all desire to continue. These 4
were coves that harbored promising LIDAR hits of
192, 192, 195, and 200’. In each case the LIDAR
hits corresponded to superlative tulip poplars but in
no case were they as tall as suggested by LIDAR. As
I approached the GPS coordinates of each hit, the
tulip poplars would get larger and larger. 140 and
150 feet tall poplars were a dime a dozen and I soon
learned not to “waste time” measuring any but the
largest trees. One particularly disappointing cove
that suggested a 192 footer only contained a 142 tall
tree. The other 192 LIDAR hit corresponded to a
165.3’ tall tulip poplar on the side of an unbelievable
steep part of a ravine. The 195’ LIDAR hit ended up
guiding me right to a 173.5’ tall, 11’8” CBH tulip
poplar. Here is a picture of it:

The highest LIDAR hit, a tantalizing 200 footer,
resulted in the discovery of a 170.3 foot tall 19’1”
CBH tulip poplar. The full size picture I have is not
very good quality. I refer to this as the grumpy old
man tulip poplar because of a burl on the trunk near
ground level that looks to me (or at least it did in my
delirious state at that time) like a grumpy old sour
puss face.
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Even though I didn't find any new 180 or 190 foot
tulip poplars on this trip, it was a real treat to visit the
191 foot tall FRTP. I slept soundly that night,
regaining my energy for the long, uphill hike back to
the car the next morning. On the way back I took
time to take some pictures of the forest floor
awakening to the promise of Spring.
Unknown flower
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Trilium
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"Spring beauties"

Yellow violets
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Unknown flowers
The sun finally came out just as I was getting back to
the car.
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Once back at the car, I drove the 10 miles or so up to
Clingman's Dome on the NC/TN boarder and was
surprised to see this in early April:
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sizes. The refuge straddles the Quachita River, and
much of the bottomlands are maintained in a flooded
Entire photo album from the trip:
https://plus.google.com/photos/10416999104700625
0960/albums/6001969852242911713?authkey=CK7
KvLOK3te9pgE

condition. The Quachita bottoms have the reputation
of being less productive than bottomlands along some
other streams in the region, presumably because the
sediments derive from the relatively nutrient poor
rocks of the Quachita Mountains. The natural levees
along the river, which still flood regularly, support a
willow oak dominated forest that also features
considerable numbers of nuttall oak, overcup oak,
and sweetgum. The understory of those forests
include possumhaw, swamp privet, and green
hawthorn, the latter being especially common in gaps
and along edges.

Patrick

Hawthorns of Felsenthal National
Wildlife Refuge, AR
by Jess Riddle » Sat Apr 26, 2014 9:54 pm
Nts,

The refuge also contains extensive areas of pine
flatwoods adjacent to the river bottoms. These
forests are much as the name implies; loblolly pine is
the only canopy species over large blocks, and the
high points are only a few feet above the depressions.

Much of the overstory in Felsenthal National Wildlife
Refuge reaches moderate heights, but the understory
features a variety of hawthorn species that reach tree
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Along those depressions, the pines give way to a
narrow strip, often only a couple of crowns wide, of
hardwood forests. Willow oak and bottomland post
oak form a very open canopy, and a mixture of
sedges forms a dense herbaceous layer over the
soggy ground. In between those layers, blueberry
hawthorn and western mayhaw (I think) produce a
midstory of variable density. Western mayhaw
occupies the wetter sites while blueberry hawthorn
ranges up into the adjacent pines, though in lesser
density than along the wet depressions.

The possumhaw, which may be on the edge of an old
clearing, is 28” circumference at 2.4’ from the
ground, below a major fork. The possumhaw is far
larger than the current state champion, and easily
larger than any other individual I have seen in
Arkansas. The other stem of the mayhaw is 25” cbh,
and the tree is 31” circumference at 2.9’, below the
fork. The largest diameter blueberry hawthorn grows
along a road, and the mayhaw and tallest blueberry
hawthorn are along the edge of a small stream
bottomland.

One of the older sections of pine flatwoods,
and an area that has been burned in recent
years

2’0” cbh x 41.2’ tall possumhaw

FelsenthalMeasurements.JPG (32.39 KiB)
Viewed 79 times
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Western mayhaw leaves

Western mayhaw (Crataegus opaca) bark
Western mayhaw leaves and immature fruit
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1’9” cbh x 22.5’ tall western mayhaw
Blueberry hawthorn leaves

Blueberry hawthorn (Crataegus
brachyacantha) bark
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2’11” cbh x 37.6’ tall blueberry hawthorn

Blueberry hawthorn leaves and immature
flowers

2’11” cbh x 37.6’ tall blueberry hawthorn
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comment/suggestions any one would care to make.
But as a comment which may not please everyone,
for the present, AF will retain multi-stem and singlestem trees in the same register. The multi-stems will
be identified as such, but not put in a separate listing.
One step at a time.

If anyone is familiar with blueberry hawthorn or
western mayhaw, I would appreciate comments about
identifying them and their habitat. Green hawthorn I
am fairly familiar with since it is common in large
stream bottomlands throughout the southeast, but I
haven’t noticed the other two hawthorn species
before. Western mayhaw is apparently closely
related to the more eastern mayhaw (C. aestivalis).

(4) Continuing to explore alternative formulas for
computing big tree points. This effort will likely
continue for months.

Jess
(5) Continuing to think about the National Cadre
concept. I think AF is growing steadily more
comfortable with this idea. Its success will heavily
depend on NTS participation, the details of which
will be discussed in the future.

Latest on America Forests Work
Group

Bob
Attachments

by dbhguru » Sun Apr 20, 2014 12:50 pm

DRB Circumference edit.doc
(99 KiB) Downloaded 4 times

Hi Folks,
It is time for a quick update on the progress of the
American Forests Measuring Guidelines Work Group
(AFMGWG). In a nutshell, everything is going very
well. I continue to be impressed with the
determination of Sheri Shannon, present champion
tree program coordinator, to see the effort to improve
the National Register completed. When she leaves at
the end of May, AF will have lost a tremendously
valuable resource. Don and I are hoping her
replacement will pick up where she leaves off and
we'll see the mission continue without any setbacks.

Re: Washington Grove City Park,
NY
by pdbrandt » Fri Mar 21, 2014 9:31 pm
When I was at Washington Grove today I saw this
sad sight.

Don and I are:
(1) Working on consolidating the guidelines into a
handbook format that will be 60 to 80 pages long.
There will be the handbook, and eventually a field
guide.
(2) Polishing our Webinar presentations,
scheduled for May 20, 27, and June 3. The Webinars
represent a partnership between AF and LTI with
Don and I actually presenting the sessions. They will
earn CFE credits from the Society of American
Foresters for those eligible.
(3) Still working on issues relating to girth. We're
thinking about an article on girth, or circumference as
it will likely be called to stay with past convention.
I've attached a beginning draft. The final will include
diagrams, photos, and formulas. However, nothing is
set at this stage. We would greatly appreciate any
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Apparently the rot visible at the base of this towering
black oak was enough to scare city officials into
having it cut down (see video below):
http://www.democratandchronicle.com/article/20130
821/NEWS01/308210056/rochester-washingtongrove-oak-tree
They must not have cored it because the tree does not
look that unhealthy to me. I imagine whoever cut it
down got a fair amount of healthy trunk wood to sell.
As can be seen written in the cross section,
"Perfectly sound wood. Strong as an OAK!" I admit
that I am not an arborist or a tree inspector, but it
does seem a shame the tree was cut down.
Patrick

I spent about 4 hours in the Washington Grove, but
alas it was not enough time to do the trees there
justice. There are so many amazing red oaks, black
oaks, white oaks and even a few very noticeable tulip
poplars. I spent my first hour in the grove walking
along the trails, taking in the relative heights and
growth characteristics of the different sections of the
forest, and making a mental note of the trees I
planned to document. Andy Schechter, member of
the Washington Grove Preservation Group, has
labeled trees throughout the grove. This was a huge
help to me since I am not as familiar with bark ID’ing
Northeast trees.

Re: Washington Grove City Park,
NY
by pdbrandt » Tue Mar 25, 2014 5:30 pm

After my cursory stroll of the grove, I went back and
took GPS waypoints for about a dozen trees,
photographed them, and measured the CBH of each.
By that point it was time to meet Evelyn Brister,
another member of the Washington Grove
Preservation Group, who had agreed to meet me to
explain some history of the grove and show me some
of her favorite trees there. Larry Champoux, who has
posted in this thread previously, put me in touch with
Evelyn. Evelyn taught me a lot about northern tree
ID. I naively thought black oaks and red oaks are
simply the same tree called by different names in

As I got close to Washington Grove I knew I was in
for a treat when I began to see street trees like this
one:
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different parts of the country. She also very
generously acted as scribe as we went back through
the grove measuring trees I had pinpointed earlier as
well as some she pointed out to me. Evelyn also
showed me a very special tree - an 88 foot tall
American Chestnut with large husks from last year’s
plentiful harvest still littering the ground all around it
(pictures below).
There are so many trees of similar grandeur that I
could have stayed to measure them all day. When I
compare my data to that reported by Eli earlier in this
thread, I’m not sure we measured any of the same
trees except for possibly the tallest tulip poplar,
which I measured to be 122.2' -- a few feet shorter
than Eli in 2012.
I superimposed the approximate location of the trees
I measured and/or photographed on the trail map
Larry posted previously.

Below are the data and pictures I collected for these
trees. The trees are listed on the map and in the
spreadsheet by their common name and a tree
number I arbitrarily assigned. Evelyn briefly showed
me an ArcGIS file she has of the grove with many
trees already pinpointed. Hopefully this height data
(which I have shared with the Washington Grove
Preservation Group) will be added to the file.

Patrick

Re: Washington Grove City Park,
NY
by pdbrandt » Tue Mar 25, 2014 5:31 pm
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TP1 - The tallest tree in the grove at 122.2'

TP2
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TP3 - a prominent tree with balding trunk right along
a main trail. Measured to 111.2'
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WO2 - How I wish I had had time to measure this
beautiful tree. Hopefully someone can go back and
get a measurement on it

106.3' Black Cherry
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88.4' American Chestnut
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Interesting bark pattern on BO1

BO2
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RO1

RO2
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RO3

RO4
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WO1

Higher quality versions of all the photos are at
https://plus.google.com/photos/10416999104700625
0960/albums/5993718524567085969
Patrick

Giant Sycamore in Mingo Creek
Park Badly Damaged
by sjhalow » Mon Apr 28, 2014 7:54 pm
On April 14th the top broke off of a giant sycamore
in Washington County's Mingo Creek Park.
This evening I stopped by to check out the damage.
Despite of the constant rain I managed to take a few
pics.
There is a grove of hemlock trees at the southwest
corner of the forest. Unfortunately there was ample
evidence of HWA.

Pic of tree from distance
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View up through hollow center of tree

View from the southeast

View from the southwest
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offer some expertise, it may help save this tree!
Small window cut out of the tree.
Here's are links to two articles in the Washington
Observer Reporter.
http://www.observerreporter.com/article/20140414/NEWS01/140419697#
.U17jiPldXCs
http://www.observerreporter.com/article/20140427/NEWS01/140429534#
.U17jyPldXCs

Wolsfeld Woods SNA, MN
by Climbatree813 » Mon Apr 28, 2014 6:07 pm
Visited Wolsfeld Woods SNA for the third time last
weekend. In my opinion, this SNA is one of the most
beautiful tracts of woods in the Twin Cities area and
it comes with some really cool history that prevented
the woods from getting cut
(http://wolsfeldwoods.org/history.htm.) It is one of
those woods one can never really see everything.
Every time I go back I see a new tree I hadn't seen
before or a new wildflower bloom. The other part
about this woods that makes it fun to explore is it is
crisscrossed with little streams running to and from
Wolsfeld lake as well as a number of swamps and
marshes that provide breaks in the old big woods. I
got some tree measuring in too (of course.) I haven't
found any outlandishly large trees in the woods yet,
but found some with some respectable numbers and a
Sugar Maple that should be a co-state champ at some
point.

I'm not sure why they did this? Maybe to check the
integrity of the trunk, or to attach a chain to pull it
over. Anyone have any ideas?
I first measured this tree in March 2010. Back then
the height was 100.5' and cbh was 21'-3". I got 21'-7"
when I re-measured the cbh today. Can't say for sure
that it has grown that much in the last 4 years because
the tree has a substantial flare at the base and it's hard
to tell if I measured it at the exact same height.

I knew I was in for some fun the second trip to
Wolsfeld when there was a 10 ft circumference Red
Oak, four 9ft + Sugar Maples, and this at the entrance
to the place "well if this is at the entrance what else is
hidden back in there." This tree didn't seem
particularly big, but it was only 11 points short of the
state record: Circumference: 134 inches, Height: 81
ft, Can: 64 ft

I visit the park quite often and had noticed that the
tree has been in decline for the last 2 or 3 years.
About 30' of height remain on the tree. There are 3
remaining branches that look like they are still viable.
The trunk seems to be fairly sound. I think this tree
could reiterate a bit and maybe survive for a few
more decades. According to the park superintendent,
the fate of the tree has not been decided. He says in
an article in the Washington County Observer
Reporter that he's heard from a lot of folks who have
fond memories of the tree. I think he may be open to
the idea of preserving the tree. His number is listed in
the article, if there are any Ents out there who can
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Area A I found a pair of towering oaks (a Red Oak
and a White Oak) but ran out of time for
measurements. The only big Sugar Maple I found in
Area A was a 131 inch circumference Maple that
looks like it was pretty tall with a big canopy at one
point, but as one can see in the picture below, that
time has passed.

I went back to Wolsfeld last weekend to see some of
the wildflowers the park is well known for and to
find some new big trees. Found some pretty decent
Tamarack in one of the bogs and 5 or 6 more Sugar
Maples in the mid 10 ft as well as 6 or 7 red and
White Oak in that 9-13 ft circumference range
including the tallest Red Oak of the day at 10 ft 10
inch circumference with a height of 97 ft (not too
impressive south or east of here, but I don't see oak
over 100 ft around here except on very rare
occasions.)

Moved further on the trail and searched a serious
portion of the park. Saw a lot of 10 ft plus
circumference Red Oak and Sugar Maple, but I was
out for state champ titles. Then I saw an old
information sign that said "the state record Sugar
Maple is in Section A." Well, well, well. I knew it
was an old sign and I knew that for neither of the
previous two Sugar Maple champs were in Wolsfeld,
but I decided to make a search through "Area A."

Then at the end of the day I hiked back into Area A
to a nice forehead slapping moment. There not 40 ft

Didn't find anything that big on that second trip. In
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from the trail (how did I miss that again) was a good
sized maple that should be co-champ with a maple I
posted on the "Genus of the Week" forum.
Circumference: 142 inches Height: 83 ft (could be
more, I didn't get a really good number here so I kept
it on the low side) and a canopy of 69 ft (all on one
side of the tree.) Pictures Below

Another picture of the future co-champ. It is the
curved one in the middle.

The Maple that should be co-champ at some point.
Really interesting marks on the bark. The tree is
hollow.
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Twin Tamarack Marsh

This Sugar Maple obviously broke, but it had some
very interesting looking bark. It was very pale and
almost glowed in its part of the woods

Natural History of Costa Rica's High
Altitude Cloud Forest
by Bart Bouricius » Mon Apr 28, 2014 8:58 pm
[i][/i]This post is about the high altitude Oak Cloud
forests. I will talk about these unusual environments
and how the mix of flora and fauna in them came
about. The oak cloud forests of Cordillera de
Talamanca are in the highest mountain range in Costa
Rica, which here constitutes the continental divide.
The area Connie and I visited includes 3 contiguous
parks and some smaller reserves containing over
420,000 acres. The 3 large parks are: Quetzales,
Cerro De La Muerte, and Chirripo National Parks.
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The adjacent Amistad International Park, spanning
both Costa Rica and Panama, contains an additional
990,892 acres. I will also include a bit of travelogue
in this post.

Podocarpaceae. I have seen both and they can each
attain diameters exceeding 3 feet however, having
seen only one of one species and 2 of the other, I
have no good information about how tall they can
get. The 3 that I saw were all under 100’ (30.5 m)
tall. There is no question however, that the two oak
species are the tallest and largest trees in the forest
here. Moving much below 7,000’ feet adds many
more species to the mix, but it would take too much
space to discuss this environment as well.

Somewhere between 10 and 15 million years ago,
Costa Rica was partly a series of volcanic Islands
which various geological processes caused to
gradually connect together. Following this, and the
formation of the Panama Isthmus (a land bridge)
somewhere between 3 and 10 million years ago, most
of Central America and temperate North America
became connected to the formerly isolated South
America. Life of every description migrated from
South America North through Central America and
Mexico, and from temperate regions and any lands
north of Panama into South America. This event is
referred to as “The Great Biotic Interchange”. My
own suspicion is that this was more than one "event",
that this bridge was formed and inundated more than
once as a result of ocean level changes.

The oaks tower over the other trees in this forest.
Here you see the dominant oak species [i]Quercus
bumelioides[/i] that is typical of the oak forests near
Villa Mills and the three National Parks of Quetzal,
Chirripo and Cerro De La Muerte. The second
somewhat smaller oak species which is found in
these forests is [i]Quercus costaricensis[/i]. Though
pines are not native to Costa Rica, similar high
mountain forests from Honduras north to Southern
Mexico are dominated by tall emergent pines, oaks,
and the sweet gum[i] Liquidambar macrophylla[/i],
formerly considered a variety of L. styraciflua, the
same species familiar to those in the Southeastern
US, this species is said to achieve 60 m (179') in
Mexico and Central America. Interestingly great
swaths of forest here have essentially an upper oak
canopy layer with all other tree species in lower
canopy levels. It is somewhat analogous to areas in
the Eastern US where White Pines or Tulip Trees
dominate the forest.

The high altitude oak forests discussed here are
dominated by emergent oaks. They are also
populated by other trees such as magnolias, at least
one Alder in the family Betulaceae, and several other
species from originally temperate genera, all of
which migrated south from temperate climates along
the newly available cool mountain ridges. Other
trees and plants in these forests migrated north from
South America, or adapted through evolution over
time to higher altitude environments. Researchers
indicate that there are roughly 100 species of trees in
this environment. Trees here include a few notable
species of good size such as a strangler fig [i]Ficus
crassiuscula[/i] which is said to reach 40 m (131 ft.)
and 2 large conifer species in the family
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cloud forest, it can get a rather dry in the canopy with
the sun beating down.

Clouds form, as moist air from both the Pacific and
Atlantic sides of the central mountain range carry
moisture and nutrients into the forest canopy. These
high altitude oak canopies between 7,000’ (2134 m)
and 10,000’ (3,050 m) are particularly well endowed
with epiphytic life.

On a different oak, a group of orchids, possibly of the
genus Maxiliaria, cling to a branch where the
desiccated grey moss will soon turn green as the
rainy season begins this May.

Above are two images of a peculiar epiphytic plant,
[i] Mcleania rupestris[/i]. This plant grows as a short
vine or shrub containing large bulbous storage sites
on its roots. I would speculate that these provide
water for the plant during the dry season, and
possibly provide the extra resources required for it to
reestablish lower on the tree or even on the ground,
as in this picture, should it be blown out of the tree.

In the above image, several species of orchids, some
with typical pseudobulbs, can be seen growing on
this gnarly Roble Blanco tree [i]Q. bumelia[/i]. The
pseudobulbs attached to the branch, are particularly
common on species of epiphytic orchids, as there is
often a dry season when the nutrient and particularly
the water storing capability of these bulbs comes in
handy. When it is not the rainy season, even in the
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Leaves of epiphyte

The two photos above show the extent to which moss
plays a role in these forests. Moss can coat the trunks
of trees several inches deep and two species of
pendant moss hang like the bromeliad Spanish
“moss” common in the Southeastern US.

A view across a ravine from among the oaks and
understory trees.
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Above is a native plant species of the genus
Schefflera, often seen as house plants in temperate
countries. Schefflera species are primarily epiphytes
in high forests of Central and South America, though
there are a few large terrestrial tree species as well
which are not necessarily restricted to higher
altitudes. Interestingly, I noticed on this trip, that
some species have an even, and others an odd
number of leaflets in their compound palmate leaves.

Looking up at the botanical diversity in a ravine in
Quetzal National Park. A good guide to the plants in
this area is Evelio Alfaro Vindas' Common Plants of
Chirripo National Park. Available in an
English/Spanish edition INBio 2003.
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One terrestrial plant common in the Oak forests is the
ubiquitous Talamancan bamboo Chusquea
talamancensis, which leans over sometimes even
touching the ground on its spindly stem.

This image illustrates how important bromeliads are
in populating the oak forest canopy. In his book on
these forests, Maarten Kappelle cites evidence that,
harvesting the bromeliads from the trees for sale as
house plants can be a sustainable and lucrative
alternative to commercial logging and charcoal
making in the high altitude oak/pine forests of
Southern Mexico.

Connie and I stayed at a cabina where an alligator
lizard Mesaspis monticola came in to our abode for
the heat. This is the lizard as discovered in Connie’s
suitcase. It is called an alligator lizard because of its
flat relatively stiff body, short tail, and somewhat
raised scales. Because of its ridged body it has a fold
on its side that is required for expansion when it
consumes enough food.

From the deep shade of the forest on the Grandfather
of the Oaks Trail we saw a small waterfall
shimmering in the sun.
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The Fiery-throated Humingbird is found mostly
above 2,000 meters (6,560 feet).

Here is a male Green Spiny Lizard Sceloporus
malachiticus, the other species of lizard found at this
high altitude.

Here are a Green Violet-ear and a Volcanoe
Humingbird.
Regarding mammals, we did see Tapir tracks on the
Grandfather of the Oaks Trail, but I saw no mammals
other than squirrels, even though quite a lot of larger
mammals are found in this environment. Some of the
notable mammals found in these Oak Forests include
Tapirs, White-Faced Capuchins, Prehensile-Tailed
Porcupines, Coyotes, Rabbits, Red Brocket Dear,
Gray Foxes, Skunks, Ocelots, Pumas, Jaguars,
Collared Peccaries and Coatis.

#5) Re: Natural History of Costa
Rica's High Altitude Cloud Fore
by Bart Bouricius » Tue Apr 29, 2014 11:17 am
Thanks Larry,
I would have gone more deeply into the explanation,
but the science on this is now in flux. For example
currently Wikipedia lists the formation of the
Panamanian land bridge as having occurred 3 million
years ago, which was consistent with an edited
compendium, The Great American Biotic
Interchange / edited by Francis G. Stehli and S.
David Webb. This book however was published in
1985 and reissued in 2012. Unfortunately new
evidence suggests that this formation and consequent
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movement of life forms both North and South, seems
to have occurred sometime between 10 and 15
million years ago. This is based on new
paleontological evidence, much of it coming from
material exposed during the current widening of the
Panama Canal, and from Pleontologists rushing to
examine material that will be destroyed by the
construction process. See Scientific American 2012
article: http://www.scientificamerican.com/artic ... eorigins/

harvest, numbered sequentially from one end of the
forest to the other. They went up to ~3030 if I
remember correctly.
Physically the landscape is very flat, with the land
undulating only a handful of feet over a hundred
yards, with perhaps 10-15’ of total fall from the south
end of the property to the north (~1 mile). Drainage
is provided by an irregular network of shallow
sloughs sluggishly wandering between wide, shallow
ephemeral pools that range from sloppy wet to a little
more than ankle deep. Spring peepers could be heard
singing in nearly all these pools.

The formation of the Isthmus was a terribly important
event to Biologists, Climatologists and Geologists, as
it is said to have ushered in the periods of glaciation
and changed the ocean currents, among other things
producing the Gulf Stream.

A few of the deeper ephemeral pools graduate to
perennial shallow ponds. Between the encroaching
forest and the open water there is a band of pure and
nearly impenetrable buttonbush - a small, tangled
mesh of a bush 10-15’ tall (just imagine sloppy-drunk
honeysuckle). Apparently buttonbush can tolerate
more immersion (and less shade) than the hardwoods,
for very few hardwoods can grow in the same space
as buttonbush. Silver maple and a few willows
inhabit the ragged, boggy edge of the buttonbush
tangle and wind throw is common. Ash (now dead
from emerald ash borer) and at one point elm filled in
the next wettest terrain with swamp white oak and a
few sycamores filling in the rest of the seasonally wet
areas. Elm mortality seems particularly high in this
forest, with few young trees making it over 6”-8” dbh
before succumbing (a more usual size is 10”-12”)

Lawrence Woods State Nature
Preserve (OH)
by Rand » Mon Apr 28, 2014 2:53 pm
Lawrence Woods State Nature Preserve contains one
of the largest contiguous blocks of forest remaining
in the gently undulating to frying-pan flat farmlands
of Northwest Ohio. While the property is ~ 1000
acres, the largest block of forest is ~435 acres. A
smaller 56 acres strip of forest runs along the western
border of the property. The usual woodlot size is
generally in the 5-10 acre range with a few tracks
consisting of multiple adjoining properties
approaching 100 acres in size. Another way to put
this size in perspective, I’ve used this forest to
personally verify that without landmarks you do in
fact walk in a circle.

The deepest pond is located in the northwest corner
and is perhaps 2’ deep. In dry years it dries almost
completely, but a 1’ drop in water level in the fall
seems to be the average from what I’ve casually
observed. A boardwalk has been constructed through
the wide tangle of buttonbush that rings this pond to
the open water at the center.

The property was originally owned by a prominent
judge and then passed down to his heirs. As the
largest remaining track of forest it contained a
number of rare herbaceous species and therefore
attracted public interest in how the abundant second
growth timber on the property was managed. At
some point during the 80’s they had a ‘Five year
plan’ for a sustainable harvest that according to a
local university professor was less sustainable than it
appeared. By the mid nineties the family had enough
of the meddling and decided to liquidate the timber
holdings. Fortunately the state stepped in and
purchased the property in 1997 before that could
happen. Soon after I was able to hike through it for
the first time, and found every sizable tree marked for

The forest network of interconnected pools is clearly
visible as the dark splotches in the aerial photo
below:
(The northern border of the forest is almost precisely
1 mile long)
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Compare that to the LIDAR…

The forest composition also varies with the subtle
variations in terrain. The wet sloughs with seasonal
standing water are commandingly dominated by
swamp white oak. Pin oak, green ash, silver maple,
and sycamore fill out the assemblage in roughly
equal proportions, while spice bush fills the
understory. On slightly higher terrain red and white
oak become the most common species, with a
scattering of basswood, black walnut, black cherry,
and chinquapin oak also being seen. A few of the
driest looking areas were dominated by groves of
sugar maple and beach. Shagbark, bitternut, and red
hickory were present but quite uncommon.
The physical character of the forest speaks of heavy
human disturbance, for the canopy trees are eerily all
the same size from one end of the forest to the other.
In most woodlots with a history of high grading
there are usually a scattering of much older, short, fat
trunked, wide spreading ‘wolf trees’. I’ve found 1 in
the whole place. The impression I get is the whole
forest was clear felled all at once, 100-150 years ago
and then allowed to regrow. Judging by the
weathering of the stumps, it looks like the northern
20% (approximately coincident with the seam in the
LIDAR data) was subject to a selective harvest
where ~ 1/3 of the trees were harvested, starting in
the east and moving progressively west over a fairly
long period of time. You can see how the canopy
looks noticeable more ‘gappy’ on the LIDAR on this
region. The southern 2/3rds is largely undisturbed,

…and one gets the impression that the tallest trees
closely follow the sloughs, and indeed they do:
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with the noticeable exception of the large hole in the
middle (#2 on the LIDAR map). A scattering of dead
hawthorn or crabapple stumps and an abundance of
young walnuts makes it look like this region was an
old field or pasture (It’s also one of the drier portions
of the site). The abrupt linear boundary on the
western side of the hole is quite visible in the forest
as a row of fat white oaks with many lower limbs on
only one side of their trunks, reaching out into the
vanished light gap (#3 on the LIDAR map). The
young trees growing up in this area appear to be ~4050 years old.
The far northwest corner was probably an open,
savanna like pasture for a long period of time, for the
large trees here were more widely spaced, and had
larger crowns than others deeper in the forest, but
these trees were among the last to be harvested (#4
on the LIDAR map). The southwest corner grades
down into old pasture that looks like it was still in use
almost up to the point of sale of the property to the
state (there used to be an old barn & house on the
southern road).
Finally, the trees themselves aren’t all that impressive
in the grand scheme of things. My feeling is that is
simply due to their age, for all the canopy trees look
quite young, with vigorously growing crowns. Given
time, the forest will probably resemble more well
know landmark forest like Goll or Johnston Woods.
The most impressive tree was a Swamp White Oak
double, 12’-10” x 117’.
Ash trunk riddled with EIB tunnels

Three to four years ago emerald ash borer killed
every mature ash tree in the forest, but the trees were
still standing:
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12' 10" x 118' Swamp White Oak
6' 11" x 118' Green Ash
A few other highlight trees:
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13' 10" x 104' Red Oak
9' 2" x 125' Silver Maple

Dense Timber in a Slough
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Pretty Red Oak
Conjoined Walnut & Sycamore

Re: Cathedral Pines of 7th Lake
by ElijahW » Sun Apr 27, 2014 8:48 pm
NTS,
I visited the Raquette Lake red pines and the
Cathedral grove today. Both were impressive sites,
and were well-described by Tom. I did not measure
any trees or take any pictures at Raquette Lake, for
which I apologize, but I very much enjoyed my time
there; it was very quiet and calming, despite being
right next to a state highway. I did measure several
trees and took many pictures at the Cathedral pines,
which I'll post below. They should be an aid to
Tom's story, and I hope they convey somewhat the
size of the white pines and character of the grove that
I experienced.
As Tom wrote, about a dozen white pines cover an
area of about an acre, having girths between just over
ten feet and slightly more than twelve feet. I didn't
get any reliable height measurements on living trees,
but from straight-up laser shots got figures similar to
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Tom's. Interestingly, the two largest-girth trees were
dead, one near the lake shore at 12'3" and one longfallen with no bark at 12'4". The lake shore pine
measured 127' to a broken top, while the fallen,
barkless pine I estimated to be 25' plus 90' of trunk to
a broken top about 8" in circumference. Here are
some pictures:

12'3", 127' white pine near lake shore

Same pine with logging tape.
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12'4" barkless white pine with same tape
and Lt. Blue Memorial
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Finally, a few shots of the overall area. For the most
part, the saplings are red spruce and hemlock, mixed
in with a healthy dose of striped maple and other
various hardwoods.
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Mount Tom Tree Project, MA
by dbhguru » Sat Apr 05, 2014 8:10 pm
Hi All,
Today, I began a project to document the best of
Mount Tom State Reservation's trees. Ray Asselin
and I have teamed up on this project. Ray will be the
photographer. He's really good. We'll measure,
photograph, and record the largest members of each
species.

The Mount Tom triple vies with a pine on the
property of Smith College for the title of tallest tree
of any species in the Valley. I believe the Smith tree
may be a little taller and that question will soon be
answered with the help of Sparky (name of my
TruPulse 200X). Ray and I will also be looking for
the hemlock successor to the fallen Mount Tom
hemlock. I doubt that we have a standing one that
makes 12 feet around courtesy of the adelgid.

I'm beginning with two species: white pine and
hemlock. Today, I focused on the pines. Mount Tom
has a triple-trunked white pine that measures 15 feet
around and according to my new TruPulse 200X is
141.5 feet tall. The spread is about 50 feet. Here is a
look at the lower trunk, or should I say trunks?

Mount Tom State Reservation is about 2,000 acres,
but the areas that support the big trees are relatively
limited, so we'll have at most 500 acres to comb.
Eventually we'll have a display in the nature center
showcasing Mount Tom's best along with several
types of information about each species. The display
will be mostly educational in nature, but through
Ray's images of the big trees, we hope to inspire
visitors, making them aware of the region's legacy
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trees. Mount Tom's Rucker Index stands at around
118, second highest in the Connecticut River Valley.
But heretofore all the big tree information has floated
by most people. I through a lot of numbers out, but
none stuck with the exception of those for the Mount
Tom hemlock. However, the situation is changing.
There's a dynamite friends group for Mount Tom that
supports nature education, mountain history, trail
maintenance, etc. They are all extremely interested in
the tree project. We've got some real partners in this
project.
Robert T. Leverett

Re: Mount Tom Tree Project
by dbhguru » Mon May 05, 2014 8:52 am
Hi Folks,
Bill Finn, Ray Asselin, Jeff Horan (U.S. Fish and
Wildlife), and I have been identifying hemlocks for
treatment on Mt Tom State Reservation in western
Mass. After the last visit on Friday, I have been
reflecting back on my long association with that
Reservation. I began visiting Mt Tom nearly 40 years
ago. It was run by Hampden Co. then and was a
teenage hangout. It had become an undesirable place
to go. The State took it over, and I must say, has done
a much better job with the management of it. More to
my interests, I have observed the tree growth that has
occurred over the years, and it has been significant.
The Reservation is a place to go where visitors can
walk on trails through a mature forest with
increasingly impressive trees. Below is a listing of
trees documented on our three outings. The primary
objective is the documentation of hemlocks for
treatment. However, I also take the opportunity to
keep up on the white pines and a few other species.

We're currently getting GPS coordinates for the
hemlocks and will soon present the individual trees,
plus several sites with multiple trees to DCR for
treatment. The above list includes single, outstanding
specimens, but treatment will go farther. We're also
hope to raise money for additional treatments. DCR
has limited funds. One thing we all agree on is that
allowing these fine Mt Tom hemlocks to be lost to
the adelgid is NOT an option.
Here are a couple of images. First the 12.1-foot girth
red oak with Bill Finn.
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US Champ White Oak--an arborist's
view
by guymeilleur » Fri May 02, 2014 10:50 pm
this is one ugly tree. It's been re-beatified, and
maybe it can be beautified.
US Champion White Oak 140326.pdf

OH State Champ N Red Oak
Next, the 137.1-foot great white.

by guymeilleur » Wed Apr 30, 2014 3:55 pm
I got to climb this last August, and wrote up the visit
for Arborist News, June 2014 edition. 108" dbh;
from the tomograph it looks like 3 or more trunks
fused over time, and is now trying to come apart at
the seams.

Robert T. Leverett
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Guy Meilleur, ISA Board-Certified Master Arborist,
www.historictreecare.com

Re: OH State Champ N Red Oak
by Steve Galehouse » Tue May 06, 2014 6:45 pm
Hi GuyIf you get back to re-climb the oak this summer, you
might also want to visit this red oak, which is nearby,
in Westlake. The Westlake tree is a single pith with a
cbh of 21', if I recall correctly, and around 98' in
height.
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Steve
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Re: OH State Champ N Red Oak
by guymeilleur » Wed May 07, 2014 9:30 pm
We had 6-8 people clustered around the tomograph
image, guessing how many trunks fused to make this
trunk; 1, 3, 5? I did not mean to open that can of
fusion worms; I only want to manage hollow trees
without someone with a drill and a formula saying it's
gotta go. If OH says it's a champ, I lack the zeal to
appeal that decision.
Bart, I've been climbing trees for pay for 48 years,
and that aesthetic of a trunk that is clearly singular
and a crown that is open grown has escaped me
entirely. It's one form, of many potential forms. Its
appeal is certainly striking, but the appeal of the
older, squatter relic is just as appealing to me.
Dependence on a common aesthetic for unity is one
symptom of a cult.
Guy Meilleur,

big trees and flooding in Maryland
by tclikesbigtrees » Thu May 08, 2014 6:05 pm
Yesterday my family and I went to the Baltimore
airport to get our daughter who had flown in from
college in Pensacola, FL. On the way I had wanted to
check out some big trees. 2 of the trees that I had
wanted to see were the Silver Maples in Elkton that
are listed on the Maryland champion tree website.
Unfortunately we did not see the trees. By what we
had seen, it was obvious that the area had been badly
flooded from all the rain that had moved through the
area last week. The flooding had receded but there
was dirt all over and the trees were left with marks
from the water as can be seen in the attached pictures.
The water line was above my family's heads. It was
still very damp near the creek where the Maples were
supposed to be. That is why we ended up not finding
the trees.

The Missing Piece
by Climbatree813 » Sat May 03, 2014 10:56 pm
Clifton E French Regional Park is a cool park that I
grew up in. For years I thought I knew every inch of
the place. A couple years ago I realized there was a
small sliver of woods, hidden in a remote corner of
the park, with no main trails into it, that I had
somehow never explored that well. Today I did, and I
was pretty happy with the results. I will have to go
back to measure the Sugar Maples better. I managed
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to run out of time because I spent most of my time in
other places of the park today. This particular area of
woods had Eastern Cottonwood, Hackberry, Sugar
Maple, Red Maple, Basswood, and Red Oak.

This is the biggest of the Cottonwoods (The Wizard).
This picture doesn't do too much for perspective, but
the tall tree right of the Cottonwood is a Sugar Maple
that I did not get measured.

Eastern Cottonwood (The Wizard) Circumference:
262 inches Height: 108 ft Canopy: 108.5 ft
Eastern Cottonwood Circumference: 156 inches
Height: 112 ft tall, Canopy: 98 ft
Hackberry: Circumference: 92 inches Height: 87 ft
tall, Canopy: 53 ft
Hackberry: 91 inches Height: 90 ft Canopy: 52 ft
Sugar Maple: Height: 99 ft
Sugar Maple: 93 ft
As I said, I ran out of time today, but I think I
measured the largest. There were at least a dozen
Cottonwoods over 100 ft and I know there are at least
a few Sugar Maples over 100 ft, but the largest I
measured was just under. There was also a double
trunked Hackberry in the 12 ft circumference range,
which I did not measure because of the double trunk.
The two Hackberry I did measure were growing
about 40 ft apart and they were almost identical in
size. Pictures below:
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The first Hackberry

The second Hackberry

Re: The Missing Piece
by Climbatree813 » Sat May 10, 2014 1:51 pm
Made it back to this woods today. Didn't add a whole
lot in the way of size, just more species. Found white
oak and red oak, neither of which were particularly
tall (80-90 ft), the Basswood I could only find up into
the mid 90s, I couldn't find a Sugar Maple taller than
the 99 fter from last time. I did find a slightly taller
Hackberry than last time at 94 ft tall and right near it
was one of the taller Boxelder trees I have seen at 81
ft tall. Beyond that, I found a few Butternut trees,
some decent cedar (on the forest's edge), and some
really unique forest floor plants. I think I have the
biggest trees in this section found and measured.
Unfortunately, I do not think I will get to measure the
tallest Cottonwoods because the local Bald Eagle
family made a home of them and the park service has
created a "Do not enter" circle.
The other thing I noted is how skinny most of the
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trees were. The Hackberry were respectable, but
some of the tallest trees were really, really skinny
here. For instance, the tall Sugar Maple was only 6.5
ft around while the tall Boxelder was a little over 4 ft
around. Interesting at least.

Canada, tallest tree in Oswego County), 118.2, 118
(31” dbh), 116.6, 113.4, 113.2, 112.4, 110.6, 108.3,
107.
Average Height of White Pines measured (10 trees):
114.04 ft.
Other trees measured (not for height):

Selkirk Shores State Park, Oswego
County, Apr. 2014

White Pine
31.7” dbh (typical of big ones)
White Pine
30.8” dbh (trunk forks into 2
ascending leaders)
Red Oak near cabin
41.9” dbh, low, open-grown,
a lot of lichen on trunk

by tomhoward » Sun Apr 27, 2014 12:43 pm
NTS,

White Pine reproduction is plentiful.
Other trees seen: Red Oak, Red Maple, Sugar Maple,
Black Cherry

On this beautiful sunny Easter Sunday (Apr. 20,
2014), Jack Howard and I had an utterly magical visit
to the Boat Launch Pine Grove, which is an old forest
(trees about 150-180 years old – ages determined in
earlier visits, site possibly an abandoned field) by an
inlet from Lake Ontario just south of the mouth of the
Salmon River. The air was cool and fresh, with a
breeze off the lake. It is a picturesque setting, with
rugged Red Oaks along the shores, some large
spreading White Pines by the parking lot, boats being
brought in and out of the water for pleasure fishing
and other outings. Across the inlet are more Red
Oaks with taller green White Pines rising above
cottages. Near the Pine Grove is a large marsh, and
we could hear the Spring Peepers all the time we
were there. The Pine Grove is small, covers about 2
acres, but is the finest stand of White Pine I have ever
seen in central New York. A dirt road goes through
the middle of the Grove to 2 cabins that can be rented
during the warmer time of the year. There is an
especially wondrous quality about nearly pure stands
of White Pine like this on a sunny day like this with
the breeze making the soft soughing sound unique to
White Pines, and with the air steeped with the
refreshing spicy fragrance of White Pine. It was
indescribably wonderful to be among these tall White
Pines and we were reluctant to leave. We heard a
Pileated Woodpecker.

Jack and I next surveyed the old growth northern
hardwood forest along the paved path between the
Day Use Area and Campground. This forest, which
seems to cover about 8 acres, was first surveyed by
Robert Henry and me on Apr. 12, 2002; this is still
the only confirmed old growth forest in Oswego
County. Old growth signs like large old trees, spiral
grain trunks, crooked crowns, snags, fallen logs in
various states of decay, pit and mound topography
are abundant. This forest is similar to the old growth
northern hardwood Liverpool School Maple Grove,
but the trees on this Selkirk bluff, which is exposed to
winds off Lake Ontario, are not as tall as in the
Liverpool grove; the density of large trees is also
lower in the Selkirk grove than in the Liverpool
grove. The oldest trees at Selkirk seem to be about
220 or a little more years old, compared to an
estimate of 350 years old for the Liverpool grove.
Dominant trees in the Selkirk grove are Sugar Maple,
Red Oak (the largest trees), Beech, and White Ash.
Associates include Red Maple (tallest in central NY,
and tallest species on site), Yellow Birch, Paper
Birch, Black Cherry, Hop Hornbeam Hemlock,
White Pine (1 tree),White Cedar (on bluff by lake).
The Beech trees in this grove are not healthy, have
been afflicted by Beech Bark Disease since before
our first survey in 2002. The Hemlocks appear to be
healthy, and there is no apparent sign of the Hemlock
Woolly Adelgid (HWA). There are some spring
wildflowers in this grove, and they are similar to the
wildflowers in the Liverpool School Maple Grove,
but are not as advanced due to the cooler, more
northerly location of Selkirk. We saw some yellow

I did some height measurements (with NTS sine
method), and these are the tallest trees so far found
along the shore of Lake Ontario in both USA and
Canada. Many White Pines have been determined to
be over 110 ft. tall. Many White Pines are very close
together in groups. Trees measured (heights in feet):
White Pine: 122.7 (26.1” dbh, as far as I know, tallest
tree yet measured on Lake Ontario shore in USA or
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flowers in bloom at the grove’s edge by the Bluff
Parking Lot, where we parked. We also saw some
fruiting bodies on moss.

Other trees measured (not for height):
Sugar Maple
37” dbh (one of biggest Sugar
Maples, by paved trail, not very tall)
Red Maple
26.3” dbh (at top of hollow that
contains the giant 3-trunked Red Oak; this Red
Maple is next to a nearly white-barked Beech. I stood
next to this Red Maple when I measured the 116.3 ft.
Red Maple – this other Red Maple is not nearly as
tall.)

Some of the largest and tallest trees in this stand are
near the Bluff Parking Lot of the Day Use Area. This
part of the Day Use Area consists of open lawns
shaded by huge old Red Oaks that are remnants of
the original forest. The original forest itself survives
right next to this parking lot and is a wonderful sight
with its old rugged hardwoods.

Age Data:
The largest and tallest trees in this grove are in a
sheltered hollow to the east and near a park road. The
largest tree in this hollow is a gigantic Red Oak with
3 enormous trunks; on Apr. 12, 2002, Robert Henry
and I measured the diameter of this tree before its
trunks fork off, to be about 7 feet. Each of the 3
trunks has a diameter of over 40 in. The hollow
where this giant Red Oak grows is a quiet and
enchanted place. There are many Hemlocks in this
hollow, as well as large Red Maples and Hop
Hornbeams.

Cross-section of branch fallen from high up in still
living Sugar Maple: 152 rings, 11” radius
Cross-section of trunk of White Ash freshly-fallen
across paved path:
192 rings, 9” radius, tree est. 200-220 years old
Here are some photos of the forest at Selkirk Shores:

This survey on Apr. 20, 2014 is the first time heights
have been measured in this grove as far as I know.

Trees measured (heights in feet):
Red Maple: 116.3 (29” dbh, in hollow with giant 3trunked Red Oak, tallest tree measured in this grove,
tallest Red Maple in central NY)
Red Oak: 105.6 (22.5” dbh, tight old bark, near Bluff
Parking Lot, one of tallest trees in that section), 93
(giant 3-trunked tree in hollow, possibly not highest
point in vast crown)
Sugar Maple: 92.2 (26.5” dbh, balding bark, in dense
group near Bluff Parking Lot)
Beech: 104.6 (slender tree, near hollow with giant
Red Oak)
Hemlock: 105 (14.9” dbh, at edge of group of
Hemlocks in hollow with giant Red Oak)

Average Height of trees measured (6 trees): 102.8 ft.
Time constraints prevented us from measuring more
heights.
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White Pine Grove at Boat Launch ave.
height 114 ft.
tallest White Pines up to over 120 ft.
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White Pine 113.4 ft.

Old Growth Forest Lake Ontario in
background

Here are some pictures of the old growth forest
between the Day Use Area and the Campground at
Selkirk Shores:
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The 105 ft. Hemlock is the tree at far right.

Giant Red Oak

Tom Howard

Liverpool School Maple Grove Apr.
2014
by tomhoward » Sun Apr 27, 2014 12:37 pm
NTS,
On this beautiful partly sunny rather cool spring day
(Apr. 18, 2014), Jack Howard and I had a magical
visit to the old growth Liverpool School Maple
Grove. It was wonderful to be among these towering
ancient trees, awesome Sugar Maples, Beeches that
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rise to dizzying heights in the sky above our heads, to
watch clouds drift by in the cool blue sky that seems
to be not far above the treetops. Many spring
wildflowers were coming up, starting to bloom, some
yellow flowers, many delicate flowers with purple
seams in white petals. We also saw a plant that could
be Blue Cohosh. Jack and I would come back Apr.
21, and find more flowers in bloom. Sugar Maple
reproduction is very plentiful. The Hemlocks in
understory of the swampier western part of the grove
appear to be healthy, and there is no apparent sign of
the Hemlock Woolly Adelgid (HWA). We heard and
saw at least one Pileated Woodpecker.

advanced spiral grain, crooked limbs in crown. If this
is the Military Tract Witness Tree, it would have
been a large prominent tree in 1790, so today it could
be about 350 or more years old – I don’t think we’ll
ever know how old it really is, as the tree is hollow. It
is the largest Sugar Maple in Onondaga County.

Many trees are over 110 ft. tall, with straight trunks
with old balding and rugged bark. Many trees have
spiral grain trunks that lift crooked crowns high into
the upper canopy. The large healthy Beech trees are
especially magnificent. There is little or no sign of
Beech Bark Disease. This should be the tallest forest
in northern Onondaga County, averaging about 10
feet higher than the old growth Oak Groves in North
Syracuse. Previous studies have determined that the
average age of the towering trees of the Liverpool
School Maple Grove is over 200 years. Old growth
characteristics like pit and mound topography, snags,
downed logs are abundant in this grove. I measured
the heights of several trees, but I’m sure I missed the
highest points of some of these broad-crowned trees.
Here in central NY trees over 110 feet tall are
exceptional; only at Green Lakes State Park (and
only in the small Tuliptree Cathedral section there)
do I know of any trees over 125 feet tall in this whole
area.

Trees measured (NTS sine method, heights in feet):

The grove also contains the largest Red Maple and
Shagbark Hickory in Onondaga County; the Hickory
is near the northwest edge of the grove and was
measured in Nov. 2010 as 40.5” dbh and 104 ft. tall.
It was not measured on this visit, due to lack of time.

Sugar Maple: 123.8 (31.3” dbh, tallest tree measured
in this grove, tallest Maple in northern Onondaga
County), 117.2 (54” dbh – 14.14 ft. cbh – biggest tree
in grove, possible Military Tract Witness Tree),
113.5 (29.9” dbh), 110 (slender tree), 110 (35.4”
dbh).
Beech: 115.2+ (28.9” dbh – close to highest point,
but what looks like highest point not visible to laser
rangefinder due to clutter)
Red Maple: 115.3 (37.2” dbh, tallest Onondaga
County)
Bitternut Hickory: 118.4 (28” dbh – tallest Hickory in
northern Onondaga County)
Shagbark Hickory: 116.8 (slender tree near houses
with Poison Ivy vine on trunk, possibly tallest of
species in NY State), 103.9 (slender tree)

The Liverpool School Maple Grove contains some of
the oldest trees in upstate NY. In April 2012 I posted
to the Bulletin Board about a ring count of 283 for a
fallen Beech – as far as I know, this is the highest
ring count for Beech in NY State.

Basswood: 95 (24.7” dbh, leaning tree)
Average Height of trees measured Apr. 18, 2014 (11
trees): 112.63 ft.

The grove’s largest tree, the giant Sugar Maple, has
been re-measured to a height of 117.2 ft. and dbh of
54”; as I have indicated in earlier posts, this could be
the only surviving Military Tract Witness Tree in NY
State. About 1790, surveyors laid out lots for
veterans of the Revolutionary War in the stillunsettled area of central NY; the surveyors scarred
large trees to mark lot locations, and there was a
Military Tract Witness Sugar Maple at the very spot
where the Liverpool Maple Grove is today; this great
Sugar Maple has 2 huge scars at the height where a
surveyor would have whacked them out with his ax;
this tree also has the signs of an aged Sugar Maple –

This may be the average height of the canopy, but
there are dozens more really tall Sugar Maples, Red
Maples, Beeches, and Shagbark Hickories that should
be measured in order to determine the average height
of the canopy of this old growth forest.
On Apr. 21, 2014 Jack Howard and I had another
wonderful visit to the Liverpool School Maple
Grove. The weather was sunny and getting warmer,
and it was magical to watch clouds drifting over lofty
treetops. The grove is dense with dozens of very tall
trees, mostly Sugar Maples and Beeches. The Beech
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trees are phenomenally beautiful and graceful, and
they form awesomely massed ranks, the most
impressive stand of Beech I have ever seen in central
NY. More wildflowers were in bloom than on Apr.
18, with many yellow Dogtooth Violets, some
Dutchman’s Breeches in bloom. Trilliums are starting
to bloom. We heard the loud tapping and the raucous
calls of the Pileated Woodpecker, and then we saw 2
of these great birds, with 1 tapping a high Beech tree,
and both in flight among the towering Sugar Maples.
I'll be posting with some pictures in a few days.
Tom Howard

Re: Liverpool School Maple Grove
Apr. 2014
by Rand » Sun Apr 27, 2014 3:22 pm

tomhoward wrote:NTS,
The grove’s largest tree, the giant Sugar Maple, has
been re-measured to a height of 117.2 ft. and dbh of
54”; as I have indicated in earlier posts, this could
be the only surviving Military Tract Witness Tree in
NY State.

Re: Liverpool School Maple Grove
Apr. 2014

I think I visited this tree in 2012 and it was the most
impressive sugar maple I've ever seen. It was near
sundown so the pictures I took came out a little
blurry:

by tomhoward » Sat May 10, 2014 3:17 pm
NTS,
Here are some pictures taken in April 2014 of the
Liverpool School Maple Grove. The first 2 pictures
show the largest tree in the grove, the 54" dbh, 118+
ft. tall giant Sugar Maple that could have been a
c.1790 Military Tract survey Witness Tree - this tree
is possibly close to 400 years old.
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The next photo shows the tallest trees in the grove (as
are so far known), a group of Sugar Maples over 120
ft. tall.
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The city turned the area into a park after this 1909
disaster. It also has a substantial set of steps with
railings which suits my rehab efforts perfectly.
It is a small park of about 12 acres. The flat area is
developed with the usual park amenities- shelters,
Picnic tables, rest rooms etc. It is also decorated with
a 260' tall communication tower, which became less
of an eyesore when i found out the amount of money
that the city receives in rent.

The view is looking down river from the overlook. At
far left is the confluence of the Little Kanawha River
and Ohio River. Centered by the Church Steeple and
in the far background is Blennerhasset Island, left of
the island is the back channel and to the right(barely
visible) is the shipping channel.
Around the margins of the park and adjoining some
steeper slopes a few larger trees may be found.
Black Oak Quercus velutina 14.2' x 93' x 108' (max.)
Black Cherry Prunus serotina 11' x 92.3' x 91' (max.)
Red Maple Acer rubrum 10.2' x 89.4' x 34' (max.)
The developed area has mostly planted specimens
such as:
SweetgunmLiquidambar stryciflua 10.0' x 81.7' x 66'
(max.)
Douglas-fir Psuedotsuga glauca 4,2' x 73.4' x 17'
(max.)
Sawtooth Oak Quercus acutissima 4.9' x 51' x 45'
(max,)
I tallied 22 species and the complete list can be found
on the Trees database at:

Tom Howard

Quincy Hill Park - Parkersburg, WV
by tsharp » Mon May 12, 2014 6:45 am
NTS: In May of 2013 i had knee replacement
surgery and as part of my rehab I took it upon myself
to walk some of the city parks and take a tree species
inventory. I later came back after leaf fall and took
measurements of the largest noted in my walks.
The first site visited is Quincy Park,This park sits on
a bluff overlooking the Ohio River. It is locally
famous for a tragic water tank failure that took the
lives of two people. See the details here:

http://treesdb.azurewebsites.net/Browse/Sites/10903/
Details

http://www.electricearl.com/parkersburg/quincyhillSciAm.html
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City Park, Parkersburg, WV
by tsharp » Mon May 12, 2014 7:00 am
NTS:
Continuing my knee rehab I took a tree species
inventory of City Park . This is a 42 acre park that
has been such since 1898. The park has a ball field,
meeting pavilion, lilly pond, shelters etc. 100 percent
of the area is manicured . The park had a history of
public use even before the city took it over.
Species of note include:
White Oak Quercus alba 15.0' x 87.5' x 86' (max.)
Swamp White Oak Quercus bicolor 9.3' x 79.4' x 54'
(max.)
Post Oak[i]Quercus stellata[/i] 9.1' x 87.2' x 47'
(max.)
River Birch (Betula nigra) 6.4' x 51.7' x 63' (max.)
It should be noted that the Post Oak set a height
record for West Virginia. I have walked by this tree
for 10 years and never checked the height because I
assumed there was not anything of significance
height wise in the park. Lesson learned!
I tallied 40 species and the complete list can be found
on the Trees database at:

White Oak 15' x 87.5' x 86'

http://treesdb.azurewebsites.net/Browse/Sites/14918/
Details
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Swamp White Oak 9.3' x 79.4' x 54'
Most of the older trees in the park are very defective
and when the derecho came through it felled or
snapped about twenty five trees. Mostly in the Red
Oak group while the White group suffered only one
loss.
The most common Oak in the park is Post Oak.
Why? I do not know since the site has poor drainage.
So unlikely as it may seem they must have been
planted. '
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Blennerhassett island sycamore 37ft
CBH
by JohnnyDJersey » Sun Apr 20, 2014 7:55 pm
As some of you may know I do a lot of research on
historic, fallen trees. I came across photos and
information from a book about this historic tree
today. It expired in 1950 and fell in 1953. It was 37
feet around at last measurement. Below are a couple
photos and a link to a Google book which contains
info on the tree. You can find it on page 44.
http://books.google.com/books?id=WOvlyW ...
re&f=false

John D Harvey
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Went on a mini road trip with my friend two days ago
to see the largest tree in Minnesota, at least it was
when we last had a register. It is really a beautiful
tree!

Largest Tree In Minnesota
by Climbatree813 » Tue Jan 21, 2014 9:45 pm
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Creek. I was short on time so I had to skip Cooper
Creek for now. The Sosebee Cove is literally right
on the side of the road. A pair of yellow buckeyes
dominate the view. The buckeyes are impressive!
Eli provided a photo of the big daddy already. I
meant to get a girth but forgot to do so. It's likely the
same size or perhaps an inch wider than previously
measured. I quickly took some shots at the crowns

Re: Sosbee Cove, Chattahoochee NF,
GA
by bbeduhn » Mon Mar 24, 2014 4:16 pm
I was heading to North Georgia for the weekend and
planned on stopping at the Sosebee Cove and cooper
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but didn't get off trail much. I assume there is more
good stuff below the trail. Eli had several 160's that
I did not hit.

http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/indiana/do
naldsons/donaldsons_woods.htm I’d also like to say
thanks again to Rand for his explanation of Indiana
LiDAR. The first tree I measured was the 155.9'
tuliptree and I walked right up to it using GPS
coordinates. I believe this may be the tallest known
tree in Indiana. I was also very pleased to find 7
species over 130’.

Liriodendron tulipifera 165.9' 159.6' 157.8' 153.2'
152.8' 152.7' 152.4' 150.4' 149.2' 146.7' 146.2'
Aesculus flava

137.1' 136.6' 130.6' 120.2'

Quercus rubra

130.2'

Carya cordiformis
Prunus serotina
Tilia heterophylla

The walnuts and sycamores are located in the gorge
that contains the stream flowing out of Donaldson
Cave, which is adjacent to Donaldson’s Woods.
Spring Mill State Park and Mitchell Sinkhole Plain
are also adjacent to the site. It's also important to note
that with the exception of one cave that provides a
guided tour, all of the other caves are closed because
of white-nose syndrome that kills bats.

116.2'
119.9' 110.5' 106.4'
121.3'

The sign states that all of these trees sprouted after
1903. The two big buckeyes and at least four tulips
appear to be considerably older. The big buckeyes
are the tallest. The 130.6' is still rather young. Many
more top 110'. The tallest tulip appears to be the
same one Jess and Eli had as the tallest, on the west
side just past where the loop begins. The trail had
been rerouted recently so the loop starts further down
than it once did. Many of the 150' tulips looked
young. I rarely see such young, vibrant, tall tulips
amongst older tall tulips.

tuliptree:
12'10" x 155.9'
tuliptree:
13'9.5" x 152.4'
hickory (unknown ID): 6'7.5" x 138.2'
shagbark hickory:
7'8.5" x 137.5'
shagbark hickory:
6'1" x 124.5'
black walnut:
8'1" x 137.4'
black walnut:
134.8'
American sycamore: 8'6.5" x 134.2'
American sycamore:
133.7'
American sycamore: 9'2" x 131.3'
northern red oak:
8'7" x 132.5'
northern red oak:
13'4" x 130'
white oak:
8' .5" x 131.5'
white oak:
12'6" x 127.6'

Donaldson's Woods (IN)
by Matt Markworth » Tue Mar 25, 2014 8:37 pm
All,
I recently had the pleasure of visiting Donaldson’s
Woods in Indiana. The interesting features are almost
too many to count: sinkholes, caves, gorge, old trees,
complex crowns, open understory, and a high % of
white oaks compared to other forests I’ve visited. In
Southwest Ohio I'd have to be in a ravine to find
these heights, so the feature that surprised me the
most is that with the exception of the walnuts and
sycamores, all of these tall trees were on the gently
rolling Karst topography and did not require deep
ravines.
Rand visited this site in 2008 and put together a great
site description and there were many replies that
provide even more detail on the history/geology of
the site. Here is the link:

typical scene
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155.9' tuliptree

155.9' tuliptree

155.9' tuliptree
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138.2' hickory (unknown ID)
137.5' shagbark hickory

138.2' hickory bark (unknown ID)
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134.2' American sycamore and 137.4' black walnut

131.5' white oak
127.6' white oak and 132.5' northern red oak

Donaldson Cave
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Donaldson Cave
Matt

Old Mans Cave does its best Narnia
impression
by Rand » Sun Feb 16, 2014 11:17 pm
So after ~4" of fresh snow and the coldest winter in
almost twenty years I figured it was high time to visit
the Ice in Old Man's cave in the hocking hills. I was
not disappointed:
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Re: Old Mans Cave does it best
Narnia impression
by Rand » Sun Feb 16, 2014 11:35 pm
While there I also measured a few trees that were last
measured in late 2008, and much to my surprise
they'd grown about twice what I'd expected:
The tallest tulip went from 9' 1" x 154' to 9' 4.5" x
157'
The tallest hemlock went from 149.8' to 153.5'
A well positioned tulip on a streamside bench
downhill from the tall hemlock went from 145.7 to
150'
Some pictures of the tall hemlock:
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Finally a fallen hemlock near cedar falls gave a ring
count of ~320 @ ~ 20' in the air. The chain saw cut
was pretty punky, making narrow rings difficult to
distinguish in many places, so this may be a
significant understatement.

Costa Rica: Astounding high altitude
"Grandfather Oak"
by Bart Bouricius » Wed Apr 16, 2014 4:28 pm
Costa Rica’s astounding huge “Grandfather Oak”:
The High Altitude Old Growth forests of Villa Mills
At 9,500 feet (2,900 m) in the Talamanca Mountains
along the continental divide there are three large
parks and several adjacent forest reserves that make
up a corridor with the countries’ largest park, the
International Amistad Park. These parks are Quetzal
National Park, Tapanti-Macizo Cerro DeLa Muerte
National Park and Chirripo National Park.

A closeup of the top:

In the Cerro De La Muerte park area is the town of
Villa Mills with 200 residents, more or less. This is
where Connie and I stayed on a 3 day tree
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hunting/birding trip. After a first cold night in a
cabin, we spent the next day driving the dirt roads in
the area stopping at likely spots for birds and
cataloging the ones we identified. The second day, I
contracted with Olman, a young man who works part
time in the charcoal business (turning trees into
charcoal for cooking). Olman agreed to take me to a
particularly huge tree that his family was familiar
with.
As we started out on the trail head at about 6:45 am,
we were surrounded by towering oaks laden with
orchids, ferns and other epiphytic plants including
pendant moss, a true moss, which resembles the
bromeliad Spanish Moss that commonly drapes the
branches of Live Oaks in the Southeastern US. As
we walked we could hear a multitude of bird songs,
particularly the ethereal flute like refrain of the
Swainson’s Thrush, a bird that winters here and
practices in the early spring for its North American
debut.

The constantly shifting clouds at this high altitude
produce often beautiful effects, but sometimes just
dense fog.

There are two species of oaks here, the “Encino”
oak and the “Roble blanco” which is the larger of the
two. Both oaks are emergent species growing above
the other trees including some magnolia trees, which
are among the 94 odd tree species that are known to
thrive in this high cloud forest environment.

Connie stands among the high altitude poor man's
umbrella Gunnera genus species that have been
chewed by beetles. Biologist Lynn Margulis had a
special interest in this genus because these species all
form a symbiosis with nitrogen-fixing cyanobacteria
whereby the bacteria enter the plant through glands at
the base of the petiole, and provide nitrogen to the
plant while obtaining carbon compounds from the
plant.
http://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/article/histor
y_24

As we drove into the mountains, at a little over 7,000
feet (2135 m) we started seeing the oaks.
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This tree in a clearing not far from the trail entrance
is Podocarpus costaricensis, a conifer that is rare and
considered critically endangered as a result of
logging and habitat destruction. Little is known
about its natural history because of its rarity. I
believe this young tree was planted by a park
employee.
Oaks tower into the mist behind Olman as we set out
on the trail to the Grandfather Oak. On this hike I
carried my measuring kit consisting of my Nikon 440
rangefinder for straight up shots to obtain minimum
heights, and a 50' (15.24 m) circumference tap which
was nearly too short.
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As we walked on the Grandfather of the Oaks trail,
beautiful ferns and foliage of many plant species
surrounded us. Here is Polypodium macrolepis,
somewhat resembling our temperate polypodium
ferns.

A forest anolis lizard with an appealing cryptic
pattern looks warily at the camera.

This Roble Blanco Quercus bumelioides was 153'
(46.6 m) tall and 20', 1" (6.1 m) in circumference.
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The Roble Blanco competes with other tall oaks in
the canopy, or perhaps cooperates with them, as some
researchers suggest.

Leaf mimic katydid is almost invisible in the leaf
litter on the forest floor of the trail.

Olman with the majestic Grandfather Oak measuring
198' (60.4 m) tall by 18', 9" (5.8 m) in circumference
above the buttresses and 14' (4.3 m) above the
ground. It was humbling to be in the presence of an
oak that is taller and probably has a larger volume
than any oak tree of any species in the US or Canada,
and which competes with the largest Kapok trees I
have measured, for height. This tree along with two
equally tall Ceiba pentandra trees begs for a tape drop
measurement and comprehensive volume
measurement. Next year I will attempt to get a
research permit allowing a team to climb and
precisely measure these trees and 3 even taller,
though thinner Pterygota excelsa trees. Amazingly I
have a lead on a supposedly bigger taller oak of the
same species from a young woman who has seen
both trees and is a forest ranger in the Quetzal
National Park. Will this search ever end? I think not
until I do.

This smaller species, the Encino Oak was 126' (38.4
m) tall and had a circumference of 14', 3" (4.4 m).
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The thick trunk of the Grandfather Oak pushes above
the other tall trees around it over the top of the
regular canopy.

Here the tape shows a CBH of 46', 5" (14.2 m). This,
of course is just for those interested in the statistic,
which can not be properly compared to trees with no
buttresses.

This great tree has a strange resemblance to a
Redwood when viewed at this angle.

This double waterfall was only 10 minutes from the
Grandfather Oak, which seems only fitting in this
magical place.
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Re: Costa Rica: Astounding high
altitude "Grandfather Oak"
by Bart Bouricius » Wed Apr 16, 2014 8:57 pm
Thanks Will and Bob,
Regarding the amazing oak, Quercus is bigger than I
thought possible only a couple of months ago. I did
see a few huge trunks back from the trail that are
probably of much taller trees than the few I measured
other than the Grandfather Oak. I would have
measured more, but I had to walk very very slowly at
between 9,000 and 10,000 feet (2,744 to 3049 m) as
altitude sickness is a real danger when walking up
and down hills for 10 kilometers. I believe there are
several oaks here over 20' in circumference that have
significant height and at some point I will have to
return to this area again to measure another known
giant tree and to find new unrecognized ones to
measure. I have been putting off my post from the
lowlands because it is easier to quickly get something
up about a location with only two species that get
really tall, than to post on a location where there are
probably at least 20 or 30 species that have great
height potential. I will be doing a separate short post
about the natural history of the oak dominated
forests, and will then be getting back to posting on
my recent trip to the Osa Peninsula by next week.

Leaves of Quercus costaricensis are on the left and
those of Q. bumelioides are on the right.

Re: Costa Rica: Astounding high
altitude "Grandfather Oak"
by Bart Bouricius » Thu Apr 17, 2014 11:26 pm
Jason and Patrick,
Actually I measured a different species, that while
slimmer at only 14', 9" (4.5 m) circumference, was a
whopping 208.5' (63.6 m) tall. For now it holds the
record for angiosperms that I have measured in Costa
Rica or Panama. This tree is the "Probado" tree
Pterygota excelsa and is in the same family,
"Malvaceae" as the Kapok tree. I have measured 3 of
this species, 2 in Carara National Park and 1 near
Piedres Blancas National Park, both in pacific
lowland forests. These trees were in ascending order

Olman holds an acorn of the Encino tree. The seed of
the larger Roble blanco is narrower, but longer. The
Encino tree may require one or two years to produce
its seeds depending on annual weather conditions,
while the Roble blanco generally produces every
year, though the mast (quantity) will vary in size
from year to year.
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199.5' (60.8 m), 207' (63.1 m), and the tallest already
listed above. The name is interesting as it means
"proven", and that it is. There are actually a few
more trees that were measured to 190' (58 m) or
better including a Panama Tree at 195' (59.5 m), the
wild almond Dipteryx oleifera also at exactly 195'
(59.5 m), but 30' 3" in circumference above the
buttresses, and a second slimmer Wild Almond at
193' (59 m). There are also several more species in
the 180's that probably can achieve close to 200' (61
m). After one more posting on Natural history in the
high mountains, I will include a post with images
from my third trip to the Osa Peninsula area which
includes the Panama Tree and lots of other trees such
as a second giant Kapok over 190' (58 m). Below is
the previously posted 208.5' Probado tree.

a couple of nights with David Bullard and Welch
composer Hilary Tahn, of international acclaim.
Monica and Hilary are great friends and have been
for over 30 years. They met in London years ago at a
concert in which both participated. Monica often
plays Hilary's compositions. David has become a
great friend of both of us.
David owns the Revolutionary War historic
Marshall House in Schuylerville. The residence has
many stories to tell. It still reveals damage from
cannonballs. You can visit the Marshall House's
website and read about it. Here is an image in the
front yard of David next to a handsome hackberry.
The tree is 10.5 feet in girth, but only 75.5 feet tall.
Oh well, can't have everything, It is a beautiful tree.

Bart

On the way to and from Plattsburgh, we revisited
Crane Pond area near Schroon Lake. This is an area
of the Dacks that I never paid much attention in the
past because it has a heavy logging history, which
always translates to wanton land abuse. However, the
region still holds surprises. The attached WORD file
is a report we made to scientist Evelyn Greene and
long time friend, environmental leader John Davis.
I'll only add that we've barely scratched the surface at
Crane Pond.

This Probado tree is the tallest tree I have measured
in Costa Rica or Panama Pterygota excelsa.

Adirondacks and Lake Champlain
by dbhguru » Wed Apr 30, 2014 8:42 am

In terms of confirmations on this trip, two hemlocks
along the trail reach 112 feet in height, which is
pretty good for the Adirondacks, where many make it
to between 90 and 105 feet and then they run into
some kind of growth barrier. The Dacks just don't
grow tall hemlocks.

Hi All,
On April 22-24, Monica and I were in upstate New
York. Monica taught a music class and gave a
concert at Union College in Schenectady. We stayed
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On April 23rd, my son Rob and I scouted out a new
area of cottonwoods in Plattsburgh. Here are some
images. First a feel for the cottonwoods, which grow
in a small wetland.

Here is a 13-foot girth, 109-foot tall specimen with
Rob in for scale.

I measured several cottonwoods in the stand. The
best I got was 119.3 feet in height. Most were
between 100 and 115 feet. No record breakers, but
not shabby.
I'll close with another Crane Pond shot to give an
idea of how the forest looks there. The pines are drop
dead gorgeous. Most are 7 to 10 feet in girth and 115
to 125 feet tall. A few surpass 130 feet and at least
two make the 140s. The largest is 13 feet in girth and
149.0 feet tall. I had it slightly over 150 feet from my
first visit last December, shooting with my Nikon
440. But Sparky, my TruePulse 200X, speaks truth to
height. Sigh!

These trees are quite impressive specimens. They
aren't yard trees as the next over-exposed photo gives
testament to.
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the most biomass-dense forest types in the world:
viewtopic.php?f=144&t=4966
There is a document on the Internet (it appears to be a
book text) according to which there is an old height
record 250 ft = 76 m for Picea smithiana:
http://djvued.libs.uga.edu/text/6tgbitxt.txt
The record may be exaggerated but I am fairly sure
that somewhere in the Himalayas and adjacent areas
there are taller forests than in Europe (perhaps
without Caucasus) and eastern NA.
The location of the Mount Nanjiabawa can be seen
here:
http://www.mindat.org/maps.php?id=235214
Sahni's book "The Book of Indian Trees" gives 250 ft
= 76 m as the max. height for deodar cedar (Cedrus
deodara), too. See also this old painting of deodar
cedar forest:
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O7625 ... frederick/
I am dreaming of a measuring trip to the Himalayas...
Tibet is difficult as a special permission is needed for
travelling there.
Check also other documentaries in the Forest China
serie!
CranePond.doc

Kouta

Robert T. Leverett

Sunrise Carriage Trail
Nanjiabawa Virgin Forest, Tibet

by tsharp » Wed May 14, 2014 12:31 pm

by KoutaR » Fri Feb 22, 2013 8:56 am

NTS:
On January 9th and 31st, 2014 I measured some trees
along the Sunrise Carriage Trail in Charleston, WV.
This trail was originally a road that switch backed up
the hill from the Kanawha River and was used to haul
materials while the MacCorkle Mansion (Sunrise)
was being built in 1905. It later housed a Museum (
also called Sunrise) and presently serves as law
offices. The legal firm, after acquiring the property,
deeded the old access road with eleven acres to the
City of Charleston as a park with it own funding
source. It is directly across the Kanawha River from
downtown Charleston. For more information see the
following link:

NTS,
There is a nice documentary on "Nanjiabawa Virgin
Forest" in youtube. The first part is here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K0pQbfVGuvg
It is about a spruce forest (though much of the
documentary shows animals on open meadows). The
spruce species in question is likely Picea smithiana.
According to the film, the biggest of them are 70 m
(=230 ft) tall and 2 m thick. The forest is said to be
the densest spruce forest in the world with 3000
m3/ha of timber. Indeed, if I use the medium density
of Norway spruce (Picea abies) the stem biomass
would be 1368 t/ha. It would be in the sixth position
(and well before Sitka spruce forest) in my table of

http://www.carriagetrail.org/
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The park has its share of problems with invasives
with English Ivy and Garlic Mustard being the worst.
The largest trees measured are listed in order of
descending height and include the following:
Yellow Buckeye (Aesculus flava) 9.6' x 134.1' x 60'
(maximum crown spread)
American sycamore (Platanus occidentalis) * x
125.3'
Yellow-poplar (Lirodendron tulipifera) * x 119.8'
American Beech (Fagus grandfolia) 9.4' x 118.7' x
82' (maximum crown spread)
Northern Red Oak (Quercus rubra) 13.0' x 113.6'
Black Oak (Quercus velutina) 8.1' x 103.8', 13.2' x
90.1'
Bitternut Hickory (Carya cordiformis * x 100.9'
American Elm (Ulmus americana * x 98.1'
Silver Maple (Acer saccharinium) * x 97.3'
Black Cherry (Prunus serotina) 5.6' x 96.8'
Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum) 8 x 92.9'
White Basswood (Tilia americana var. heterophylla)
4.7' x 88.5'
Common Hackberry (Celtis occidentalis) 7.5' x 82.1'
Sweet Birch (Betula lenta) * x 79.4'
White Oak (Quercus alba) 9.8' x 78.7'
Chestnut oak (Quercus prinus) * x 77.3'
Boxelder (Acer negundo) * x 74.4'
American Holly (Ilex opaca) 2.3' x 29.8
Common Serviceberry (amelanchier arborea') 0.8' x
27.1'
Flowering Dogwood (Cornus florida) 2.3' x 25.2'
Eastern Hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) 4.2' x *
The RH10 Index is 110.8'
A complete list may be found on the Trees database
site at:
http://treesdb.azurewebsites.net/Browse ... 24/Details

9.4' x 118.7' x 82'
While building the original carriage road, workers
uncovered two bodies and moved their burial spot to
the side of the trail and later this marker was
installed.

The Beech pictured below is one of four similar size
Beeches. I believe I captured the biggest. This is
difficult species to measure for height but because of
the steepness of the terrain I was able to shoot from
an elevated position which made it much easier.
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below the dam prompted this post.
A broad alluvial flat borders one side of the 100 yard
stretch of stream, but the stream presses up against a
steep bluff on the other side. Several regionally
uncommon species grow on the bluff, and the
conditions the slope provides seem to be the key to
the small forest’s high diversity. The canopy is
mixed at all levels and differs from one side of the
stream to the other. White oak and sweetgum, among
the most common species in the region, play a
prominent role in the overstory, but the highest
canopy layer also includes less common species like
bitternut hickory, basswood, and northern red oak.
Similarly, widespread species like hophornbeam,
hornbeam, and Carolina red maple form most of the
mistory, but that canopy layer also features a few
chinquapin oaks. Of the uncommon species, bigleaf
snowbell is the most abundant and may be the most
common species in the understory. It competes with
sweetleaf and witch hazel.
Overstory trees at the site are mature and large, but
not exceptionally so. Sweetgum reaches about 120’
and loblolly pines in adjacent parts of the flat
probably reach similar heights. Relative to the
potential of the species, the understory is more
impressive. Sweetleaf, witch hazel, and bigleaf
snowbell all reach large sizes for the region, and
dogwood is fairly tall in the adjacent pine uplands.
They were confederate spies ordered executed by a
Union officer. The names of the executed are not
positively known but
apparently MacCorkle knew their names but would
not divulge them because of relatives living locally.
I haven’t spent enough time in the to know if the
witch hazel and serviceberry are exceptional for the
West Gulf Coastal Plain, but they are the largest and
tallest I have seen in the area. The snowbells
represent new height and diameter records. The
previous records were 20.0’ tall and 8” cbh in the
foothills of the Appalachians in South Carolina. NTS
has not extensively measured the species, but that
lack of data in part reflects the scarcity of the species.

Photos 1/31/2014 by Turner Sharp

Bradley County Park, AR
by Jess Riddle » Thu May 15, 2014 8:38 pm
Nts, In many ways Bradley County Park, located just
outside of Warren in the Upper West Gulf Coastal
Plain, resembles your typical small town park; two
pavilions and a swingset are nestled in a groomed
forest and overlook a six acre lake. A pine forest
with hardwood understory, somewhat more mature
but generally typical of upland forests in this part of
the coastal plain, borders the other side of the lake
and makes up most of the park. However, a much
smaller strip of hardwood forest lining the creek

Don Bragg originally pointed this site out to me as a
local area with some uncommon species. Being so
small and not indexed by Google maps or similar
databases, I doubt I would have ever found the park
otherwise. Even if I had seen it on a map, I would
probably have assumed it was a manicured park with
no forest of interest given the urban context. All of
which makes me wonder what other noteworthy trees
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are hiding in small, local parks.
Jess

This project is being done in support of on-going
conservation efforts to highlight the exceptional
forests and trees of the Dacks. The idea is that we not
lose sight of quality in the pursuit of quantity.

Adirondack Project

On this last trip, just concluded, I set a new personal
height record for red spruce with a 115.5-foot tall,
7.5-foot girth specimen growing on the south side of
Mason Lake. More to come, with images.

by dbhguru » Fri May 16, 2014 1:30 pm
Hi Folks,
With the help of some stalwart Adirondack residents,
I have taken on a larger project that I can really
handle. It is the measurement and documentation of
legacy trees in the Dacks. Here is the criteria I'm
planning to use.

Robert T. Leverett

Carnifex Ferry Battlefield State Park
by tsharp » Sat May 17, 2014 10:42 pm
NTS:
This 156 acre park is located in Nicholas County near
Keslers Cross Lanes, WV. Access is via WV129
south of Summersville, WV. It also lies with in the
purchase area boundary of the Gauley River National
Recreational Area but is a unit of the West Virginia
park system. The park is day use only with about 30
acres developed with picnic shelters, parking
restrooms, etc. It also hosts Civil War re-enactors.
Much of the park is on the rim of the Gauley River at
an elevation 0f 1700 feet with river level being 1200
feet.
Of interest is a section of the Park called Pierson
Hollow. This is a patch of Old Growth that is easily
accessible via the Patterson Tail which connects to
the Pierson Hollow Trail.

More species will be added as time goes on, but this
is a start. So far, I have 12 sites identified with white
pines in the 130-foot height class. There are many
more, but confirming them is going to require boots
on the ground. Anyone interested in joining the
party?

For a map of the park see:
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http://www.carnifexferrybattlefieldstat ... rnifex.pdf

Superintendent added the observation that there was
44" on top of the picnic tables which he attributed to
the warmer ground reducing the measurable
accumulations. The White Oaks up slope and the
Mountain Magnolias down slope suffered the least
damage, I wondered if the Mountain Magnolias had
possibly dropped their leaves before the snow.
Another observation I had never noticed before was
that the two other native magnolia species were
present but barely developed into tree size.
The extent of the old growth needs to be delineated in
this park and I believe it extends outside the
boundaries of the park. I covered at most 30 acres of
the easiest terrain and that was tedious with all the
downed trees. I had to skip measuring a number of
nice trees because of the amount of debris around
their base.

The largest trees measured are listed in descending
order of height and included:
Yellow-poplar (Lirodendron tylipifera) 8.0' x 133.3',
9,2' x 118.1'
Eastern Hemlock (Tsuga canadensis)10.6' x 127.6'
Carya glabra (Pignut Hickory) * x 121.0'
Red Maple (Acer rubrum 5.3' x 112.3'
White Oak (Quercus alba) * x 111.3'
Scarlet Oak (Quercus coccinea) 7.6' x 111.2', 8.2' x
109.5'
Bitternut Hickory (Carya cordiformis) 4.6' x 109.3',
4.8' x 101.1'
Black Gum (Nyssa sylvatica) 4.9' x 104.5'
Black Oak (Quercus velutina) 4.7' x 103.3'
Northern Red Oak ( Quercus rubra) 6.7' x 102.4'
Sweet Birch (Betula lenta) 5.1' x 98.1'
Mountain Magnolia (Magnolia fraserii) 3.8' x 95.2',
5.2' x 86.8'
Sugar Maple (Acer Saccaharum) 4.0' x 89.1'
Pitch Pine (Pinus rigida 7.6' x 78'
Sourwood (Oxydendron arborea) 3.3' x 72.6'
Virginia Pine (Pinus virginiana) 6.3' x 60.3'
American Holly (Ilex opaca) 2.7' x 30.2
The Rucker Height-10 Index (RH!0) is 113.6'
All the trees measured were between 1600 t0 1400
elevation
At the start of the trail one passes through late
succcesional stands with Yellow-poplar and Hemlock
being dominant low down, Oaks dominating the
upper slopes, and some hard pine stands on the flats.
Several of the species listed above were in these
younger stands. As one continues down the hollow
the the trees are older and the canopy is dominated by
Hemlock and Yellow-poplar with an occasional
Northern Red Oak encountered. This is an old growth
stand. There are several generations of course woody
debris on the forest flow which was augmented by
the heavy snows of Super Storm Sandy at the end of
October 2012. Almost every crown of of mature trees
are torn out and the canopy openings are numerous
and extensive. Unfortunately a Hemlock I had
wanted to measure was on the ground. I had heard
reports of cored ages to 300 years, I spent the
afternoon with Dr. Jean Maloof in late April in this
stand and she did a quick ring count on this tree at
285. We will try to get it included in the "Old Growth
Forest Network"
The heavy snow which occurred before leaf out was a
major event in this stand. The official snow depths
reported by the weather service were 34". The park

Scarlett Oak 7.1' x 88.8'
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and important trees irregularly northward from here
are (the old growth forest of Green Lakes State Park
is not listed in this document as it is south of North
Syracuse, and is on the hills rising south of the Lake
Ontario Plain and not on the Lake Ontario Plain
itself.):
The 2 North Syracuse Oak Groves – the North
Syracuse Cemetery Oak Grove (oldest Oaks possibly
over 300 years old) is the northernmost old growth
Oak grove I know of in this region. The tallest trees
in the North Syracuse Oak Groves are: Wizard of Oz
Memorial Oak Grove (L. Frank Baum Red Oak 117.1
feet), North Syracuse Cemetery Oak Grove (White
Oak #22 111.8 feet).
Liverpool, NY School Maple Grove – about 11 acres
old growth, one of the tallest forests and possibly the
oldest forest in this whole area, dominated by Sugar
Maple and Beech, with Sugar Maples to 127 ft. tall,
and up to 400 years old, and largest tree Sugar Maple
54” dbh, over 118 feet tall, possibly the largest forestgrown single-trunked tree in this whole region. The
average height of this grove’s canopy is 111.7 feet.
In 2008 Jess Riddle documented old stands of Black
Gum in Cicero Swamp.
Beaver Lake Nature Center has old 2nd growth forest
with Black Cherries over 120 feet tall, and Scots Pine
in plantation to 111 feet tall, possibly the tallest of
that species in the USA.

The few bigger trees in the background of the above
photo are White Oak. Most the rest are on the
ground.

Fulton, NY – 3 groups of old (over 200 years old)
open-grown oaks (not forests): Mt. Adnah Cemetery
(White Oak, huge Black Oak, White Pine), 2 sites by
Lake Neahwanta: Recreation Park (Red Oak, White
Oak), North Bay Campground (Red Oak).

Turner Sharp

Old Growth Forests, Important
Trees in Lowland

Fort Ontario State Historic Site, Oswego, NY –
biggest and tallest Cottonwood at Fort Ontario
Cemetery, 56.2” dbh, 117.1 feet tall, planted 1904.

by tomhoward » Sun May 18, 2014 5:21 pm
Selkirk Shores State Park, Oswego County, NY – the
only known old growth forest in Oswego County is
an 8-acre grove of northern hardwoods (Sugar Maple,
Beech, huge Red Oak, White Ash over 200 years old)
between the park’s Day Use Area and Campground.
Just north of this, is the roughly 2-acre Pine Grove at
the Selkirk Shores State Park Boat Launch. This
stand is not original old growth, but is an old 2nd
growth pure stand of White Pines 150-180 years old.
It is the best stand of White Pines I know of in this
whole region, with an average height of 114 feet and

NTS,
This is a summary of my latest knowledge about the
eastern Lake Ontario Plain and St. Lawrence Valley.
There are very few old growth forests known in this
region, mainly, possibly, because few people are
searching for them.
From North Syracuse, NY where I live, these forests
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maximum height of 123 feet. These are the tallest
trees I know of this far north in this whole region,
and the tallest trees I know of on the Lake Ontario
shore in both USA and Canada.

Tom Howard
May 18, 2014

North of Selkirk Shores the trees do not seem to be
very tall, and I know of no old growth forests in this
region between the northern hardwood grove at
Selkirk Shores and Muir’s Woods (a much-studied
old growth Sugar Maple-Beech forest south of
Montreal, QC).

Bonsai Experiment
by Matt Markworth » Sat Apr 20, 2013 7:25 pm
Hi All,

The trees north of Selkirk Shores appear to be much
shorter, and only in the following places have I
measured (or heard of) trees over 100 feet tall (these
are all open collections of trees, not forests):

My neighbor has a Silver Maple and the helicopters
really fly. I let some seedlings grow in a mulched
area in my backyard and have used some of them
(152 to be exact) for a Bonsai experiment.

Madison Barracks, Sackets Harbor, NY: Cottonwood
77.5” dbh, 110 feet tall
Greenwood Cemetery, Morristown, NY: White Pines
to 105 feet tall
Blue Church Cemetery, Prescott, ON: White Pines to
104 feet tall
Near Pointe du Lac, QC (between Montreal and
Quebec City): White Pines to 114.4 feet tall.
There are also tall (likely to be at least 100 feet tall)
Cottonwoods in parks at Contrecoeur, QC and
Chambly QC (by the 18th century Fort de Chambly),
but I did not have measuring equipment with me
when I visited these sites in Sept. 2013.
The western Lake Ontario Plain has significant tree
sites, especially (rising up above the edge of the
plain, not on the Lake Ontario Plain) Washington
Grove City Park, Rochester, NY, with trees measured
by Elijah Whitcomb: Oaks to over 120 feet tall,
Tuliptree to over 126 feet tall. Bruce Kershner also
documented many old growth and potential old
growth sites in western NY and the Niagara
Peninsula of Ontario. One of the tallest sites (possibly
with trees over 100 feet tall) appears to be an open
grove of tall White Pines near a school in Grimsby,
ON (called “Grimsby School Grove” by Bruce
Kershner). On the north shore of Lake Ontario west
of Toronto are several groves of large Oaks and tall
White Pines – these White Pines possibly reach 100
feet in height. In the city of Toronto itself I have not
measured a tree over 90 feet tall, and most are much
shorter. East of Toronto is Thickson’s Woods in
Whitby, ON; the rather open (not nearly as dense or
as impressive as the Selkirk Shores Boat Launch Pine
Grove) grove of White Pines may reach or just
exceed 100 feet in height.
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Matt

Re: Bonsai Experiment
by Matt Markworth » Sat May 17, 2014 9:32 pm
Joe - Thanks, I really like silver maple leaves as well.
Mario - Thanks, I'll photograph it at least once a year.
Ed - Out of the 152 seedlings, 33 remain alive and
are producing leaves. There are only a few that have
noticeably larger girth compared to a year ago.
There's no evidence of grafting, but it'll be interesting
to see if that develops over time.
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Matt
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insect die at -10F, 79% at -20F and 98% at -30F.

Cold enough to kill emerald ash
borer?

The question is whether the forecast cold spell will
cause such temperatures under the bark (which is a
good insulator) of ash trees? I think it will, given that
temperatures will remain below zero even during the
day--a total of 88 continuous hours forecast below
zero, with overnight minimums of -20 to -30 in borer
infested areas, which are in southern MN. The
insulating effects of bark can only raise the
temperature experienced by the insects 4-7 degrees,
but only for short periods of cold of several hours,
longer periods of cold negate the insulating effect of
the bark. So, I predicted that a large proportion of the
insects in the Minneapolis area could be killed by the
upcoming cold spell, and inadvertently created a
news headline when my return e-mail to the
meteorologist was posted on a popular blog, and parts
made it made the evening news:
http://blogs.mprnews.org/updraft/2014/0 ... er-larvae/

by Lee Frelich » Sat Jan 04, 2014 12:12 pm
ENTS: The University of Minnesota has been
temporarily relocated to the planet Hoth, until the
guys in the Physics Department figure out how to get
us back to Earth. For the last 4 weeks, conversations
most days at the lunch table have consisted of
whether the daily high will make it to zero, or
perhaps even 1, 2, or 3!! And now a real cold front is
coming, the doors will be sealed at 4:00 pm this
afternoon and anyone who is not inside at that time
will not survive.
I think we have had about 20 or so days with below
zero weather already this winter in Minneapolis, and
there have been several readings of -40 or colder in
northern MN, the coldest so far -46 (I believe at
Embarass, but it could also have been that cold in
Tower, Babbitt or International Falls).

Furthermore, a new climate and geospatial analysis
of frequency of cold spells (De Santis et al, 2013),
shows that ash trees are unlikely to survive the
emerald ash borer for most of the range of ash in the
U.S.--the exception being central and northern MN
and North Dakota, where winter cold of long duration
will routinely keep emerald ash borer populations at a
minimum, at least until climate change eliminates
extreme cold spells. This is good news for the several
hundred million black ash trees that live in the
swamps of northern MN, including a good proportion
of old growth (tree 200+ years old, not very large, but
with a lot of character). Northern New England
(northern Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire) came
out like southern MN in the analysis: an ambiguous
zone where cold spells sufficient to kill emerald ash
borer occur once in a while.

Yesterday the National Weather Service said that the
cold front arriving today (Sat Jan 4) might produce
conditions like the great cold spell of early Feb 1996,
and they started throwing around numbers like -40 to
-60, which gets attention even in MN. The predicted
high Monday in Minneapolis could be -14 to -17,
possibly breaking the old record lowest high for that
date, and with 20+ mph winds, will lead to dangerous
wind chills. The Governor has ordered K-12 schools
closed state wide next Monday. The University of
MN sent a rather strange e-mail to everyone saying
that they don't intend to close the university Monday,
but that might change over the weekend--we should
watch for a text message. I wouldn't be surprised if
we see some -50 air temperatures in northern MN
Sunday, Monday or Tuesday.

Lee
References
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of emerald ash borer, Agrilus planipennis:
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Now on to trees--this cold spell should have a
positive effect for ash trees in MN. Yesterday Paul
Huttner, Chief Meteorologist for MN Public Radio,
sent an e-mail asking about the cold spell and
emerald ash borer. I dug into the literature and found
recent experiments showing that the overwintering
larvae under the bark can supercool to fairly cold
temperatures, but that there is substantial variability
among individuals--a paper by Forest Service
scientists Robert Venette and Mark Abrahamson
using experimental ash logs with emerald ash borers
in them at different temps showed that 34% of the

DeSantis, R.D., Moser, W.K., Gormanson, D.D.,
Bartlett, M.G., and Vermunt, B. 2013. Effects of
climate on emerald ash borer mortality and the
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potential for ash survival in North America.
Agricultural and Forest Meteorology 178-179: 120128.
month, so the December one will be out in 10 days or
so.

Re: Cold enough to kill emerald ash
borer?
by Lee Frelich » Wed Jan 08, 2014 11:37 am
Bob:
Yes, I think historically there have been 1 or 2
episodes of the polar vortex invading the northern
part of the 48 states every winter. They just didn't use
that terminology publicly until recently. I think the
two nationwide channels/websites that do weather
(The Weather Channel and Weather Nation), and
some of the better local and regional media, like
Minnesota Public Radio, do look at historical data
and do a good job of presenting weather events in
context. But there are a lot of other media outlets that
don't.
This cold outbreak is a bit unusual because two
chunks of the polar vortex broke off from the main
vortex and went south (one in the U.S. one in Asia),
leaving the arctic with a much warmer air mass
(Monday Minnesota was colder than Alaska, even the
north slope, although one weather station in Siberia
was colder). There is debate among climatologists
and meteorologists as to whether this is because of
polar amplification due to less sea ice on the Arctic
Ocean, which causes large north-south loops
(meridional flow) in the jet stream that runs along the
edge of the polar vortex, allowing extremely warm
air to penetrate north and cold air to penetrate south
in different parts of the mid latitudes. There has been
some nice research showing this is the case, but not
quite enough to be conclusive yet.

Lee

Re: Cold enough to kill emerald ash
borer?
by Lee Frelich » Fri May 16, 2014 9:37 am
ENTS,
The Polar vortex arrived in Minnesota about
December 3, 2013 and its still here as of May 16,
2014. Fortunately polar air in May is not as cold as in
January, due to much longer days and higher sun
angle, so I can declare that my 4-month vacation on
Planet Hoth is over even though its still 20 degrees
colder than average for this date.

In any case, the polar vortex covering the U.S.
occupies about 1.5% of the Earth's surface, so it
doesn't say anything about the magnitude of global
warming (or indicate a reversal of warming). When
you average this 1.5% that is far colder than average
in with the rest of the Earth's surface temperatures, its
still much warmer than the long term average. We
also had a cold November in the eastern U.S., but it
was the warmest November on record world wide as
shown on this map from NOAA's climate data center:
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sotc/global. These maps
become available around the 15th-20th of each

Effects of the winter on trees were mixed. Predictions
that 70-80% of emerald ash borer would be killed by
the mid-winter cold seem to be accurate, as a survey
of some infested ash trees this 'spring' showed that
70% of the EAB larvae under the bark were dead.
However, that leaves 30% still alive, so the
infestation will continue in St Paul and Minneapolis.
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It seems the flower buds of red bud (even the
supposedly hardy Minnesota Strain) were killed, so
we won't have any flowers this spring. It looks like a
few of the red bud trees might have died--we are
waiting to see if they leaf out. Red buds flowered
profusely in the spring of 1996, after an extreme
February cold spell with temperatures as cold as -37
F. This winter's minimum was much warmer, so it
must have been the duration of cold (50 days below
zero) that affected red buds. There is some winter
browning of pines, yews, firs, spruce and hemlocks,
although, most seem to be putting out new growth.
There was almost no root damage, due to the deepest
snowpack in 30 years keeping the soil around 31
degrees F all winter.

Came across a new potential tract
(or2trees) far southern NJ
by greenent22 » Mon May 19, 2014 2:34 am
Scouring the internet I randomly came upon a
potential new old-growth tract for NJ. It's in the
general area of the Bear Swamp Old-Growth, but not
part of those but something else.
Apparently there is a hidden section of gigantic
bottomland old-growth along Manumuskin River. I
have no idea the extent or anything else. Just one
photo some guy took calling it old-growth in a
preserve with a photo showing what appear to be
some gigantic trees. Hopefully it's more than just
those two trees.

Lake Superior still has a Massachusetts-sized chunk
of ice, which is losing 500-1000 square miles in size
every day in the last week, so the "Big Lake' as we
call it, should be ice free by June. Ice is out on most
inland Minnesota lakes in the last few days--the only
ice I can find this morning is on Gunflint Lake in the
extreme northeast (most boreal) part of the state, and
the last few inches of snow in the Boundary Waters
will be gone within 2-3 days.

Re: Came across a new potential
tract (or2trees) far souther
by JohnnyDJersey » Mon May 19, 2014 10:57 pm
I've talked to this guy, Chris Sanfino, before. He's an
explorer and photographer who travels the world,
especially the US. A majority of Google earth images
are his. That being said he doesn't have a good
definition of old growth. On two occasions I've
explored areas he has photographed because of an old
growth tag he applied to them. The first was Hopkins
Pond in Haddonfield. Some nice tulip trees here but I
wouldn't classify them as old growth although there
was one old and large tree. The second area was
Ceres park in Mantua. The trees here were even
smaller and there were no old growth here either.
One American Beech of decent size and that's it. He
did however lead me to an ancient and hollow
sycamore that was old growth, 22ft CBH. Pictures
below.

Gunflint Lake, Minnesota, May 16, 2014
A very big change in weather pattern is on the way
over the next several months, in the form of a strong
or even super El Nino. This should reverse the
locations of troughs and ridges in the jet stream,
giving Minnesota a much anticipated year of above
average temperatures.
Lee
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Hollow 22ft CBH Sycamore
Big Beech Ceres Park
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Ameri Beech 12ft CBH Hopkins Pond

Hopkins Pond TP 14ft3in CBH
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Liverpool School Maple Grove May
2014
by tomhoward » Thu May 08, 2014 10:04 am
NTS,
On May 4, 2014, which was a rather cold windy day,
Elijah Whitcomb of NTS and I spent an excellent 3
hours or more measuring tree heights in the
Liverpool School Maple Grove. The sky was partly
cloudy, often with big dark clouds sailing over the
lofty treetops. The treetops tossed back and forth in
the wind, which roared like the sea through these
towering ancient crowns. The lower part of the grove
near the paved trail was carpeted with white trilliums
in bloom, as if the forest floor were covered with
stars. The trees are leafing out, and the biggest tree,
the great 54” dbh regional champion Sugar Maple, is
leafing out. Nearly all Beech trees look healthy,
although a few may have scars of Beech Bark
Disease.

Hopkins Pond 14ft6in CBH
John D Harvey

Olympic National Park’s Kalaloch
Cedar Destroyed by Storm
by edfrank » Mon Mar 10, 2014 11:08 pm
Olympic National Park’s Kalaloch Cedar Destroyed by Storm

We studied the craggy champion Sugar Maple, which
may be a Military Tract survey Witness Tree - Elijah
noticed that the old tree’s spiral grain did not go very
far up; even still, this tree is possibly about 400 years
old, making it one of the oldest known Sugar Maples.
It would have to have been a big tree, close to 200
years old, to be prominent enough to be scarred by
the Military Tract surveyor about 1790 – a scarred
tree this size would have been recognizable as a

Olympic National Park
On March 8th, during a coastal storm, Kalaloch's Big Cedar Tree split
in two. In some ways, the centuries-old tree is still hanging on to life.
You can see half of the tree still stands on the left side of the picture.
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landmark in the wilderness that covered central NY
then; since this survey happened over 220 years ago,
this tree should logically be about 400 years old.

Trees measured (NTS Sine method, heights in feet):
Sugar Maple: Elijah Whitcomb got 118+ on the
grove’s biggest tree, the 54” dbh possible Military
Tract Witness Tree; 117.7+ (tree possibly over 120 ft.
tall – classic crown with trunk forking into 2
ascending leaders); 103.4; 102.6; 109; 118.4

This Maple Grove most likely was a Sugar Bush, and
it possible that some trees of other species were
removed to encourage the growth of Sugar Maple.
Today Sugar Maple reproduction is plentiful, and
there are many Sugar Maple saplings. This is a
Climax Forest, with the canopy Sugar Maple and
Beech trees replacing themselves for many
generations. This has almost certainly been a Sugar
Maple-Beech forest for over 400 or more years.

The tallest trees in the grove are Sugar Maples in a
well-drained area slightly down slope from the 54”
dbh champion Sugar Maple. Elijah measured the
tallest tree yet measured in the grove, a Sugar Maple
40.5” dbh and 126.7 feet tall. As of May 4, 2014, this
is the tallest Maple in central NY, possibly the 2nd
tallest Sugar Maple in NY State (2nd to 127.6 ft. tree
in Zoar Valley), and tallest tree of any species in
northern Onondaga County: this tree is next to the
123.8 ft. Sugar Maple measured Apr. 18. The 118.4
feet Bitternut Hickory measured Apr. 18 is also in
this area. Elijah measured another Sugar Maple next
to the tallest tree to 122.2 feet.

One of the trees that impressed Elijah and me the
most is a craggy old Sugar Maple (42” dbh or so)
west of the champion – it has a lot of knobs, balding
bark at least 60 ft. up into the forking crown of big
battered limbs, spiral grain a long way up – it looks
really old, and should be over 300 or more years old
at least. This tree’s top has regenerated from its
ancient broken crown. On Nov. 26, 2009, with
Robert Henry’s 550 laser rangefinder I got a height of
121.5 ft. on this tree; May 4, 2014, I got a height of
107.2 ft, but the tree’s crown is so wide that it is a
challenge to measure, especially with trees leafing
out.

Beech: 108.5 (big tree, ribbed bark to high up);
100.6; 114 (straight up shot by Elijah, 28.5” dbh);
112.8; 107.7; 111.3 (big old tree with rippling wavelike bark, old-looking bark at base stretching out);
114.8 (28” dbh); 105

Elijah has studied the Sugar Maples of the Camillus
Maple Forest (NYS DEC Camillus Unique Area),
and the Sugar Maples there are not as large and not as
old as in the Liverpool Grove, but they are nearly the
same height.

Robert Henry, Elijah, and I went up hill to the biggest
Beech in the grove, near the house line to south – we
could not get a good height measurement due to
complex fine-twigged Beech crowns, but Elijah got a
straight up shit of over 105 ft. – the tree, which could
be the Onondaga County champion, could be about
110 ft. tall. Dbh 37.8”.

The Beech trees in this stand are beautiful, have lots
of character, with gnarly crowns, big spreading limbs
high up.

Red Maple: 111.9 (old craggy tree, exposed buttress
roots)

The swampy lower northwestern part of the grove
has a primeval look, with lofty craggy Red Maples
and Beeches towering over a Hemlock understory.
The Hemlocks seem healthy with no apparent sign of
HWA, but one small Hemlock near the north edge is
dying. The Red Maples are ancient looking with lots
of spiral grain, big buttressed bases, and Elijah was
impressed that these old Red Maples have single
trunks. The oldest Red Maples appear to be well over
200 years old.

Shagbark Hickory: (in lower northwestern part of
grove): 106.5, 106.7+ (top not reached, height
possibly 110 ft.)
Black Cherry: 85.2 (large partly open-grown tree at
north edge)
Average Height of trees measured Apr. 18, 2014 (11
trees) and May 4, 2014 (18 trees, not counting the
Black Cherry at the edge): 111.7 ft.

Robert Henry, his 7-year-old daughter Shannon and
her cousin Christina joined us for a happy time.

This is one of the tallest hardwood forests this far
north in New York State.

The Liverpool School District seems to be building a
small parking lot near the grove’s east edge.
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This may be the average height of the canopy, but
there are still dozens more really tall Sugar Maples,
Red Maples, Beeches, and Shagbark Hickories that
should be measured in order to determine the average
height of the canopy of this old growth forest.
Average Height of Sugar Maples (4/18/2014,
5/4/2014, 12 trees): 114.6 ft.
Average Height of Beeches (4/18/2014, 5/4/2014, 9
trees): 110 ft.
Rucker 5 (5/4/2014);
Sugar Maple
Bitternut Hickory
Shagbark Hickory
Red Maple
Beech
Rucker 5:

126.7
118.4
116.8
115.3
115.2
118.48 ft.

Tom Howard

OG pine on Mason Lake

Adirondack Discoveries
by dbhguru » Fri May 16, 2014 2:27 pm
Hi All,
I'll let these iconic Adirondack images do the
talking.
Mason lake OG

Evelyn Greene Pine: GBH = 12.2 ft, Hgt = 136.0 feet
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school is in session. The primary old growth species
are Tulip Poplar, American Beech, and Willow Oak.
Other species Ive noticed are Swamp white oak,
white oak, and Sweetgum. The land itself was owned
by a fugitive slave, Joshua Saddler, and donated to
the township with the promise that no tree would ever
be cut in the forest. It was however nearly logged in
the 1970s anyway. Although no trees have been cut
the forest has been badly abused with graffiti, litter,
and apparent unauthorized camping. In spite of this it
is a lovely walk back through time and a nice
window into that southern New Jersey once looked
like before it was clear cut in the 1600-1700s. Below
are some notable trees, measurements and photos.
Tulip Poplar 11'x132'
Tulip Poplar 17'4"x125'
Tulip Poplar 12'4"x128'
Tulip Poplar 13'3"x129'
Tulip Poplar 13'9"x127'
Tulip Poplar 15'5"x120'
Black Oak 13'x107'
White Oak 13'6"x 111'
American Beech 14'7"x123'
Swamp White Oak 12'x128'
Willow Oak 15'5"x122'
Willow Oak 15'2"x125'

Marjorie Barrell amidst great pines in the Glen Pine
she is standing next to: GBH 10.8 ft, Hgt = 137.5'

More to come
Robert T. Leverett

Old growth report, Saddlers Woods
by JohnnyDJersey » Thu May 22, 2014 9:45 pm
17'4" cbh tulip
I noticed today that although I've mentioned this
forest many times I haven't typed up a report for it so
here goes. The photos are a collection over the past
couple of years, all different seasons.
This forest is peculiar in that it is only 25 acres and
is in the middle of a lot of hustle and bustle. Its next
to a busy street and has two schools on either side of
it so there is a constant commotion, especially when
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13'9" cbh tulip

willow oaks
15'5" cbh Tulip

Twin willow oaks over 15' cbh each
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13'cbh oak

Tulip 13'3" cbh
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the 2 big old Willow oaks

14'7" cbh Ameri Beech
John D Harvey

Re: Old growth report, Saddlers
Woods
the 3 Tulip Trees

by tclikesbigtrees » Fri May 23, 2014 12:02 am
I love Saddler's Woods! That being said, on April 26
after my brother and my best friend and I were done
at the Star Trek Convention in Cherry Hill, I decided
to go to Saddler's Woods. I had been there a couple
of times before, but could not find the Willow Oaks.
Happy to say that I found them this time. They are
impressive. Also while we were there, I had wanted
to find the Tulip Trees that you had mentioned were
there but off the path. I found them and took some
pictures of all three.
Attachments

Reintroduction and Maple Tree
by ryandallas » Fri May 23, 2014 3:24 pm
Hello all,
This is Ryan LeClair, of Trumbull, Ct. I would like to
apologize for completely falling off the map about a
year ago. I was working a job with difficult hours,
and as such, I had neither the time nor the energy to
devote to tree-hunting. Now, however, I am back.
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Recently, that is, about a week ago, I measured a
Norway Maple on Whalburn Avenue, in Trumbull.
Whalburn, truth be told, is not really much of an
avenue, but rather a small, dead-end street perhaps no
more than 100 yards in length. The street used to be
populated, but the nearby Westfield Shopping Mall
has since annexed the street and removed all of the
houses, save for one, and now nature is reclaiming
the empty lots, sending forth brambles of wineberry
and other such pricklies. Interestingly enough, the
demolition crews left many of the neighborhood's old
shade trees unperturbed, and so when one drives
down that street, one cannot help but feel that one is
looking upon a ghost town of sorts.

all, the sites are rare.
Bob

unknown tree in Hammonton, NJ
by tclikesbigtrees » Fri May 23, 2014 11:30 am
Here we go again. Like the tree in Egg Harbor City,
this is one that I have seen many times and don't
know what kind it is. Please help identify.

The Norway Maple I measured must have been one
such shade tree in the past. It is very stout, not very
tall, and beautifully proportioned. I don't usually like
to glorify invasive trees, but this maple is
superlatively photogenic, and indeed is reminiscent
of the magnificent Acer macrophyllum I saw when I
visited the west coast 6 years ago. It is 14'1" (169 in.)
in circumference, or 4.5' thick. The National Champ
Norway Maple in Old Lyme, Connecticut, in
comparison, has a circumference of 221". I did not
get a height measurement because the one remaining
resident on street was eying me suspiciously, and I
did not want to get in trouble. I will post some
pictures of the tree later tonight.
Anyway, I would just like to say hello to everyone,
and I hope to hear back from you guys soon!

130-footer Club for Massachusetts
by dbhguru » Sat May 24, 2014 5:15 pm
ENTS, For several years I've worked on a list to
document all sites in Mass that have trees in the 130foot height class. Yesterday, Ray Asselin, Bill Finn,
and I visited a site named Prospect Hill on Mount
Holyoke College in South Hadley, MA. I had not
seen the site before. It has a mix of native and nonnative species. All in all, it is a very handsome
woodland with a number of stately European Larch. I
reported earlier on one make 9.2 feet in girth and 115
feet in height. However, I also measured a white pine
to 9.9 feet in girth and 132.8 feet in height. It makes
site #63 with one or more trees in the 130-foot height
class. There are certainly more, especially in the
Berkshires and Connecticut River Valley, but all in
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Brookgreen Gardens
by tsharp » Mon May 26, 2014 11:01 am
NTS:
On April 15 I paid a visit to the Brookgreen Gardens
near Murrells Inlet, SC. I had visited previously in
the early 80's and my memory was of oppressive
heat, humidity and mosquitos of a mid August trip.
This visit was much nicer weather wise and
especially so since we caught the azaleas at their peak
bloom.
The "Gardens" were started in the late 1920's by the
heir to the fortune accumulated by railroader Collis P.
Huntington. Four former rice plantations were
purchased and provision was made to accommodate
Anna Hyatt Huntington passion as a sculptress. It is
quite an impressive collection of her and others work
with most of them scattered outdoors throughout the
garden areas.
For more information about Brookgreen Gardens see
the following links:
http://www.brookgreen.org/
or
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brookgreen_Gardens
Here are some images taken:
The older of two Live Oak Allees found in the
Gardens

[The general consensus seems to be Pecan]
I did not measure any but I estimate most of these
Live Oaks would be 20' circumference.
Susan sitting next to a poor conversationalist. One of
1000 plus sculptures scattered throughout the
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grounds

Growth Ring Volume Estimate
by jeffk » Wed May 21, 2014 8:47 pm
ENTS:
I recently read about a demonstration made by the
forest products folks supposedly to show the
advantage of harvesting older trees and managing
forests to produce younger trees. According to the
demonstration, you only have to look at the crosssection of a tree 80 years old to see very plainly that
the growth rings when the tree was young are much
wider than the final few rings, so obviously, the
young tree is putting on more volume, sequestering
more carbon, growing faster etc., etc., than the old
tree, which, by simple deduction must be in decline,
and needs to make room for the younger tree.

I measured a small number of trees while wandering
through the grounds. Several species I had never
measured before this visit. They included Swamp
Chestnut Oak, Crape Myrtle, Long Leaf Pine and a
Cabbage Palmetto (Sabal palmetto). I noticed that
many of the Cabbage Palmettos had a constriction in
circumference below 4 1/2'. It seems to me that two
circumference measurements need to be taken on
such examples of this species. One at 4 1/2' and
another at the constriction below 4 1/2'. The one I
measured was 44.6" at 4 1/2' and 42.4" at 3' x 44.9'.
Trees measured can be found on the Trees database
at:
http://treesdb.azurewebsites.net/Browse/Sites/17929/
Details

Hmmm … a quick calculation of growth ring area
showed that a relatively small width growth ring of
large circumference easily outstrips a fat ring of
small circumference.
I decided to make a more detailed calculation
modeling the young and old tree trunks (white pine,
of course) as thin-walled cones with correct heightdiameter proportions and ask the question:
“Given an 8” diameter tree with an outer ring width
of 3/16”, what width outer growth ring in a tree 20”
in diameter matches the volume of material in the
smaller tree?”

The property is located on a neck of land between the
Wasccamaw River and the Atlantic Ocean. It
includes about 9, 000 acres. About 2500 acres is
leased to the state for Huntington Beach State Park,
1,000 acres is tied up with the formal gardens and
infrastructure. They do have a forester/land manager
and with permission the remaining property offers a
tree hunter plenty of ground to roam or maybe wade
in some low country forests.
They are doing some forest restorative practices in
Long Leaf Pine patches, providing protection for
known Red- cockaded Woodpecker nesting sites, and
locating and aging some remnant Cypress trees.

The critical height-diameter relation was taken from a
paper readily available on the internet:
“DOMINANT HEIGHT-BASED HEIGHTDIAMETER EQUATIONS FOR TREES IN
SOUTHERN INDIANA”
John A. Kershaw, Jr., Robert C. Morrissey, Douglass
F. Jacobs, John R. Seifert,
and James B. McCarter, Proceedings of the 16th
Central Hardwoods Forest Conference
The answer is the 20” diameter tree needs to produce
a growth ring a little over 1/32” wide to produce the
same volume of material (see attached calculation).
Anecdotal evidence (my own) tells me this is
probably on the low side. (my thumbnail is thicker
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than that!)

those large trees shouldn't be cut. From a financial
point of view, the decision on whether to cut isn't
about how much wood the tree is growing, it's about
the rate of growth- that is- looking at the tree as a
financial investment- if it's large, and growing the
SAME amount as a smaller tree, its rate of growth as
a function of its existing size is small- so it's like
comparing a million dollar investment growing
$1,000 per year compared to a $10,000 investment
also growing $1,000 per year- you would disinvest in
that million dollar stock or bond.

Obviously, these numbers are a first-order
approximation and are good only as a stand-alone
comparison, but I would conclude a healthy large tree
has no problem whatsoever matching volumetric
growth of the smaller “more vigorous” tree; add in
the growth of limbs and branches and I’d bet there is
no contest.
Finally, I plotted the height-diameter relation for
Pinus Strobus for a range of diameters (see attached).
It places maximum height at about 164ft at 9’
diameter. This doesn't fit the upper range
diameter/height proportions I would expect - maybe
because we've cut all the big ones down?

Now, that is only one of the many factors to be
considered. We also need to think about which trees
to leave based on if they can continue to survive,
grow and grow at a good rate of return- often leaving
the small trees is the bad choice. Just cutting the big
ones and leaving the small ones is often very stupid
because the small ones are often less vigorous. The
small ones also tend to be growing at an even lower
rate of return on existing value than the large ones so
in that case the small ones should be cut and the large
ones left- maybe.

Jeff K
Mathcad - Tree height and volume_2.pdf

We also need to consider which trees will be best at
seeding in the next generation of trees. Often that's
not easy to determine. In the Northeast, if you thin a
nice pine stand, you may not get any pine
regeneration because often hardwoods will seed in
under the pines, what we call "succession". Pines will
succeed pines most often on very dry soils- if the
stand is thinned moderately heavily to create large
enough openings since pine needs a fair amount of
light to start and survive, even on those dry soils. If
it's deemed that hardwoods are likely to take over,
how heavy to cut the stand will influence which
hardwood species is more likely to take over. If the
pine stand already has some hardwoods- deciding to
leave some otherwise "mature" trees will influence
the future stand.

Re: Growth Ring Volume Estimate
by Joe » Thu May 22, 2014 7:54 am
jeffk wrote:ENTS:
I recently read about a demonstration made by the
forest products folks supposedly to show the
advantage of harvesting older trees and managing
forests to produce younger trees. According to the
demonstration, you only have to look at the crosssection of a tree 80 years old to see very plainly that
the growth rings when the tree was young are much
wider than the final few rings, so obviously, the
young tree is putting on more volume, sequestering
more carbon, growing faster etc., etc., than the old
tree, which, by simple deduction must be in decline,
and needs to make room for the younger tree.

Many, many considerations---- sometimes it's good to
leave the largest pines (and other species) even if
they are very valuable and not growing in value at an
"acceptable rate of return"- if: 1) they are very
attractive 2) if they have exceptional value to
wildlife 3) if near boundaries or homes or roadspurely for aesthetic reasons.

As a forester for 41 years, I certainly like my
profession but I also dislike the extreme stupidity of
the forestry propaganda. The fact is people like wood
so we need to cut SOME trees. But all too often the
rationale is poorly explained.

My point being that the decision of which trees to
harvest in a good forestry program has only a little to
do with the size of the tree- and even if the tree is still
growing, as you point out, it may or may not be wise
to leave it.

As for those large trees growing the same amount of
wood- that may be the case but that doesn't mean
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mills working.
The key is to NEVER leave it up to a logger to
decide- they are not foresters- it's not their business to
be concerned with the future of the forest's many
values- and, unfortunately, many foresters are also
not concerned about the future of the forest and the
interests of the forest owner- so what society needs to
do is elevate the forestry profession with better
education and training and only allow such foresters
to decide how logging projects are carried out.

Lots of politics and propaganda in forestry- but there
is such a thing as very good forestry. The critics need
to be able to distinguish the good work from the bad,
not stop it since, as I started this with--- people like
wood, and managing the forest for wood products is
better than paving over the land for anything else.
Joe

As for stupid forestry propaganda- a classic in the
northeast is what the late Karl Davies called "the 35% scam"- where a logger and/or forester tells the
owner "I took a ring count on the outer inch and see
that the tree is only growing at 3-5% which is not a
good financial investment so we should cut the stand
very hard- or clear cut it"- but, that measurement is
only of the diameter growth- ignoring the height
growth and the possibility that the tree's diameter is
moving into a large enough size to be graded as more
valuable wood which can dramatically increase the
value and thus the "rate of growth of financial value
as a function of existing value".

Re: Growth Ring Volume Estimate
by jeffk » Thu May 22, 2014 12:06 pm
Joe –
Guess I touched a bit of a live wire here. The analysis
is simplistic; my intent was to prove to myself the
“diameter growth” argument is pretty much bunk,
and based on purely geometric considerations, it is.
Your insights as a forester are much appreciated; I
think the forestry industry does itself a great disservice by being too secretive; a little public
education (not propaganda) would help non-foresters
understand the art and science and cull the not-soprofessional.

Smart silviculture is indeed very complex but it's a
hidden art- not many foresters are good at it and
those that are, are not recognized for practicing a
valuable art/science. Too often the critics only talk
about how the forest looks after the project- not
whether it's good silviculture and good economicseven good work looks rough in the short term. The
forestry establishments are primarily concerned with
keeping the forests available for logging with far less
interest in how it's done. Most of what you read by
forestry "leaders" is bullshit- some of the dumbest
bullshit put out by any industry- and totally
unnecessary. One of the lamest bullshit stories is
"there are more trees growing in America today than
200 years ago"- yuh, right, and the average size is a
trivial percent of the old forests. Or, "we plant 5 trees
for every one we cut." Sure, and probably the vast
majority won't survive 5 years. duh....

What sticks in my craw is this notion that silvaculture is necessary for the health of a forest.
Necessary for the production of healthy trees for
eventual harvest as wood, certainly, but the forest
will do just fine as an ecosystem without our help,
thank you very much. It just may not recover from a
disturbance, whether logging, blow-down, fire, or
pathogen in our lifetimes and during the transition it
may not be useful as an incubator of forest products.
But what good is an unmanaged, mature forest (i.e.,
with >80 years of natural growth)? That’s a question
addressed on this website, with no straightforward
answer, but it appears recent research is telling us any
forest is extremely important to the health of largescale ecosystems. I’d put my money on the
unmanaged forest as a better performer in this
respect.

Most of what I say above is applicable to private
sector forestry. I believe public sector forestry is
better but not always- it should be better because
there is less need for short term profit from public
forestry and the public foresters are on salary so their
income is not dependent on how much timber they
cut, but I suppose some agencies' leaders pressure
their staff to "get out the wood", especially if the
wood industry is significant in that area- since the
politicians will be pressuring the agencies to keep the

However, your final comment – that a managed
forest is preferable to no forest, is right on.
JeffK
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PS I saw an example of large white pines left
standing in a recent logged section adjacent to the
Amethyst Brook area of the M&M trail
(Amherst,MA). These were 120-130’ tall – at the
time, it didn’t make sense that they were left standing
- now it makes perfect sense. They were big enogh
and numerous enough to consider a trip back to make
some measurements.

Bob Leverett

Re: Growth Ring Volume Estimate
by Joe » Fri May 23, 2014 8:16 am
jeffk wrote:What sticks in my craw is this notion that
silva-culture is necessary for the health of a forest.
You're absolutely right- it's stupid propaganda. Often,
after logging work, the forests are FAR LESS healthy
since so much logging is poorly done- with no effort
to do it right, with only an effort to maximize the
profit for the logger/mill. Often, good trees are
damaged by the logging equipment- often they
remove the healthiest trees and leave the least
healthy. Often, invasive species then enter the forest.
The term "healthy" really has little meaning with
forests- if what they mean is a forest producing a lot
of wood and value, that's fine, but that's not about the
forest's health.

Re: Growth Ring Volume Estimate
by dbhguru » Thu May 22, 2014 5:15 pm
Jeff,
Within the NTS archives, you'll find numerous posts
on volume measurements of large trees based on
actual measurements and subsequent modeling using
those measurements, as opposed to applying
statistically derived relationships. We often compute
a form factor for a tree that allows us to apply it for a
succession of years in volume calculations.
Eventually the form factor changes, so periodic
updates are required. That can be very time
consuming, but beats going with broad form models
that won't necessarily apply to individual trees very
well.

However, many forests have been butchered- for
those, if the silviculture is very nicely done, the forest
not only could be more productive of wood and
value- it may indeed become "healthier".
So, the problem is simplistic use of words/phrases
that sound nice, used as propaganda- which doesn't
fool many people, so it's just stupid for everybody
including forestry people. What bugs me the most
about forestry propaganda is that the supposed
benefits of forestry don't happen often enough
because really good forestry is a rare thing.

We have about 800 trees in Mohawk Trail State
Forest (MTSF) tagged for identification and
measurement. We closely monitor a number of trees
and our data show that the Mohawk pines are putting
on a heck of a lot of wood annually. The annual
radial growth may be 1/20th of an inch, but the
volume growth will be as much as 6 to 10 cubic feet
of new wood.

As for some forests being not managed- you're right
again- and we need those for many reasons- for better
scientific understanding of forests; for landscape
diversity; for the wildlife that need old/mature
forests; for aesthetic/artistic reasons. But, most
forestry people HATE to see any forests "locked up"they have no grasp of why some forests need to be
unmanaged- or don't care to know. A significant
percentage of forest land could be left unmanagedIF- the rest was correctly managed- so we can have
both.
Joe

MTSF has the tallest trees in New England,
accurately measured that is to say. With the
equipment I have, I can measure the new growth atop
the Jake Swamp white pine to with about an inch
accuracy. If you ever have an interest in seeing any of
these trees or participating in measurement, I'd be
happy to show you the tagged stand.

Re: Growth Ring Volume Estimate

BTW, I live in Florence, MA.
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by jeffk » Mon May 26, 2014 9:49 am
Joe There's an excellent article in the Spring 2014 issue
of Northern Woodlands magazine about Pisgah
Forest in NH. Fascinating discussion of
social/political/scientific histories along with natural
history of the forest. Relevant to our discussion is the
description of Al Cline's refusal "under intense
political and social pressure" to allow salvage
operations in old growth areas after the '38 hurricane.
A firestorm catastrophe was predicted by salvage
advocates. Al Cline successfully resisted these
efforts, at least in the Harvard owned tracts of the
forest which were left untouched after the hurricane.
Apparently much was learned about regeneration of
mature vs. managed forests in the ensuing decades.
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Ohanapecosh, Mt Rainier NP
by Rand » Sat Nov 30, 2013 12:16 am
The Ohanapecosh a North-South trending valley in
the Southeast corner of Mr Rainier National Park,
blanketed in old growth.

The campground itself is nestled in a dense stand of
old growth douglas fir (#1 on the image above). 4'-5'
in diameter trees abound. I picked two of the larger
trees in a short walking distance from my camp site
that I could actually see the top of in the dense stand:
17' 5.5' X 246' and 17' 11.0' x 261'
A few rather poor stitches to give the general
impression:
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Further north is an short hiking loop called 'Grove of
the Patriarchs' with larger trees:
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Contorted grain on an old burl
However, further North (#2 on the overview image) I
about lost my cookies when this view greeted me
right off the road:

27' 6" x like, really tall...
Getting out of my car I explored a small grove of just
enormous western red cedars that put the Grove of
the Patriarchs to shame. They were too dense to
actually measure the heights, but I hit 180' shooting
straight up.
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37' 3" cbh
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And a few shots of Mt Rainier itself hiking above the
Paradise Visitor Center:
Paradise Visitor Center with the Tatoosh range in the
background

Looking the same direction, only ~1300' higher than
before and looking -over- the Tatooshes. Mt Adams
on the left, Mt. St. Helens on the right.

Where this picture was taken in the grand scheme of
things:
(Panorama Point ~ 6,800', summit 14,411')
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A South Carolina Live Oak
by tsharp » Sun May 18, 2014 9:12 pm
Eli D, Larry T, NTS
I was visiting some relatives in Garden City, SC this
April and they insisted I go see a big oak tree. Of
course there was no hesitation on my part. Here are
the measurements I took on April 14, 2014. It is the
first Live Oak that I have measured.
26.4' @ 3' x 65.1' x 130.5' (max.) 113' (min.) cs. Tree
is a fused multi-stem.
I also took a circumference measurement at 4 1/2'. It
measured 31.7'
It should be noted that the crown spread includes
both stems and was taken under extreme mosquito
duress.
It was not until I got home that I discovered I had
measured the "Deerhead Oak" in McClellanville, SC.
Eli Dickerson measured this tree and one on
adjoining property on 2/6/2010. See link at:
https://groups.google.com/forum/?hl=en# ...
Uw8GVQW4yk

It's really hard to grasp the size of this mountain, as
just the ridges radiating away from it offered ~ 2,000'
of relief. Apparently in the volcanos youth during
the Pleistocene, it erupted extremely large volume
flows. At the time the glaciers radiating from the
peak were so large they actually forced the lava to
repeatedly follow the ridge lines, building up the
huge spokes (Fire Mountains of the West, Stephen L.
Harris)

There was a sign next to the tree with the following
information:
30.6 Girth ( I assume this girth was taken at 4 1/2')
67' Height
70' Limb
1000 years old
Larry has this tree listed as #49 in his Live Oak
project. The Live oak Society has this tree listed as
#176 with circumference noted as 23' and then 25.05'
in 2010

Rand Brown
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Susan and Turner Sharp. Note the inappropriate
mosquito attire.
Photos by Becky Johnston 4/14/2014
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Spread-84’ x 90’, Oak #6 CBH-22’ 6”, Height-61.5’
and Spread-106.5’ x 135’. The Live Oak retains its
leaves throughout winter then in early spring they
shed the old leaves and regenerate new ones as in all
the photographs, thus the name Live Oak. I look
forward to returning to south Louisiana and the St.
Joseph area later in the spring for many more Live
Oak discoveries.

St. Joseph Plantation Live Oaks
Vachiere Louisiana
by Larry Tucei » Sat Mar 23, 2013 4:48 pm
NTS- St. Joseph Plantation In addition to the Manor
Home, we have numerous outbuildings for you to
explore. These include original slave cabins,
detached kitchen, blacksmith’s shop, carpenter’s
shed, and schoolhouse. Several buildings have been
moved to their present location from another part of
the property, but most remain exactly where they
were built. Composed of 2500 acres (including our
“sister” plantation, Felicity), our property stretches
back from the Mississippi River as far as the eye can
see - and beyond! is one of the few fully intact sugar
cane plantations in the River Parishes. St. Joseph
Plantation has several large Live Oaks in the 150-200
year old class. I had made arrangements to come
down and help them Document the trees growing
there. I had previously documented their other
Mansion- Felicity, a few weeks ago and all eleven of
the Live Oaks that I measured at the properties are
around the same ages. The Mansion was built in 1830
and I would estimate the trees would have been
planted about that time, making them somewhere
around 183 years old. I measured six Live Oaks at St.
Joseph and five at Felicity. All eleven Oaks are
registered on the Louisiana Live Oak Society listing
and all are named. One more tree making the listing
twelve broke in half a few years ago and has been cut
to ground level. It most likely was a hollowed multitrunk tree looking at the stump. The growth rates
were hard to read somewhere near .125-.25 radial per
year and I collected a small piece of trunk to get a
better estimation, more on that later.
http://www.stjosephplantation.com/ The names of the
Oaks are as follows, Stan Jr., Joseph Waguespack, St.
Joe Oak, Simon, Jean Baptiste, Theodore, Emile,
Omer, Saturnin, Felicity, Waguespack, and Stan Sr.
They are numbered 3839 through 3868 on the
Louisiana Live Oak Society listing and I will be
helping them figure out which tree is what name in a
future project, the locations have been misplaced
when re-opened to tours a few years ago. I’ll call
them Oak 1-6 for now starting with #1, CBH- 22’ 5”,
Height- 63.5’ and Crown Spread-137.5’ x 148’. This
Oak is really a fine specimen growing west and north
from the Mansion about 200 yards. Oak #2 CBH-20’
4”, Height-61.5’ and Spread-101.5’ x 114’ Oak #3
CBH- 21’ 9”, Height-70.5’ and Spread- 126’ x 123’
Oak #4 CBH-20’ 3”, Height-63.5’ and Spread-131.5’
x 136.5’, Oak #5 CBH-20’ 1”, Height- 49.5’ and

The listing is now at 220 Live Oaks with a CBH of
19' or greater. Louisiana has the most at 94, with Ms.
at 84, Ala. 25, S.C. 8, Fla. 8 and Georgia 1. The trees
in S.C. and Ga. were measured by other NTS
members mostly Eli Dickerson. I have added many
Live Oaks to the listing lately and have an
appointment in the next couple of weeks with the
owners of Evergreen Plantation in Edgard La. that
will produce several new members. Louisiana by far
will have the largest and most Live Oaks in the
country. I'm almost positive that the number of 19-20'
CBH or greater from Louisiana will someday reach
150-200. Ms will have a few more as well as Ala.,
Ga., S.C., and Florida should have many. I highlighted the latest trees added to the listing from St.
Joseph Plantation. Larry
Copy_of_Copy_of_Live_Oak_Project_20070524.xls
x
Live_Oak_Project.xlsx
Live Oak Listing

St. Joseph Mansion
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Oak 1

Oak 1
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Oak 2

Oaks 2 & 3 and I'm standing under 3
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Oak 3

Oak 3
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Oak 4

Oak 4
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Oak 5

Oak 5
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Oak 6

Oak 6
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Chesapeake, Virginia Live Oak
by JohnnyDJersey » Wed May 28, 2014 1:55 pm
Great work as always Larry. I haven't been down
south enough to find a lot of live oaks but I did find
one in Chesapeake Virginia over 20ft. 20ft4in CBH.

Height 51ft spread 93ft. I don't think the tree has a
name. The pictures hardly capture the mystique of
this tree. It’s surrounded by a huge thick of thorns
and bushes. I had to crawl through a lot to get to the
base but once I did I felt like I was in something from
the Hobbit, like there should have been little fairies
flying around. Really ancient looking trunk.
John D Harvey
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AF-NTS connection, the operative assumption is that
NTS members are going to be on board to help AF
measure complicated trees and tree shapes (banyans,
kapoks?). We would likely be called upon to settle
disputes in high profile competitions. This means that
we will need to measure highly irregular shapes using
methods that yield better results than what state
certifiers and independent big tree hunters would
ordinarily use. Teasing apart multi-stememd trees,
measuring complex crown shapes, piecing together a
tree's height from multiple locations, etc, could be
daily fare. However, there isn't much point to it being
an us versus them debate, unless we are clearly better
at the craft than they are. That has been my point in
pushing our services, but we can't rest on our laurels.

Test of AF-NTS Excel workbook for
crown spread
by dbhguru » Tue May 27, 2014 1:48 pm

Hi All,
Attached is a draft Excel workbook for the External
Baseline Method for Crown Spread. It is meant to be
a joint American Forests-Native Tree Society
product. Don and I would greatly appreciate the
assistance of our fellow and lady Ents in giving this
workbook a test run.

Up until recently, I tended to dismiss certifiers as
minimally competent, but some of the questions from
the field that Don and I are getting, courtesy of the
recent two webinars, suggest otherwise. Yes, there
are plenty of states that don't take their big tree
programs seriously, but some definitely do, and I
don't mean just those associated with NTS (that has
always been a given). But I'm beginning to think that
there may be other people in the state programs who
are ready to push the envelope and elevate the skill.
AF's days of catering to the lowest common
denominator are drawing to a close.

ExternalBaselineCrownSpreadMethod.xlsx

The External Baseline Method serves best to give us
a preliminary estimate or as a method of last resort.
Methods that use three or more measurements to get
a result tend to be more sensitive to error, and often
by unpredictable magnitudes. I've attached a
spreadsheet that you can use to explore errors by
adjusting the drawing of the method by putting its
Excel measurements into the green cells, errors to
one or more of the measurements, and a scaling
factor to bring the measurements up to field size. If
you'd like more information on it, please let me
know. I can talk you through it. It allows you to
visually explore the method a little better by drawing
the basic shape of the field situation, scale the Excel
dimensions up and play what if games by introducing
errors to the distances.

Over the last several years, it hasn't escaped my
notice that the Excel spreadsheets that I've put out to
automate otherwise computationally intense
processes have not gone far with my fellow and lady
Ents. Basically, they have gotten zero use. I presume
the reason is either that the processes being
automated haven't captured imaginations - or that the
spreadsheets are simply too awkward and difficult to
follow. I expect the answer lies more with the latter
than former. When I revisit a spreadsheet of mine
after the lapse of time, I often ask myself, now, what
was it I was trying to measure? If I read through all
my comments, the explanations are there, but the
purpose and process is initially obscure. I can
understand why others might blink and move on.

EBLMCrownSpreadErrorAnalysis.xlsx
Robert T. Leverett

Since my wife Monica has been working with Don
and I on the AF guidelines, Monica has served as a
judge for not only the clarity of the narrative, but also
an interpreter of the diagrams, and now the
spreadsheets. If they don't pass her test of
comprehensibility, they flunk, pure and simple. I
timidly admit to her having flunked me on many
occasions. It isn't because Monica is mathematically
challenged. She's quick and alert on the topics. As a

Taking the pain out of tree
measurement calculations
by dbhguru » Sun Jun 01, 2014 12:49 pm
Hi Ents,
As Don Bertolette and I move toward cementing the
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retired professor of music from Smith College, her
academic credentials and her mental acumen are
guaranteed. She is also a prolific reader, and knows
when writing is clear and to the point, and when the
author is wandering all over the map, never seeming
to get the explanation across. Writing clear guidelines
is an art.

what would justify C at this point.
Robert T. Leverett

2nd largest Coast Redwood

So, with the above said, I'm actively looking for
ways of automating measurement computational
processes so that anyone who can take the raw
measurements in the field can feed them to a handy
routine and get answers on the spot. This has sent me
back to my iPhone to evaluate a new simple version
of the BASIC programming language called HotPaw
Basic. It is specifically designed for the iPhone and
iPad, and can handle relatively complex multi-step
calculations through BASIC programs.

by mdvaden » Thu May 15, 2014 1:53 am
So this is the best photo I've been able to get so far of
the 2nd largest known Coast Redwood. That
redwood is about 22.4 feet diameter at dbh And 349
feet tall. Melkor, in Redwood National Park.

The app only costs $1.99. So, obviously, cost is not
an issue for anyone with an iPhone 4 or later and the
latest operating system. I can supply the programs for
those with iPhones and the inclination to do more
sophisticated tree measurements such as crown
spread from a distance. I'll also have spreadsheet
solutions.
There is always a more sophisticated way of
tackling a measurement problem. But with increased
sophistication usually comes increased hardware cost
and/or complicated software that most people really
aren't up to tackling. I think with a laser rangefinder,
clinometer, compass, iPhone (maybe an android) and
HotPaw Basic, we can keep the equipment and
software investment down, and still have the
computational routines to do some pretty snazzy
measuring - enough to maintain our reputation. Then,
if anyone wants to upgrade their equipment, a
TruPulse 360 and some iPhone programs and Excel
spreadsheets can keep them in business a long time.
If you want to know how valuable a TruPulse 360
really is, just ask Larry Tucei. BTW, Don Bertolette
will soon have one. So, between Larry, Don, Will
Blozan, me, and maybe someone else out there, we
have the makings of the 360 Club. No religion, no
politics, just tree measuring.
If anyone is interested in working with me on using
HotPaw Basic, I would email you programs for
different measuring routines, which you could then
type into HotPaw Basic and save under names you
choose. I'm also thinking of getting a C programming
app for the iPhone and develop solutions in it. But
BASIC is simpler and adequate for now. I'm not sure

M. D. Vaden of Oregon
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Re: 2nd largest Coast Redwood

Re: 2nd largest Coast Redwood

by mdvaden » Sun May 25, 2014 11:33 pm

by mdvaden » Sun May 25, 2014 11:36 pm

I go by shape. Del Norte is the pretty one! She
exudes a stature of calm elegance and grace as
opposed to the unruly disposition of her compatriots.
Just remember, "V" stands for victory. Which is
exactly how you'll feel when you come across this
princess. Bigger doesn't mean better. Let the flocks
go to the sacrificial lamb of "Lost Monarch". Just
beware of the pitfalls, especially if there's water in
them.

For me, although it's smaller for wood volume, I
consider this one to be among the most majestic and
picturesque of the Coast Redwoods.

I think the Del Norte Titan is one of a few where the
photo is hard to convey how wonderful it looks.

M. D. Vaden of Oregon
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Re: 2nd largest Coast Redwood
by JohnnyDJersey » Thu May 29, 2014 8:55 pm
Howland Hill Giant is a neat tree because at first glance it doesn't
appear to be one of the largest. No doubt its massive, I measured it at
58'2" CBH in May, but its when you stand there for a minute and take
in the super slow taper of the trunk that you fully appreciate it.

a

John D Harvey

Re: 2nd largest Coast Redwood
by JohnnyDJersey » Mon Jun 02, 2014 9:12 pm
I past the tree several times before I noticed it as
well. Once I noticed it I wondered how I could have
missed it. Its pretty much hiding in plain sight. I
wouldn't say that it is one of my favorite redwoods
but I am fond of the tree. I'm sure Cranel Creek Giant
was really imposing, much more so than Howland
Hill.
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Another tree that has little taper is Iluvitar. Much
more impressive at first glance. Not quite as tall but a
bit thicker and an amazing crown. 60'5" CBH.

John D Harvey
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eastern red cedars that have grown up in the wake of
fire suppression. One tract still contains mature oakpine forest with loblolly pine to at least 126.4’ tall
and post oaks to around 100’.

Poison Springs SF Sand Barren &
Oak-Pine Forest Preserve, AR
by Jess Riddle » Sun Jun 01, 2014 2:08 pm
Nts,
If you plan of spending much time in the woods of
southern Arkansas during winter, muck boots are a
good investment. A week after a heavy rain,
scattered puddles still sit of the surface of the level,
clay-rich soils. Another option for dry feet would be
to stick to a band of sandier soils stretching from near
Texarkana to south-central Arkansas. That region
supports species common to the sand hills of the
Atlantic Coastal Plain like bluejack oak, which are
otherwise absent in Arkansas.

Sand post oak woodland following
restoration thinning. The area is generally
more sloped than it appears in this picture,
but the image gives a good impression of the
structure of the community

Arkansas oak drew me to the area. Arkansas oak
(Quercus arkansana) is one of the rarest oaks in the
eastern United States. Natureserve indicates there are
fewer than 100 populations of the species, and the
oak reaches its greatest abundance in southwestern
Arkansas and the Florida panhandle. The trees with
their small leaves that splay out at the tips and
relatively smooth, slightly streaked bark probably
resemble water oak more than any other species, but
the leaves recall blackjack oak too. In form,
Arkansas oak also resembles water oak, but water
oak is a much larger species.

Bluejack oak range (Little 1971)
The Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission has
established two preserves to protect the unique
conditions of the sand hills region. Unfortunately,
they currently protect the underlying physical
conditions much more than the associated plant
communities. Pine plantations cover most of the
preserves at the moment, but young sand post oaks
and Arkansas oaks around the edges of the
plantations hint at the communities the sites could
support. The commission has also recently begun
restoration of cut almost all of a sand post oak
woodland by cutting almost all the loblolly pines and
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Arkansas oak range (Little 1971)

Arkansas oak bark

I spent most of my time on the recently restored
slope. Sand post oak dominated one part of the south
facing slope along with sparkleberry and scattered
gum bumelia, fringe tree, Carolina buckthorn, and
along the lower part of the slope Arkansas oak. This
community transitioned on one side into a loblolly
pine woodland that still had significant sand post oak
and Arkansas oak and on the other sides into closed
canopy forests. Most interesting of those forests is
the slightly swampy stream bottom at the base of the
slope dominated by sweetgum, red maple and
sweetbay magnolia, an uncommon species in
Arkansas.

Arkansas oak leaves
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PoisonSpringsMeasurements.

2’3” cbh x 52.7’ tall (left) and 2’5” x 51.0’
Arkansas oaks

1’8” cbh x 33.2’ tall alleghany chinkapin
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Re: Poison Springs SF Sand Barren
& Oak-Pine Forest Preserve
by Jess Riddle » Mon Jun 02, 2014 10:25 pm
Bob, Glad you enjoyed the post. The International
Oak Society on their website lists 27 species of oak
as native to Arkansas. I've been to at least three sites
in Arkansas that have 10 or more oak species.
Larry, Here are the few other pictures I have of
bluejack oak. You'll have to Google for better
pictures. Note that the leaves are widest near the
middle, not towards the end like water oak is. They
really look more like fat willow oak leaves or like
live oak. The leaves are hairy underneath, unlike
willow oak and water oak, and have a bristle tip on
the end, unlike live oak. You can spot them from a
distance because the whole tree has a blue-gray color.
They typically grow with longleaf pine, sand post
oak, and/or turkey oak.
Jess

2’1” cbh x 43.7’ tall bluejack oak
Jess
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Bluejack oak bark, Poison Springs State
Forest Sand Barren & Oak-Pine Preserve,
AR

Bluejack oak bark, Sandhills Game Land,
NC

A Tree Journal
by Matt Markworth » Sun Apr 13, 2014 6:33 pm

“‘What are you doing now?’ he asked. ‘Do you keep
a journal?’ So I make my first entry to-day.” Henry
David Thoreau, 10/22/1837
4/13/2014
It seems that a journal is the most logical format for
this type of writing. Like Thoreau said, one must
stand up to live before sitting down to write, and I
have much more standing up to do and many more
adventures planned, yet must at least get started!

Bluejack oak leaves, Sandhills Game Land,
NC

Tree measuring: an adventure, a citizen science
opportunity, a break from the insanity of artificial
life, a chance for exercise, a chance for
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contemplation, a chance at expanding the body of
human knowledge, an opportunity to increase
awareness, increase understanding, and promote
conservation; and yet it takes a very specialized skillset to do it well: tree identification, attention to detail,
patience, endurance, tree measuring know-how, and
the knack of knowing where to look; not to mention
access to resources such as the right equipment and
professors or books to become knowledgeable on the
subject. For the faithful few it is indeed rewarding!
I long to be where trees congregate, not where
people congregate. I feel most at home in the forest.

Street tree above I-71 in downtown Cincinnati today:

Matt Markworth
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Bob,

Re: A Tree Journal

Great idea. I will brainstorm and write a poem about
the eastern hemlock.

by Matt Markworth » Mon Apr 14, 2014 9:38 pm
A thought, a poem, and a not so pretty picture...

I know the beech pretty well and want to try out some
different styles of poetry focusing on the beech.
Here's a whimsical narrative about a guy
coincidentally named Bob;)

Walking into the woods on a soft trail. How many
men and women travel through their day having
never stepped off of concrete and asphalt? A deep
breath in and a release of stress. Even a summer day
could bring a chill; followed by a resignation to walk
back out again.

A man that's known as Big Tree Bob
Did one day take a call
The voice did say there is a beech,
Two hundred one feet tall!

The seasonal changes are welcomed in
The daily routine, the hourly turn
An eternal morning would much be preferred
Stealing an hour, daydreaming of change

The known location was mapped out,
The planning was all done
Henceforth he packed his bags and said,
"This beech could be the one!"

Not the prettiest scene, honeylocust and honeysuckle,
taken today:

He blazed a trail at next sunrise
Arrived at lat and long
The beech looked just a tad bit short
Oh my, what had gone wrong?
His lasers burned a million twigs
This beech is fat and broad
He found the top, and did the math
This tree it is a fraud!
Despair came over Big Tree Bob,
This day it must be saved
This big old beech could still be champ
It's girth could still be praised
With skin so smooth, a polished hide
No foothold for his tape
But wait, this is a double trunk
No girth, no DBH!
Dejected he did walk back out
Arrived safely at home
He sat down to collect his thoughts
Ring, ring it was his phone.

Matt

Re: A Tree Journal

Writing this was fun, hope you liked it!
Matt

by Matt Markworth » Fri Apr 18, 2014 8:50 pm
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Re: A Tree Journal
by Matt Markworth » Sat Apr 19, 2014 11:23 am
Here's another whimsical narrative poem that I wrote
this morning...
Election day was drawing near,
The tightest race there's been
Consultants of the Mayor thought,
A stump speech and we'll win!
The campaign eyed the town's lone beech,
Next to an open field
A chainsaw they did buy at once
The beech's fate was sealed
An elder of the town did ask,
"Why must we kill this beech?"
"This is, old man, the future stump
For Mayor Milby's speech!"
The Mayor then declared it's time
"Tree, Rest in Peace," he said
A gale rose up and sheered a branch
That struck the Mayor dead.

Matt
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Coast Redwood bigger than average
by mdvaden » Thu Jun 05, 2014 4:19 pm

explore more this summer, in several parks. Even
repeating areas that have been explored. Its evident
how possible it can be to pass by something this big
first time through an area.

Found a particularly large Coast Redwood with Chris
Atkins, the past few days. I won't be listing the park
or dimensions or name. One reason for omitting the
trunk diameter, is it will probably be tape wrapped
again, climbed and measured. So it seems practical to
wait for a more rock-solid number instead of giving
one now and another change later. But I thought
some of you might appreciate that there may be a few
more of these big specimens remaining hidden. This
is a single trunk, and even without a diameter
provided, the photo conveys it's size. We plan to

Oh ... wrapping the tape for this, has me thinking of
posting a topic about measuring diameters of trees
that have already been measured. Avoiding remeasure that is. Quite the ruckus around a tree just
doing it once for reference sake.
M. D. Vaden of Oregon
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and all of the public land should be easily accessible.
It's a cool place, for sure.

Anyone been to Zoar Valley, NY
lately?
by ElijahW » Fri Jul 13, 2012 11:40 pm

Re: Anyone been to Zoar lately?

NTS,
All the attention brought to the great state of Ohio,
especially the northeast portion, and more
particularly the Lake Erie watershed, a few months
ago, brought to mind nearby Zoar Valley. Most, if
not all, ents, I presume, are familiar with this special
place even if they haven't seen it in person. A search
on the BBS or Google or whatever should turn up
descriptions aplenty.

by AndrewJoslin » Sat Aug 10, 2013 9:31 am
Just visited Zoar Valley a few days ago, I didn't make
any credible measuring attempts. With leaves on the
trees pretty much impossible to find the tops of the
magnificent tulips, sugar maples, black walnut,
basswood, and other giants on the site. I was guided
by friend Jake Pultorak who has family in the area
and most generously spent the afternoon hiking with
me. He used a photocopied version of one of Bruce
Kershner's Zoar valley hike guides to help us get to
the best hardwood groves. Kershner referred to the 3
main groves as Gallery 1, 2 and 3. We visited the first
two galleries but ran out of time to go to the third.

I spent about two hours there this afternoon, mostly
on the big flat along the main branch of Cattaraugus
Creek with the greatest concentration of tall trees. I
hadn't been to Zoar in at least two years, and it was
very refreshing. My main objective was to measure
some trees, of course. This was a bad idea, because
the density of the stand made the job pretty much
impossible. Very few trees (pretty much just those
along the creek banks) had both base and top visible,
and those had to be viewed from across the water.
The upshot of it is I only made two measurements of
any repeatable quality, a sycamore at 144.5' and a
tulip tree at 130.5'. The taller trees stand closer to the
center of the flat, and I did get some straight-up shots
with my Nikon 440. The highest returns topped out
at 48 yards for tulips, with high 30s to low 40s for the
other species (sycamore, walnut, bitternut hickory,
etc.). These numbers seem consistent with past
reports. I would really like to know if any trees
(likely sycamore or tulip) have broken the 160'
barrier yet. I wasn't able to confirm any, but I don't
think it's out of the question.

Zoar knocked my socks off, a fantastic and sacred
place. I get the feeling it could take a lifetime to fully
explore it.
Juvenile black rat snake on the ridge up to the first
overlook (route from Kershner's Gallery hike)

The main reason I'm posting this meager report is to
find out if anyone has been to Zoar lately or has plans
to visit in the near future. I'm just putting a feeler
out, I guess. Bob Leverett mentioned a short while
ago that he would like to see people "adopt" certain
superlative forests or groves, and this one would be a
gem for someone. I'd do it, but it's about 150 miles
west of me, and it's hard to get out there on a regular
basis. Zoar needs an ent friend, I think.
Elijah
P.S. If you'd like to visit Zoar, now is a great time.
The water level of Cattaraugus Creek is very low
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Jake on the Cattaraugus River in Zoar

Tower of power! Superb tulip in the first gallery

Monster black walnut in the second gallery
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Undercut eastern hemlock, no HWA in Zoar that
I could find, hemlocks looked good.

More photos here
White pine making a living the hard way
Andrew Joslin

Re: Anyone been to Zoar lately?
by Matt Markworth » Sat Aug 10, 2013 10:24 am
Andrew,
Nice photos! I also like how they are laid out on
flickr, I'll have to give that a try.
That's cool that you were able to use one of Bruce
Kershner's guides for navigation. I've wanted to visit
Zoar Valley ever since reading about it in Bruce
Kershner's and Bob Leverett's The Sierra Club Guide
to the Ancient Forests of the Northeast and I will
definitely make it up there.
Bruce Kershner's enthusiasm and passion for Zoar
Valley is so contagious in this video. It would have
been such an honor had I ever been able to meet him
and I'm sure being on a hike like this would have
been major motivation for my NTS pursuits.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=INgsCCq73Mk
- Matt

Eastern cottonwood, easy pickings for beaver
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Black Cherry “Sugar Bush”, Beaver Lake
Nature Center, Lysander

Best Central NY Sites for Tree
Species

Sugar Maple Grove*

by tomhoward » Sat Jun 07, 2014 5:00 pm

Silver Maple NYS Thruway Parking
Area, westbound lane, west of Exit 33, Oneida
County (these trees are probably Freeman Maples –
hybrids between Red Maple and Silver Maple)

NTS,
Here are the best sites I know of in central NY for the
following tree species:
* - Primary Old Growth Forest site

Red Maple Grove*

Eastern White Pine Selkirk Shores State Park

American Basswood -

Boat Launch Grove,

Eastern Hemlock Green Lakes State Park*

Tuliptree Cathedral,

Northern White Cedar -

Green Lakes SP*

Eastern Cottonwood
Historic Site, Oswego

-

Liverpool School

Bitternut Hickory Green Lakes SP*

Tuliptree Cathedral,

American Beech Grove*

The White Cedars at Green Lakes are right by the
shores of both lakes - a lot of people walk the trails
that go right through them, but most don't seem to
notice how special they are. They are old, gnarled
trees, really picturesque when they lean out over the
deep green-blue waters of these 2 rare meromictic
lakes (these lakes do not have seasonal turnover as
most lakes do).

Liverpool School Maple

There are also rugged old growth White Cedars at
Clark Reservation State Park, and Chittenango Falls
State Park.

Northern Red Oak Wizard of Oz
Memorial Oak Grove*, Green Lakes SP*, Old
Growth Forest between Day Use Area and
Campground – Selkirk Shores SP*, Recreation Park
– Fulton, North Bay Campground – Fulton, Long
Branch Park – Geddes, North Syracuse Cemetery
Oak Grove*

Tom Howard

Mt. Adnah Cemetery,

Tuliptree Lakes SP*

Tuliptree Cathedral, Green

Sassafras Cemetery Oak Grove

near North Syracuse

Green Lakes SP*

Edit postDelete postReport this postWarn
userInformationReply with quote#3) Re: Best
Central NY Sites for Tree Species
Unread postby tomhoward » Sun Jun 15, 2014 2:51
pm

White Oak North Syracuse Cemetery
Oak Grove*, Wizard of Oz Memorial Oak Grove,
North Syracuse*

Black Oak Fulton

Liverpool School Maple

Black Gum North Syracuse
Cemetery Oak Grove*, Wizard of Oz Memorial Oak
Grove*

Fort Ontario State

Shagbark Hickory Maple Grove*

Liverpool School Maple
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avoid some climbing. You can still see the upper
loop with the big tulips and return the way you came,
avoiding the lower loop. I believe the Naked Ground
Trail is the one that heads up the valley next to the
Memorial Forest. It is less traveled and supports old
growth as well. There is a bridge that may present
some difficulty at the entrance to Naked Ground and
the upper loop (flat sided log with minimal rails).

Handicapped accessible old growth?
by Bosque » Tue Jun 10, 2014 6:24 pm
I have a friend who grew up in Sequoia country. He
still loves trees and forests but after several back
surgeries and metal implants he has a difficult time
getting around these days. He walks with a cane, but
if he tries to go more than a half mile, especially on
hills, he suffers for it the next day. Does anyone
know of any old growth, or just big forest trees in
western North Carolina, eastern Tennessee, or even
north Georgia or South Carolina that can be seen
from a car? Josh Kelly at Western North Carolina
Alliance gave me some good ones. Anyone else? It
would make him so happy.

By Linville Falls, there is old growth. The shorter
hike in is from the gravel parking lot. There is still a
fair amount of climbing so it may be a stretch. The
trail is nice and wide and I think there are some
benches along the way. The hike to the Falls
overlooks will likely be too much.
Th Craggy Gardens picnic area has excellent high
elevation old growth. The initial climb on the trail
will be difficult but it has benches. The trail is wide
and passes outstanding yellow birches, very Tolkein
in appearance. Bob documented the area on a post a
couple of years ago.

Thanks.
Carol

Re: andicapped accessible old
growth?

Re: Handicapped accessible old
growth?

by Will Blozan » Sun Jun 15, 2014 7:37 am
Congaree National Park has a wonderful boardwalk...

by Jess Riddle » Tue Jun 17, 2014 9:54 pm

Will

Carol and Patty,

Re: Handicapped accessible old
growth?

Given that inaccessibility is responsible for the
continued existence of most old-growth stands in the
East, there are a surprising number of easily
accessible stands.
Marshall Forest, a preserve run by The Nature
Conservancy in northwest GA near the town of
Rome, has a short trail set up for the handicapped,
specifically the blind. A rope allows people to feel
their way along the trail, and I believe there are a few
braille plaques. The forest is an oak pine mix of
moderate productivity; I'm not completely convinced
it's old-growth, but it is at the very least exceptionally
old second growth.

by bbeduhn » Fri Jun 13, 2014 10:41 am

The Cosby nature trail in the Smokies is extremely
lush and otherworldly. It has a number of small
footbridges that can be slick but it's a short hike (half
mile or a bit more) and is accessible from just before
the campground. It's in Tennessee, not too far from
I-40 and the NC border.
In Georgia, the Sosebee Cove is right on the side of
the road. There is some up and down but it's minimal
and the loop is quite short. It's primarily second
growth with some remnant old growth.

A couple of paved trails in Georgia, might actually be
more helpful to you. Fernbank Forest in Atlanta has
multiple paved pathways through a forest of large
and tall trees. Again, hard to say if it was ever cut,
but their are at least many 175 year old trees. Eli

At Joyce Kilmer, take the right entrance and you can
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Dickerson has posted about the forest repeatedly on
this board.

northern hardwood and spruce forest. The road ties
into Clingmans Dome Road, which is all old-growth,
either red spruce or fraser fir that is recovering from
balsam woolly adelgid. If you want a slower pace,
both roads into the Cataloochee section of the
Smokies traverse miles of, mostly oak dominated,
old-growth forest. Highway 64, between Highlands
and Franklin, NC passes through several pockets of
old-growth, and provides access to waterfalls along
the way. Much of the old-growth was hemlock
dominated, but some is oak or oak-white pine,
particularly around Bridal Veil Falls. The Blue
Ridge Parkway also has several stretches through
old-growth, but others can tell you the best areas to
visit better than I can.

The trail from the parking lot to the top of Brasstown
Bald, Georgia's highest point, is also paved, and if
memory serves more correctly, mostly in old-growth
forest. The trail does have a fair amount of slope to it
though. The Arkaquah and Jacks Knob trails, which
leave from the same parking lot and are traditional
hiking trails, are also all old-growth near the parking
area. All three of those trails pass through fairly
stunted forest of old oaks. Also accessible from the
same point is the wagon road trail. There has been
more disturbance along that trail, but it passes
through an old-growth boulderfield forest a quarter
mile to half mile from the parking area. As the name
implies, the trail was originally constructed as a road,
and maintains a very gentle gradient.

Finally, if you have time for a somewhat longer trip,
the coastal plain probably offers the best opportunity
for truly handicapped accessible trails in old-growth.
As mentioned before, Congaree National Park has a
few miles of boardwalk through some of the finest
bottomland forest remaining in the eastern US.
Francis Beidler Forest, also in Lowcountry South
Carolina, has boardwalks that take you past ancient
cypress. Long leaf pine stands are also often
naturally flat with little understory, so many of the
remaining old-growth stands are likely accessible
with limited physical exertion.

The other area to check in north Georgia is around
the southern edge of the Cohutta Wilderness Area.
The Windy Gap Cycle Trail, a road width ATV trail,
has an extensive section of old growth near it's upper
end. Some of that old-growth is naturally relatively
young Virginia pine forest, but their are old oaks and
other species. The first couple hundred yards are the
flattest, but the old-growth begins where the trail
gradient picks up. A few miles away on the same
road, the upper end of the Emory Creek trail passes
through an unlogged white oak forest. This trail is a
standard hiking trail, but is fairly level at the upper
end and enters the old-growth almost immediately.
Large areas of fern ground cover make this trail
particularly scenic.

Jess

Re: Handicapped accessible old
growth?

You may also want to check out the area around
Highlands, NC. The town is built on a high plateau,
and has been a resort destination its entire existence.
Consequently, old-growth has survived in some
areas you normally wouldn't expect, like
neighborhoods. Unfortunately much of the oldgrowth in the area was hemlock dominated, and is
now a sad sight after hemlock woolly adelgid. The
top of Satulah Mountain, the backdrop to town, is
old-growth. The parking lot is in stunted old-growth
oak forest, and their is a broad, but eroded, trail that
leads a quarter or a half mile to a fantastic view.

by mdvaden » Sun Jun 15, 2014 1:30 pm
Regarding old growth in general that's accessible to
handicapped:
1. Drury Parkway in Prairie Creek Redwoods State
Park
2. Big Tree wayside in the same park
3. Avenue of the Giants at Humboldt Redwoods State
Park

Of course, if you want even easier access, there are
several roads that traverse old-growth forests, and
most offer pull-offs for closer inspection. Highway
441 through Great Smoky Mountains National Park
might be the best. The higher parts of the road pass
through several miles old-growth with a mix of

4. Founders Grove, same park
5. Tall Tree and part of Bull Creek Flats trail same
park
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6. Rockefeller Loop, same park
7. Redwood National Park overlook and Bald Hills
Rd. for a panoramic drive
8. Jedediah Smith Redwoods State Park

New tallest conifer of Europe

9. Simpson Reed trail / loop same park

by KoutaR » Sun Jun 15, 2014 12:24 pm

10. Slight incline for a few minutes paved, but Stout
Grove, same park

France has now gained the title "the tallest reliably
measured conifer of Europe". It is a 66.44-m (218.0ft) Douglas-fir, measured by tape drop. Though, the
tallest of the UK was only 4 cm shorter in November
and now it is likely taller than the French tree. It was
measured by Nikon, so the accuracy is not as high.
The tallest of Germany was 65.8 m (216 ft) in March,
measured by Karlheinz with TruPulse 200X. The
tree was planted in 1892, so it now 122 years old.

11. Howland Hill Rd., same park
A handicap person could spend several days there.
Here's the path to Stout Grove. I used crutches once
years ago for a knee injury, and if I had to go up and
down this short incline, certain I could do it. It's flat
and smooth down in the grove.

Here is a video of the climbing/measuring the tree:
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=724715720
904116
The tallest tree is Eucalyptus diversicolor in Portugal.
It was 72 m in 2010. The second tallest in 2010 was
Eucalyptus globulus in Spain, 68 m. Douglas-fir is
third. We are not aware of more recent measurements
of Portugal's and Spain's eucalypts.

Crown Area Calculator
by dbhguru » Tue Jun 17, 2014 4:58 pm
Hi Ents,
It has been a long time since Ed created the
Dendromorphometry Toolkit folder for us. Its
purpose is to provide a single location for posting on
measuring techniques.
Attached is an Excel workbook devoted to
determining crown area. It is designed for use with a
TruPulse 360. The next version will be designed for
laser, clinometer, and compass.
CrownAreaAdvancedTP360PolygonMethod.xlsm
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Bob Leverett
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Hamilton Ridge Wildlife
Management Area, SC
by Jess Riddle » Tue Jun 17, 2014 10:45 pm
March 11th, 2013
Nts,
Back in early 2006 I visited Webb Wildlife
Management Area and saw eastern height and
diameter records for multiple species
(http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldt ...
center.htm), especially flood tolerant species.
Unfortunately, I didn’t have time to thoroughly
explore the area, or visit the adjacent Hamilton Ridge
Wildlife Management Area. Last spring, my dad and
I returned to the area to do both.
Hamilton Ridge WMA sits in South Carolina’s outer
coastal plain at about 30’ elevation. The land lies just
upstream of Webb WMA, and across the Savannah
River from Georgia. Unfortunately, the management
approach at Hamilton Ridge differs strongly from
Webb WMA. The site was former paper company
land, and much of the uplands continue to be planted
in loblolly pine. The floodplain portions have
similarly been managed for wood production, and
they have all been recently clear-cut except for
buffers along the river, around ponds, and other low
areas. Those buffer areas hint at what the site is
capable of producing.

American elm growing on an old cypress
stump next to an alligator filled pond ringed
with remnant cypress

Laurel oak dominates high ground within the
floodplain, and overcup oak, sycamore, green ash,
and water hickory mix on lower areas, and
baldcypress dominates permanently wet areas. The
understory similarly varies with slight elevation
changes; hornbeam is common on higher ground
while swamp privet grows in wetter locations,
especially around pods, along with some possumhaw.
Sweetgum covers the clearcut areas, though some
have substantial sycamore too.
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Swamp privet

HamiltonRidgeMeasurements.
The green hawthorn is a new eastern height record,
beating out a couple at Webb WMA. The swamp
privet is the first individual of this primarily
Midwestern species NTS has measured. The river
birch is a state diameter record and the tallest NTS
has measured in the coastal plain, unless I’m
forgetting about some of Tyler Phillip’s more recent
measurements in Congaree NP. The water hickory is
just a nice big tree, and one of the tallest trees at the
site.

2’8” cbh x 42.0’ tall swamp privet (only the
largest stem measured)
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10’1” cbh x 123.8’ tall water hickory

Baldcypress 24’1” cbh and a little over 100’
tall
Jess Riddle
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Tallest Northern California
Eucalyptus
by yofoghorn » Mon Jun 09, 2014 2:31 pm
A week ago, Luke Hickman, my friend, and I
discovered a grove of Eucalyptus globulus in Contra
Costa County that are significantly tall! They are
competing with redwoods and are actually taller than
the redwoods they are competing with. There are 4
trees taller than 240', the two tallest being 243', one
with a substantial lean. The tallest hardwood in the
northern and western hemispheres that I'm aware of
is a 246' Eucalyptus on Santa Cruz Island. In a few
years, these Eucalyptus will likely become records
for the hemispheres, as they are in a perfect area to
continue growing taller. These are now the
Eucalyptus and hardwood (non native) height records
for Northern California.
Zane J. Moore
Botany Student
Colorado State University

A scene from June 18, 2014, when the Jake Swamp
pine was remeasured by Bob Leverett, accompanied
by Tim Zelazo, Manager, Mountain District
MassParks, Department of Conservation &
Recreation. Witnessed and attested to by yours truly.

The Sermon on the Mount Todd

Ray Asselin
www.Bowlwood.com

by RayA » Fri Jun 20, 2014 8:52 pm
In the waning light of a June evening,
under the high umbrella crowns of aged trees,
in a forest primeval,
a sage, humble guru surrenders his words of great
wisdom
to a zealous forest manager ....
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CrownSpreadExternalBaselineCalcu
lator

Country: USA
State or Province: Colorado
Property Owner: USFS
Site Name: Hermosa Creek
Species (Scientific): Pinus Ponderosa var.
Scopulorum
Species (Common): Rocky Mountain Ponderosa Pine
Tree Name: Schrater Pine
NTS Measurer(s): Bob Leverett assisted by Steve
Colburn of Laser Technology Inc.
Date of Measurement: July 2012
Height (ft): 160.7 feet
Method of Height Measurement: Sine Top-Sine
Bottom to marker and tape drop to base
CBH (ft): 9.3 feet
Average Spread (ft):
Maximum Spread (ft):
Habitat: Moist ravine in La Plata Mountains
Notes: Tree and measuring of it were highlighted in
Durango Herald article. Laurie Swisher,
representative of the USFS was present and assisted
in measurement

by dbhguru » Sun Jun 22, 2014 9:48 am
Ents,
The second tool in the toolkit is attached. It is an
Excel workbook that calculates crown spread using
an external baseline. Don Bertolette and I hope to tie
the toolkit into the American Forests Measuring
Guidelines Work Group initiative by having it
accessible from the American Forests website.
BTW, Michael Taylor has agreed to join us and put
tools into the toolkit. None of us expect the toolkit to
receive much attention now, but in time, it may grow
in importance. I can see Matt Markworth's maximum
dimension database and this toolkit being primary
tools available to the public through a more formal
AF-NTS partnership.
As better spreadsheet solutions are developed, they
will be substituted for the existing ones instead of
being added.

Robert T. Leverett
Co-founder and Executive Director
Native Native Tree Society
Co-founder and President
Friends of Mohawk Trail State Forest

Bob
***********************
NTS-ers, Don here, sneaking in the back door,
wanting to suggest that those wishing to improve
their tree measuring accuracy, that we are looking for
volunteer Beta testers for methods appropriate to
Certifier/Cadre level.
Don

Re: Future Tree of the week: Pinus
Ponderosa var. Scopulorum
by Matt Markworth » Sun Jun 22, 2014 7:23 pm

CrownSpreadExternalBaselineMethod3a.xlsx

All,
Tree of the Week: Pinus ponderosa var. scopulorum,
Rocky Mountain ponderosa pine

Future Tree of the week: Pinus
Ponderosa var. Scopulorum

For this particular post, I've only included trees from
CO, but please feel free to reply with trees from other
states as well.

by dbhguru » Wed Apr 17, 2013 5:43 pm
Matt,

For now, I'll be focusing my attention on species
present in southwest CO to get a better feel for the
tree maximums. I'd love to find a maximum
dimension down there, but will be happy enough to
explore some new areas and document the trees, even
if they don't represent maximums.

Here is the information for a future tree of the week.
It is the Rocky Mountain Ponderosa Pine. The
Schrater Pine is the tallest accurately measured of its
species, not to be confused with the Pacific Coast
Ponderosa Pine (Pinus ponderosa, var. ponderosa)
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Here's my understanding of the maximum data in
Colorado for Rocky Mountain ponderosa pine:

that exceeds the tallest ponderosa measured in the
San Juans by the Forest Service. Its circumference is
9.1 feet. At that point, I couldn't believe that I was
getting such heights on my first real excursion.

Height
Schrater Pine - 160.3' (http://www.entsbbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=70&t=5524)

I shot a tall blue spruce at between 130 and 135 feet.
I couldn't get a good fix on the base, but I didn't
spend much time with the spruce because I spotted
the tallest ponderosa I've ever seen. I am completely
serious. After 3 solid measurements, I settled on
162.0 feet! Its circumference is 9.2 feet. This height
exceeded my wildest expectation for the species in
Colorado. But there is more. A Doug fir not far away
looked equally tall. So, I spent a plenty of time with it
as well. The Doug fir turns out to be 161.0 feet in
height and 10.8 feet in circumference. Two 160footers in a day!

Circumference
Vance Ponderosa - 16.1' (http://www.entsbbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=70&t=1104&p=3822)
Points for NTS-measured
Ponderosa pine measured by Mark Rouw - 331 points
(http://www.entsbbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=70&t=5611#p24822)
- This tree is also the Colorado Champion:
http://www.coloradotrees.org/PDFs/2014%20Websit
e%20Champs_Alpha.pdf

http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/us_west/c
olorado/2009-leverett/20090613-hermosa.htm

Larry Tucei Ponderosa ~323 points (http://www.entsbbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=70&t=5543)
A photo of the Schrater Pine from Bob's post on
6/27/2010:

Bob's discovery of the Schrater Pine on 6/13/09:
As we went up the trail from the campground, at
about 0.3 miles, I began to see individually tall
ponderosas and Doug firs. I took a quick
measurement of a fir with my Nikon Forestry 550
and got 116 feet. Not bad. It had a circumference of
about 8.5 feet. But such dimensions didn't surprise
me. However, farther up, in a ravine, I saw a tall
looking ponderosa similar to the one I had measured
near Treasure Falls on the way to Wolf Creek Pass.
This one proved to be a very impressive 143.3 feet in
height. I couldn't easily get to the tree, but I estimate
its circumference at between 8.00 and 8.50 feet. The
tall ponderosa got me psyched. I really wasn't
expecting pines above 140. Then I saw a Doug fir
that looked equally tall. It turned out to be 144.0 feet
tall and measured 10.3 feet in circumference. At that
point, I was really psyched. Then I spotted another
tall ponderosa down in the ravine. I succeeded in
getting a pretty good measurement of it. The pine
turned out to be 149.0 feet tall! This is based on an
average of 3 measurements (148.5, 149.0, and 149.5).
Its circumference I estimated to be 9.5 feet. Still
farther up the trail, I spotted a towering pine leaning
slightly toward the down stream direction. The base
was hard to see. I couldn't resist, so I climbed down
to the pine through thickets of gambel oak. I
succeeded in finding a good spot to measure it. Well,
the pine turned out to be 152.5 feet in height! I think
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http://www.entsbbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=70&t=1024#p3560

Ponderosa Pine 146.5' CBH 13' 8
1/2"
http://www.entsbbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=70&t=5531

Larry's post on 6/30/13:
As I reached near the end my hike I measured one
Monster of a Ponderosa Pine right next to the trail
with a CBH of 13’ 8 1/2” and a height of 146.5’! This
is the tallest Ponderosa I’ve measured and largest
CBH.

Bob's post on his measurement of the tree:
http://www.entsbbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=70&t=5577
Mark's post on the big tree near Pagosa Springs:
Ponderosa pine
14’9.5”
141.8'
45’
330.55
San Juan Nat. Forest near Pagosa Springs (this one
first meas. 1995)
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Ponderosa pine 5

Ponderosa Pine 6.

http://www.entsbbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=70&t=5611#p24822
Matt

The big trees of Winterthur Gardens
by JohnnyDJersey » Mon Jun 23, 2014 8:29 am
A couple weeks ago I had the chance to go and see
some of the trees that Will Blozan and others
documented a few years ago which had grown a bit. I
was with the fam so I didn't have the chance to do
extensive measuring but I got a few good shots and
found a Tulip that the guys hadn't listed before.
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Tulip Poplar 20'5"x156'x96'
Tulip Poplar 20'4"x147'x70'
Sycamore 19'4"x90'x115'
Tulip Poplar 18' x158x82'
Tulip Poplar 17'11"x127'x80'
Attachments

425pts
409pts
350pts
392pts
362pts

Tulip 17'11" cbh

Tulip Poplar 20'5" 156' tall

Tulip 20'4" 147' tall
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Sycamore 19'4" cbh

18ft cbh 258' tall Tulip
John D Harvey
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The Bart and Bob Show
by dbhguru » Tue Jun 24, 2014 8:11 am
Hi Ents,
Since Bart and Connie returned from Costa Rica, last
week we finally got out together chasing big trees.
Our first stop was off Route 47 in South Hadley, MA
on a narrow road called Titan's Pier. Bart and
Andrew Joslin found a tall what pine in a ravine
several years ago and we wanted to revisit the area.
The thick canopy above and the poison ivy below
makes this a late fall site. However, the Hadley town
common gave us a couple of nice tulip trees. Here is
the first.

Smith College campus has lots of beauties. Here is
a sample. First a Jersey elm: CBH = 17.5 feet, height
= 101.0 feet.

This big bruiser measures 18.4 feet around, but is a
measly 96 feet tall. A tulip on the other side of the
common is a hair under 17 feet around and 104 feet
tall. You can see it behind Bart.

Next we measured a London plane tree at CBH =
14.9 feet, height 102.0 feet. No photo.
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Third at Smith was a ginkgo: CBH = 16.8 feet,
Height = 83.0 feet.

or not, but it is definitely a contender. Unfortunately,
when I came across it I did not have any good way to
measure it but I can say that the DBH is easily in the
5-6 foot range and the tree is quite tall being a real
forest tree and not a field tree.
The back story is that I worked as a backcountry park
ranger for the NPS in Shenandoah for five great
summers and had a lot of opportunities to explore the
wonderful off-trail areas of the park. One day myself
and a couple other rangers were doing an off-trail
hike on Old Rag mountain. We climbed the
mountain via the ridge trail then dropped down the
steep canyon between the main and south summits.
Just as the slope started to ease, I spotted a tree off in
the distance that I knew was much larger than your
normal Shenandoah second or third growth forest. As
we got to the tree it turned out to be a red oak and
was in fact quite massive, easily 5-6 feet in diameter
and quite tall. It's a single stem and I'm sure it would
score well on the point system. We did take a couple
pictures, but I don't have any copies. They are on the
NPS network somewhere. We had a good GPS, but
couldn't get any signal after a few minutes of trying
so we eventually moved on. The tree is in a remote
spot, at least a mile from any trail, and would be quite
difficult to get back to, but on the off chance that
anyone is interested, I can give details and point out
the location on a map within a couple 100 yds or so.
I'm sure that I could find it again if I duplicated the
same route. I've never heard of anyone else before or
since taking the route we took that day and it's
possible that nobody has run into that tree since the
park was populated back in the early 30's. This would
be approx. 1/4 mile above the top of the highest fields
that used to cover the lower slopes of Old Rag.

Next, we have a dawn redwood: CBH = 18.3 feet,
height = 100.2 feet.

There is also rumored to be a huge Rhododendron on
the east slope of Old Rag, but I've never seen it. It's
not too crazy a thought though to think that there
could be other large trees on the mountain. The soil is
good and the higher parts of the mountain are rough
enough to make logging difficult.

Not too shabby, and there is plenty more. It will
have to wait until fall.
Robert T. Leverett

Anyway, hope you enjoyed the story, it's something
that crosses my mind from time to time and I'd love
to go back. If anyone wants any additional
information, feel free to contact me. I've also
checked out many other potential large tree areas of
the park and if anyone is interested I can give some
clues to anyone looking for a tree finding adventure.

Big Red Oak in Shenandoah
by meheidt » Sun Jun 22, 2014 9:26 pm
Hello everyone,
I don't know if this Red Oak is the largest in Virginia
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germinating in lawns under the big Oaks. Huge Black
Oaks often have huge scars, big burls. The Oaks are
open-grown with flat-topped spreading crowns, with
no Oaks over 85 feet tall (most are shorter). Trees
with cbh listed in feet and inches were measured by
Elijah with his 50-foot logging tape measure. All
trees measured are single-trunked.

Mt. Adnah Cemetery, Fulton, NY
by tomhoward » Sat Jun 07, 2014 4:55 pm
NTS,
On this sunny very warm day Elijah Whitcomb of
NTS and I explored 2 big tree sites in Oswego
County north of here.

Biggest White Pine (cbh 10 ft., 10” (41.4” dbh)), old
tree with old-looking platy bark, trunk high into
crown with little taper, top seems to have been blown
off a couple times at least, but was probably never
much taller, big scar from base up:
Height
104.6
tallest tree measured
at Mt. Adnah Cemetery, tree possibly about 250
years old, possibly one of the White Pines left when
the original White Pine forest was said to have been
removed

We first visited the tiny Pioneer Cemetery in
Phoenix, a small tree-filled town by the Oswego
River. This cemetery is dominated by 2 huge singletrunked, mostly open-grown Tuliptrees, that could be
close to 200 years old – they are developing balding
bark, and are magnificent trees. Other trees on this
site are much smaller, and include Butternut, Sugar
Maple, Cherry, plentiful Black Locust. Trees with
cbh listed in feet and inches were measured by Elijah
with his 50-foot logging tape measure.

There are several other big White Pines in this
section, one with top blown off.

All height measurements on this outing were done by
the NTS sine method; all heights are in feet.

White Pine in hollow toward NY 3 (cbh 9 ft. 1”):
Height
104.2

Biggest Tuliptree (cbh 15 ft., 7” (59.5” dbh)):
Height
116.3
tallest tree measured
in Oswego County this outing

Big Black Oak by road (typical big tree) – 58.2” dbh
(15.24 ft. cbh)

Other Tuliptree (cbh 13 ft. 11”), Black Locusts
growing out of base:
Height
103.4

Big Black Oak, with big cleft in trunk – cbh 14 ft. 7”
Black Oak with huge burl by main entrance – cbh 15
ft. 2”
Huge Black Oak with 2 huge burls by side street –
cbh 16 ft. 4” above burls

Our next stop was the old beautiful Mt. Adnah
Cemetery in Fulton, farther north down the Oswego
River. Mt. Adnah is a garden cemetery on NY 3 on
Fulton’s east side. Many veterans of the Civil War
were buried there. The site is said in some early
histories of Fulton to have been a forest of White
Pines, under which lower Oaks grew. According to
one book, called Fulton, New York, Mt. Adnah
Cemetery was established in 1851; the forest then
was mostly Pine. The Pines were thinned out from
1851-1853, and Oaks were left behind; the big Oaks
today are the trees that were saved in 1853, and a few
of the old Pines seem to remain. The site is hilly, and
the soil is sandy, and Elijah surmised that it used to
be a Pine Ridge. We had an idyllic time among great
numbers of huge Black Oaks (largest Black Oaks in
central NY) and smaller, but still very large, opengrown White Oaks, and among some big wondrously
fragrant White Pines, with sun and warmth steeping
the air with Pine fragrance; the sandy soil, the Pinescented air, the breeze wafting through Pine boughs,
gave the place a Maine-like feel. Many Oaks are

Big Black Oak near side street – cbh 14 ft. 3”
Big Black Oak in same area – 49.7” dbh (13 ft. cbh)
Biggest tree seen today, Black Oak with balding bark
by side street –
cbh – 18 ft. 7” (71” dbh):
Height
74.4
Big Black Oak by Section 11 sign:
Height
80
We came to an impressive row of big open-grown
Black Oaks that may have been planted a long time
ago near St. Mary’s Cemetery fence:
Typical tree – cbh 13 ft. 2”
Burly Black Oak – cbh 16 ft. 6”
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Trees in St. Mary’s Cemetery are much smaller than
in Mt. Adnah Cemetery. Just over the fence in St.
Mary’s Cemetery, we saw a rather big-trunked low
compact Sassafras.

remains of at least 2 huge fallen Black Oaks: I
counted 230 rings on a cross-section intact to center,
an exceptional age for Black Oak anywhere – radius
1 ft. 9”, 4 ft. diameter.

Back in Mt. Adnah Cemetery – big open-grown
White Oak – one of biggest White Oaks: cbh – 14 ft.
2”

These huge Black Oaks and White Oaks seem to
average between 200 and 250 years old.

Near this tree, a Hickory with wavy grayish-brown
bark (possibly Mockernut) – 27.4” dbh

Tom Howard

Big Black Oak – cbh 13 ft. 8”
It looks like the great 74” dbh Black Oak Robert
Henry, Sean Fagan, Beth Frey, and I measured Sept.
14, 2002, is gone. Today Elijah and I looked all over
Mt. Adnah Cemetery for it, but could find no tree that
large.

huge Sycamore in Burlington, NJ
by tclikesbigtrees » Mon Jun 23, 2014 12:17 am
On Saturday, we went minivan shopping in
Burlington. Since we were going to be there, I
thought that we would go to see some historic things
that I had wanted to see in Burlington. Behind the
Burlington Friends Meeting House is a huge
Sycamore called the Chief Ockanickon Sycamore. It
is another huge tree in New Jersey that one would not
find by looking on the New Jersey champion tree
website. That website is so limited it is pathetic,
especially when compared to some other states
websites. So if you want to find a lot of big trees in
New Jersey, you either have to find them by accident
or some other way. That is my rant for the day.
Anyway, it is an amazing tree and I have attached
some pictures.

White Pine with big limb coming out of side,
younger looking than biggest White Pine (cbh 9 ft.
9”)
Height
92
Average cbh of Black Oaks measured (10 trees) 15.05 ft.
This could be one of the finest collections of large
Black Oaks anywhere in the range of the species.
Trees: Dominant – Black Oak, White Oak
Associate – White Pine, Norway Spruce, Douglas-fir,
White Fir, Hemlock, Baldcypress (1 small), Yew,
Red Oak (smaller and younger than the other Oaks),
Norway Maple, Hickory with wavy bark (possibly
Mockernut), Sweetgum, Sawara Cypress (?
pyramidal tree in same genus), no doubt others I
didn’t write down.
Age Data (diameters and radii measured by Elijah
with his logging tape):
Huge Black Oak stump – 6 ft. diameter, inner part
hollow, about 150 rings on intact outer part,
countable radius 1 ft. 11”
White Oak stump – 2 ft. 4” radius, 4 ft. 3” dia., intact
to center – 220 rings
We walked to the back of the cemetery to edge of
2nd growth woods with Red Maple, to an area where
wood cut out of the cemetery is discarded, saw the
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Overcup oak dominated section of Savannah
River floodplain

Webb Wildlife Management Area,
SC
Nts,

by Jess Riddle » Sat Jun 28, 2014 4:16 pm

After seven years I finally returned to Webb Wildlife
Management area
[url](http://nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips ...
center.htm)[/url] with my dad. In the interim, the
height record swamp dogwood, green hawthorn, and
water locust remained the tallest known to NTS, and
the hawthorn, water locust, and water elm retained
their diameter records. I was optimistic of finding
additional height records, because almost all of those
trees grow within sight of the lone trail through the
Savannah River floodplain. We wound up founding
few trees to top those of the first trip, but did see
large individuals of some infrequently measured
species. The trail follows an old road that sticks to
the high ground, relatively speaking, and as a
consequence may also follow some of the most
productive ground. We still saw only a fraction of
the thousand plus acres of mature bottomland
hardwoods, so the tract may still contain other
pockets of exceptional trees.

March 12th, 2013
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WebbWMA_measurements
The three varieties of red maple (drummondii,
trilobum, and rubrum) seem to vary in their
geographic distribution and habitat as well as their
physical characteristics, but the jury is still out on
how distinct the varieties really are. It is possible that
they will be recognized as separate species in the
future, so it seems worthwhile for NTS to start
tracking the different varieties. Almost all the trees
NTS has measured thus far are almost certainly the
typical variety (rubrum), but trilobum (Carolina red
maple) has been mentioned in a few previous posts.
As far as I know, we have no data on variety
drummondii, the most southern of the three. I believe
the Webb WMA trilobum is the tallest NTS has
documented so far. There is a substantially taller red
maple growing in similar habitat at Congaree, but its
variety is unknown.

Carolina red maple (Acer rubrum var. trilobum)
leaves and bark

7’2” cbh x 108.9’ tall Carolina red maple
(Acer rubrum var. trilobum)
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oak. In fact, the greater flooding seems to provide
more habitat for laurel oak, and consequently more
chances for tall individuals. Of course, overcup oak
also grows in low areas, but does not approach the
heights it reaches in the national park.

The water locust tops the previous height record, also
growing at this site. The new tree may obtain a slight
advantage in light and soil drainage by growing on
the edge of the old road/trail through the floodplain.

12’10” cbh x 128.2’ tall laurel oak

The cherybark oak and all of the pines grow on
slightly higher land near the edge of the floodplain.

5’9” cbh x 88.9’ tall water locust

The tall laurel oaks may be some of the most
interesting tall trees at the site. The forest as a whole
is far shorter than the forest at Congaree National
Park, and many species don’t come within 20’ of
their heights at that exemplary large river
bottomland. However, the tallest laurel oak at Webb
WMA falls only 1.9’ short of the eastern height
record at Congaree. Longer flooding and possibly
finer texture soils may place more stress on the trees
at Webb WMA, and limit height. However, laurel
oak grows in some of the lowest, wettest places at
Congaree that aren’t permanently inundated, so the
habitat may differ little between the sites for laurel
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Backswamp covered with pine pollen from
adjacent uplands

Jess

Fort Hill, Ohio
by dbhguru » Fri Jun 27, 2014 9:47 pm
NTS,
Monica and I took a detour today and explored some
of the mature forest on the Forth Hill Site in southern
Ohio. All I can say is WOW!! What a splendid forest.
I didn't have much time, but did get a tuliptree to
150.6 feet, and I may not have hit the top. Two others
were over 140. The American beech trees there are
off the charts. There is nothing in New England to
compare with what I saw today. I also saw
spectacular white oaks. More to come.
Bob
Robert T. Leverett
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Hiawatha Pine in MTSF
by dbhguru » Wed Jun 18, 2014 8:19 pm
Ents,
Today Ray Asselin and I spend the day in MTSF
accomplishing several missions. Our good friend Bill
Finn, from a Mount Tom friends organization, joined
us in the morning. Our first mission was to walk the
Mahican-Mohawk Trail with DCR personnel and
identify eastern hemlocks to be treated tomorrow and
Friday. Mission accomplished. We're very pleased
with the support from DCR.
The second mission was to check on the big
Hiawatha pine growing on Hawks Mountain. With
Sparky in hand (my LTI TruPulse 200X), I
remeasured its height and settled on 143.0 feet. The
pine's girth is now a hefty 13.2 feet! Here are two
images of Hiawatha. Ray is in both for scale.

There are about 10 pines we have measured so far in
Massachusetts that have the combined stats of a 13foot girth and a 140-foot height. There may be a
couple or three more out there, but it is a pretty
exclusive club.
Our third mission was to re-measure the Jake
Swamp pine, New England's tallest tree. Images will
follow. Ray and Tim Zelazo took plenty of them.
But, first the results. Using Sparky, I got 172.5 feet. I
don't think I hit the absolute end of the twig. I expect
Jake's true height is 172.6 or 172.7 feet, but until I
can prove it, we'll set it at 172.5 feet. Is there a tree
somewhere in New England taller than this. It is
certainly possible, but until verified, Jake remains the
chief.
Robert T. Leverett
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Bennett Beach Park, Evans NY
Entering the larger patch (to the south of the creek
bridge) you are immediately met with a stately
specimen of the dominant producer of big old trees
here, red oak. The biggest trees here all grow on the
sheltered southeastern side of the dune, with some
moderate-sized trees in the middle and not much to
speak of on the lake-facing side. A range of ages can
be observed, though some of the middling centraldune trees display aging signs like balding bark,
twisting and sinuous trunks, and high (relatively)
ragged crowns. It'd be interesting to do some coring
to determine how much of this is due to genuine age
and how much due to the demands of living on a sand
dune directly in the path of some pretty serious
weather. Size may be a poor indicator on a site like
this.

by Erik Danielsen » Sat Jun 28, 2014 11:10 am
Bennett beach is a pretty special little site. It has the
distinction of being one of only two or three sites
where old-growth eastern hemlock grows on sand
dunes (or so I hear, but we'll get to that), a distinction
it shares with Marcy Woods, which is almost directly
across the lake in southern Ontario. Marcy Woods (as
documented by Krishner in a ENTS special
publication last decade) is a site in an entirely
different class from Bennett beach. Bennett's two
small remnant patches of accessible old growth are
right on the dune ridge, fully exposed to the lake. It is
not a site that produces exceptionally large trees, and
so it might not impress the casual visitor, but there is
no question that an isolated ecosystem composed of
red oak, red and sugar maples, beech, hemlock, tulip
and black cherry with a rich woodland understory
flora would not reestablish itself on such a dunetop
after significant human disturbance. The neighboring
section of dune, dominated by black willow,
cottonwood and scattered young red oak shows this
clearly enough. The local parks system is to be given
credit in recognizing this small section as
ecologically-valuable "primary dune forest" in their
park maintenance planning.

Looking down the creek that bisects the
park.

The first red oak you meet, at 10'3" cbh
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None of the hemlocks here show much size
or age. This one has its root mass tipped
partially out of the sand.

From left to right, a 10'4" cbh curvy red oak, a closer
7'1" cbh sugar maple, and a 6'3" hemlock.

This bent sugar maple was nice to sit on.
10'11" cbh at narrowest point below the
kink, 10'1" a foot or so above it.
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Other side of same cherry; age or exposure?
8'7" cbh black cherry and some twisted
companions.
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Beech does poorly here, but there were at
least 6 or 7 hanging on.
The full set of collected girths for this patch:
-Red Oak- 10'4" cbh
10'3" cbh
7'10" cbh (the larger stem of a pair fused at
the base)
-Sugar Maple- 10'1" circumference above kink
7'1" cbh
-Black Cherry- 8'7" cbh
8'7" cbh
7'8" cbh
-Eastern Hemlock- 6'3" cbh
6'1" cbh
5'4" cbh
-American Beech- 5'11" cbh
5' 8" cbh
Back across the creek there's a grassy field between
the bridge and the smaller old-growth patch. One end
of the field follows the old dune's contour, and three
large open-grown maples sit on the sheltered side of
the ridge. A squat 12'1" cbh sugar maple in that
setting is no great surprise, but the 9'3" red maple
was a pleasant find and its reasonably columnar trunk
makes me wonder whether these maples are planted
or were present as younger trees when the primary
forest on this section of the dune was thinned for
parkland, left for shade.

Nice tree either way.
Finally you reach the small patch, wedged between
the creek and a tall wooden privacy fence with "no
trespassing" signs all over it. Here we find an almost
pure stand of thick, tall red oaks including a couple
snags, and a single lonely tuliptree.
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10'9" cbh oak in the foreground and a
barkless oak snag behind it.

Our lonely tulip (8'8" cbh) on the left, 10'7"
cbh oak on the right.

Girth set for all but a few of the trees in this patch:
-Red Oak- 11'1" cbh
10'9" cbh
10'7" cbh
10'6" cbh
-Tuliptree- 8'8" cbh
That would seem to be the end of it, and the reputed
old-growth hemlocks entirely absent, until you get
down to the end of the opaque wooden fence, where
it's replaced by chain-link near the water. It's a
painful moment, really, when you first peek through
that fence and realize that the lion's share of the good
stuff is over there.
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These tall, high-branching hemlocks clearly
did not just shoot up straight from the
present manicured lawn. But note even
moreso the brushy forest on the other side of
the lawn...

This forest is mostly hemlock with some
hardwoods. And they are big.
Satellite imagery confirms that forest to be a dense
patch of large-crowned conifers, and there may be a
similar stand several properties south of Bennett as
well. I do plan to try to contact the landowner. In
addition to that, the map tells me I missed an entire
forested undeveloped half of the park that happens to
be across the street from the parking lot, which
appears devoid of conifers but with variable (and
some large) deciduous crowns. I'll be sure to check it
out sometime soon.
Eric Danielsen

California Woods (OH)
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by Matt Markworth » Thu Feb 27, 2014 11:27
pm
All,
California Woods Nature Preserve is located in the
eastside Cincinnati neighborhood of California. As
far as the name, the story goes that the three men who
plotted out the town originally had thoughts of
heading to the California gold rush of 1849, but
instead stayed behind and put their efforts into laying
out this new river town they named California. I
prefer to think that the name of California stands for
the tall trees! The town was annexed by Cincinnati in
1909 and the nature preserve is owned by the
Cincinnati Park Board. Thankfully, this 113 acre park
has limited facilities and usually only has one or two
cars present on an average visit. A single lane road
(with a couple of pullouts if you do happen to meet
another car) and only one way in helps to keep the
traffic down.
Here is some information with the following
reference: Bryant, William S. 1987. Structure and
Composition of the Old-Growth Forests of Hamilton
County, Ohio and Environs.
“California Woods Nature Preserve is on a dissected
outwash terrace near the junction of the Little Miami
and Ohio Rivers. Soils are the Casco loam, Princeton
sandy loam, Bonnell silt loam, Cincinnati silt loam,
and Eden silty clay loam . . . There was a total of 407
trees representing 20 species in the 31 sampling plots
. . . Basal area was highest of any forest sampled at
39.16 m²/ha and density totaled 324 trees/ha.”

california.PNG (35.75 KiB) Viewed 445
times
I utilized the Trupulse 200 and the Nikon 440, many
times using both on the same tree, and I also checked
the Trupulse 200 angle against the Suunto
clinometer. This park is on my way home from work
and is my favorite place to hike, so I’ll definitely be
going back. Here are some recent measurements,
along with some from last year.
tuliptree: 153.6’
American sycamore: 8'11" x 152.5' (added on 3/3/14)
bitternut hickory: 8’4” x 151.9’ – Ohio Height
Record
black cherry: 7’6” x 143.1’ – Ohio Height Record
black walnut: 7’1” x 138.9’ – Ohio Height Record
RHI5: 148’
shagbark hickory: 6'6" x 136.8' - Ohio Height Record
(added on 3/7/14)
yellow buckeye: 11' x 133.1' - Ohio Height Record
(added on 3/1/14)
white ash: 7’3” x 132.2’
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red hickory: 7’6” x 130.5’ – Ohio Height Record
basswood (American or white): 8’1” x 129.2’
RHI10: 140.2'
red oak subgenus (probably northern red): 128.7’
chinkapin oak: 5’ x 124.5’ – ENTS Height Record
common hackberry: 5’10” x 122.5’ – ENTS Height
Record
bur oak: 12.4’ x 122.4’ – Ohio Height Record
American beech: 5’3” x 121.5’
RHI15: 134.8’
white oak: 8’1” x 120.1’
American elm: 8’5” x 117.2’
sugar maple: 5’5” x 113.6’
blackgum: 7'3.5" x 103.6' (added on 3/3/14)
slippery elm: 5’5” x 94.7’
RHI20: 128.5’
tuliptree: 8.8’ x 148.6’
tuliptree: 7.5’ x 147.6’
tuliptree: 8.3’ x 143.9’
tuliptree: 12’4” x 142.5’
tuliptree: 11’6.5” x 120.1’
American sycamore: 9’ x 147’
American sycamore: 10'8" x 145' (added on 3/7/14)
American sycamore: 10.4’ x 135.4’
bitternut hickory: 6'3" x 137.6' (added on 3/7/14)
bitternut hickory: 8’3” x 136.3’
bitternut hickory: 9’8” x 127.6’
black cherry: 7.6’ x 132.5’
white ash 126’
chinkapin oak: 5’8.5” x 113.5’
common hackberry: 111.6’
common hackberry: 9’1” x 106.2’ (fat base because
of fallen double)
common hackberry: 6’9” x 104’
black walnut: 6’ x 108.1’
yellow buckeye: 8’2” x 106.2’
black locust: 5’7” x 83.5’

151.9' bitternut hickory

151.9' bitternut hickory
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138.9' black walnut

143.1' black cherry

124.5' chinkapin oak
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122.5' common hackberry
Matt Markworth

Re: California Woods (OH)
122.5' common hackberry

by Steve Galehouse » Fri Feb 28, 2014 12:17 pm
MattFantastic report, and what a site! Six state height
records, plus two ENTS height records(and therefore
likely national height records) at one small site----it
doesn't get any better than that. Southern Ohio is
finally coming through with the records from
California Woods and Fort Hill. An updated Ohio
max list including the recent finds:
Ohio Native Tree maximum height 2014.xlsx
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Cook Forest Photos
by jasonbaker » Mon Jun 02, 2014 4:35 pm
My wife and I took a short trip to Cook Forest on
Saturday. Here a few of the better photos I got. The
hemlock forest is difficult to photograph.

I think I took all of these along the Indian Trail.
There were a lot of trees down on the trails and I saw
a few bigger hemlocks down which was unfortunate.
I heard that HWA had reached Cook Forest, but I did
not see any evidence of their activity.

30 ft. Prism Pole
by mdvaden » Tue Apr 01, 2014 11:57 pm
Wonder if Michael Taylor is going to snicker at me
when he sees this. I emailed recently about possibly
using fiberglass poles most often used for pole
pruning saws and BIGSHOTS to set climbing lines,
to raise a prism.
The thought was exclusive to like Coast Redwood
forest, or similar, where there's very tall vegetation or
small trees in front of a trunk. And maybe trying the
pole for a single measurement instead of leap237
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frogging 1/2 dozen or more times on hills or through
dense areas.
I could hold it straighter. Had to run for a 10 second
timer and leaned it so it would not fall. From what I
tried, the prism has to rest against the trunk, else it
will sway too much for a laser to lock-on.
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overgrown.

Forest Hill Cemetery, Fredonia, NY

Due to the close spacing, quantity and diversity of the
trees no one species really dominates or stands out,
though the most impressive is, unsurprisingly, the
single massive tuliptree. The nearby oaks are next. I
am hesitantly calling three of them red oak and one
black oak, though some of the traits seem
intermediate and there could be some hybridization
involved. Acorns might help sort it out. Three
massive red maples and one sugar maple with really
wild-looking bark adjoin several large hemlocks, all
rather thick though not especially tall (one has a
broken crown). My favorite tree at the site is the
smaller of two very impressive Cucumber Magnolias,
and there's one nice shagbark near the oaks. Outside
the original plot area large multitrunk silver maple, a
nice freeman maple (I think), several tall norway
spruce and a nice douglas fir. Many smaller
ornamental conifers produce an "understory"
structure of sorts and do create a "forest" feel. There's
one lonely Larix sp. in with the old trees, not sure if
it's native tamarack or a planted species.

by Erik Danielsen » Sat Jun 14, 2014 5:50 pm
Forest Hill Cemetery is the largest cemetery in
Fredonia. It contains an interesting and diverse set of
very large trees, many of which are likely older than
the village. The plot was purchased to complement
the smaller adjacent Pioneer Cemetery in 1854, and
was described as "primeval forest." As that was only
50 years or so after the first settlers arrived, one can
assume that it was indeed primary forest, with
perhaps the largest timber (white pine is absent from
the site) and hemlock for the tanneries having been
removed in the interim. The purchasers were (to our
fortune) clear about their desire to maintain the forest
atmosphere. To quote a historian on rootsweb:
"The first secretary of the Cemetery Board, Lucius
Hurlbut, a local engineer and surveyor, visited “some
of the more modern cemeteries” and mapped out
Sections A, B, and C based on what he had learned
from his tour. Those sections are north of the office
just off Lambert Avenue. Very deliberately,
according to the new style, the graves sites and
surrounding paths were laid out in a circle and two
free-form shapes adapted to the contours of the
ground. (fig. 5) Although a few large trees had to be
removed to make way for the drives and the walks,
most of the “primeval forest” was kept to provide
what C.S. Pervical’s dedicatory Ode of 1855 called
“the plesant woodland bowers.”

I recorded girths for most of the notable specimens,
as follows:
Tuliptree 16'2" cbh
Black Oak 14'8" cbh
Red Oak 15' cbh
13'8" cbh
14'6" cbh
Red Maple 12'5" cbh
11'11" cbh
Sugar Maple 11'8" cbh
Hemlock 12'6" cbh
10'8" cbh
Freeman Maple 11'5" cbh
Silver Maple (multistem) 14'4" cbh
Cucumber Magnolia 11'5" cbh
11'1" cbh
Weeping Willow 15'7" cbh
Larix sp. 8'10" cbh
Norway Spruce 11'3" cbh (doublestem)
9'4" cbh
8'5" cbh
Douglas Fir 9'6" cbh
Shagbark Hickory 9'7" cbh

The original nine have grown to forty acres, but the
design has remained true to the initial concept: a
parklike burial ground with cur ving drives and walks
meandering by the overarching trees. But the
cemetery is more than just itself. Along with the
adjacent cemetery, which represents the earlier
tradition, we have two perfect models of the changing
concepts about public space here preserved for us in
our two central burial grounds, Pioneer and Forest
Hill cemeteries."
The original plot has the largest and oldest trees, as
one might expect. Part of the old portion is missing
old trees but is well-planted with red maple that
probably dates back to the original landscaping work,
most of it 7-10' cbh. Of course there are plenty of
younger trees as well. "Newer" sections of the
cemetery include more shrubby magnolias, arborvitae
etc. along with younger maple and nonnative
conifers, and the newest plot, still largely unused, is
home to a section of weeping willow that's relatively

Seems to me that girth indexes might be more useful
to compare "open" sites like cemetaries and parks
than height indexes, so for this site RGI5- 181.8
RGI10- 160.7. Not too shabby if you ask me. Some
pictures next post.
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Re: Forest Hill Cemetery, Fredonia,
NY
by Erik Danielsen » Sat Jun 14, 2014 6:16 pm
Well, the uploader kept on magically losing the
images but here they are at last:

15' cbh Red Oak in front of the great
tuliptree

The 16'2" cbh tuliptree in all its glory, the
thickest tree I've personally measured so far.
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This was the only old sugar maple, and its
bark is pretty crazy-looking.

One of a few really big old red maples at
12'5"

12'6" cbh Hemlock, thickest I've measured
but not especially tall.
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The larger cucumber magnolia (11'5") has
an interesting bulbous trunk below the
crown.

The smaller Cucumber Magnolia (11'1") is
one of the most nicely formed trees I've
encountered, I think.

Black Oak? Oak IDs are not my strong point
so far. Beautiful tree either way.
Tombstones from the 1850s follow the curve
of its root buttress, which must have already
been well-formed by then.
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Re: Forest Hill Cemetery, Fredonia,
NY
by Erik Danielsen » Sun Jun 22, 2014 1:18 pm
A couple updates:
-The "red" maples measured are indeed all sugar
maples. There seem to be two distinct bark types
spread across a wide range of diameters, so I'm going
to investigate this further through leaf comparisons
and seed-helicopter comparisons to determine if there
may be some involvement by black maple (which I
was previously unaware of), whose status as a
separate species is debated but intermediate forms do
also occur.
-There are nonetheless some good-sized red maples
(real ones, I promise). One I thought might hit 9' cbh,
turned out to actually be 11'5". Photos forthcoming.
-The oaks are likely all red oak; I was mistakenly
paying more attention to leaf shape than depth of
sinuses, which is apparently more relevant.
Additionally, black oak is not listed as present in this
area by most sources.
-I missed a few patches of good trees in my initial
sampling. A quick stroll turned up several more 10'+
cbh hemlocks, including a 12'2", as well as a 13'8"
(doublestem) black cherry, and a few other cherries I
didn't measure. Site RGI will probably go up with a
more careful measuring session, which I plan to do
once I get my rangefinder. I figure it's a good site to
practice height measurement with its relative lack of
clutter.

14'4" cbh Silver Maple, with a nicely
formed trunk for a multistem.

-There's a tree cookie from a large sugar maple that
came down last decade stored in SUNY Fredonia's
bio department; I got to take a look at it last week and
the rings go back to 1806. Pretty good diameter, too.
-I also missed a very nice "cut leaf" European Beech
("asplenifolia") near the cemetary entrance. The trunk
splits low but measures 11'9" cbh at its narrowest
point between the root buttress and spreading trunks
(2 feet up). The trunks are pretty solid themselves
and the foliage is beautiful.
The overgrown stand of willow, 15'7" cbh
tree at the right.

And last, regarding cucumber magnolia, I spent a day
at the nearby college lodge forest with the bio
department on tuesday assisting with the installation
of some botanical survey plots, and cucumber
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magnolia regeneration there is fantastic. From small
saplings to 30-foot high and growing, they're almost
as numerous as beech saplings usually are. The lodge
is a botanical gem overall, with a nice old-growth
section and an interesting recent logging-threat-andcommunity-response story that I'd like to get into in a
future post after I do some measuring there. There's a
"bio-blitz" occuring in late july to fully evaluate the
property's ecological richness and I'm hoping to
contribute some dendro data.

259' - New California Height
Champion For Ponderosa
by M.W.Taylor » Thu Jun 19, 2014 12:09 pm
Yesterday, while hiking through some prime forest
along Eagle Creek (Shasta-Trinity National Forest), I
encountered a towering ponderosa. It was tapping a
spring on a 30 degree hillside. I left my Trupulse
laser in my backpack the entire day until this point as
I as I saw nothing but scrappy trees. But then I
dropped into this shady glen and the trees became
exceptional.

Here's the 11'5" cbh red maple. Just bought a
rangefinder, so I'm pretty excited. Just need a
clinometer and I'm set.

This is one of many extremely tall ponderosa pine
that grow in the intermediate ranges, which is the
mountain range between the Coast Ranges and the
Sierra Nevada or Southern Cascade Range in
extreme Northern California and Oregon. The
intermediate ranges of northern California have large
areas of prime forest in the 4000-5000 foot elevation
band with deep top soil. Unfortunately this region
was more heavily logged than the Sierra Ranges.
Nevertheless, exceptional specimens remain well
hidden in a few isolated pockets here and there. That
tallest ponderosa known, 268.3' also grows in the
intermediate ranges which extend into Southern
Oregon.
This tree has a dead top and was likely pushing 270'
at one time.
Statistics for tall ponderosa pine:
Height: 259 ft
cbh: 16 ft

Michael Taylor
WNTS VP
http://www.landmarktrees.net

Eric Danielsen
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Re: 259' - New California Height
Champion For Ponderosa
by M.W.Taylor » Sat Jun 21, 2014 1:11 am
JohnnyDJersey wrote:Michael,
Great find! What percentage of these pockets or areas
do you feel are currently unexplored or hold
undocumented trees?
I would say most areas of the Trinity Alps are
unexplored for tall trees. The only person I know
who has been in there besides me with a forestry
laser is Mike Kauffmann. see...
http://northerncaliforniahikingtrails.com/blog/
...michael-kauffmann
I have never seen anybody else out there measuring
trees, not even forest workers. It's usually people
swimming, hiking, fishing etc.
The Trinity Alps hold a lot of water, which is
important for trees growing to their extremes in both
size and height.
This particular tall ponderosa is growing 3,500 feet
under a 7,000 foot ridge-line, which holds lots of
snow usually. There is also Big Bear and Little Bear
Lakes which drain through the porous granite and
emerge as artesian springs all around the base of the
mountain. See map. A large mountain range above a
forest is often a good source of water, protection and
also top soil. Granite has now been shown to fertilize
conifers with phosphorous. The soils in this area are
granitic.

map of 7,000 ridge-line above tall
ponderosa, which supplies yearound water
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huge trees in Tennessee
by tclikesbigtrees » Wed Jul 30, 2014 12:03 am
Here is more from our trip to Gatlinburg. I also
posted in Maryland and Virginia. A few years ago
Will Blozan had posted pictures of trees that he had
seen in Tennessee. After seeing them I had decided
that if I could get down there, I would like to try and
find them. The first 4 pictures are at the James H.
Quillen Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Johnson
City. It is an amazing piece of property. If we had
had more time, I would like to have checked it out
much more. There are a lot of different trees and
quite a few big ones. Anybody who is in that area of
Tennessee should definitely check it out. The
Catalpa is one that he had shown pictures of. I think
it is one of the biggest that I have seen, maybe even
the biggest. The last 2 pictures are a huge oak tree in
Jonesboro. The trunk is huge and the branches
spread over the house to the left and the house to the
right.

Catalpa

Catalpa

Bald Cypress
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Giant Ponderosa found in Stanislaus
National Forest
by M.W.Taylor » Wed Mar 26, 2014 1:58 pm
The attached image is of a giant ponderosa pine near
Dorington on highway 4.
This tree is one of the few over 5,000 cubic feet.
There is a large debris mound around the base of the
tree so I could only measure the visible portion of
trunk. Nevertheless, this tree is one of the largest
ponderosa ever measured. Ponderosa pine over 8 feet
in diameter at breast height are extremely rare. At 91
feet above ground this tree is still 6.4 feet thick !

Southern Magnolia

Michael Taylor
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Calaveras giant. A rare 8'+ dbh ponderosa
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Where have we found record trees?
by Jess Riddle » Sun Dec 01, 2013 7:29 pm

Hi All,
I recently went through old posts and compiled all the
diameter, height, and spread records NTS
documented up through 12/31/2011. The list
includes 720 trees of 209 taxa (species)! Not
surprisingly, oaks are the most diverse group with 29
taxa.
I thought it would be interesting to see where we
have found the trees on the list. Some of the trees are
not absolute record holders, because past record
holders and trees within the measurement margin of
error are retained on the list. Looking at which states
have the most trees seems to reflect a combination of
where trees grow well and where NTS has spent time
searching. The relative lack of trees in Arkansas and
Louisiana probably indicates only the limited scope
of measurement there rather than poor growing
conditions. Conversely, the prominence of North
Carolina is no surprise given the combination of
highly productive diverse sites and a concentration of
measurers.
I also looked at which sites had the most trees on the
list. The Altamaha River (GA), Biltmore Estate
(NC), Cheraw State Park (SC), Congaree National
Park, Meeman-Shelby State Park (TN), Savage Gulf
(TN), and five separate watersheds in the Smokies
are in double digits. The top three are Congaree (65),
Cataloochee (30), and Cheraw State Park (28).
Cheraw State Park has a lot of clustering in the
heights, so those 28 trees represent seven species.
Congaree has the advantage over Cataloochee that
there is not another Congaree right next door to
compete with.

I also ran the same summary for absolute height
records--one tree per species.

Jess
Here's a quick update using the MaxList complete
through 12/31/2013. The same caveats applies about
species and dimensions differing in the number of cochampions.
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narrow, glacier-carved valley at the head of one of
New York’s Finger Lakes. Coming into town from
the east, the grade cuts through limestone bedrock,
bends, then straightens to give you a long overlook of
Cayuga Lake. At the foot of the grade, the highway
curves towards the inlet, but immediately swerves
back the other way to bring you into town.
Surprisingly, that last curve also brings you up close
to a forest composed of thick, gray trunks.
Fuertes Bird Sanctuary lies wedged between
lakeshore Stewart Park, Highway 13, and Fall Creek,
and entirely within the floodplain of the last.
Cottonwood strongly dominates the entire 50 or so
acres, and spicebush is similarly dominant in the
understory. What the forest lacks in diversity and
extent it makes up for in average tree size.
I had only enough time to wrap a tape around a few
of the larger trees and shoot straight up with a
rangefinder. One cottonwood on the edge of the
stand was 16’6” cbh while cottonwoods in the
interior maxed out at 15’2” cbh and about 130’ tall.
Probably less likely to be noticed by visitors,
spicebush reach 1’0.5” cbh, an exceptional size for
the region. Green ash, which might come to
dominate the site in the long run, reaches about eight
feet circumference and 113’ tall. Swamp white oak,
another potential successor to the cottonwoods but
currently rare, reaches only about 100’ tall.
Sycamore, similarly represented by only a few trees,
tops 10’ circumference and reaches heights similar to
the cottonwoods. Perhaps the most impressive tree in
the stand was a 13’8.5” by roughly 125’ freeman
maple. Other species in the stand that I did not
measure include American basswood, black ash,
butternut, boxelder, and staghorn sumac.

TreesByState.
Jess

I hope someone has an opportunity to give this forest
a more thorough investigation; it’s an easy side trip
on a visit to Ithaca.

Fuertes Bird Sanctuary, NY

Jess

by Jess Riddle » Fri Jun 13, 2014 11:11 pm
Nts,
Tom Howard’s recent post about the best places in
Central New York to see various tree species
reminded me that I had been remiss on not reporting
on one site I visited a few years ago that might make
the list.
To get to Ithaca, best known as the home of Cornell,
you have to go down. The town sits in a long,
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The Floyd Otter Sequoia, third
largest?? Never heard of it..
by JohnnyDJersey » Thu Jan 17, 2013 11:43 pm
I came across this link and I was very interested. I
thought I could rattle off the list of top 10 or 20
largest Sequoias. Ive never seen this tree listed on
any website includind Wikipedia or Michael Taylors
Landmarktrees.net. Has anyone ever heard of or been
to this tree? From the looks of it its obviously got the
girth to match any of the giants. Anyway its an
interesting read with great photos. Maybe Taylor or
Vaden could weigh in on this one?
http://www.bladeforums.com/forums/showthread.php
/959096-Finding-the-Floyd-Otter-Tree-3-GiantSequoia

John D Harvey

Re: The Floyd Otter Sequoia, third
largest?? Never heard of
by F.Jakobsson » Sat Jan 19, 2013 11:10 am
Hi,
I live in Sweden but the love for redwoods and
sequoias has taken me to California a couple of
times. These incredible trees pull like magnets! This
is my first post.
Below are citations from the two editions of Wendell
Flint’s book To Find the Biggest Tree where I believe
he writes about the Floyd Otter Tree since it’s located
nearby and upslope from the King Arthur Tree.
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Square brackets and italics are mine.
The tiresome hike and the time pressure to measure
and get out before dark may have made it necessary
to prioritise which tree to measure and the King
Arthur Tree seemed to Flint to be bigger than the
Floyd Otter Tree.

To Find the Biggest Tree (1987), page 70:
“A letter to Harry C. Parker (1949) from Howard
Stagner mentions a large tree in the Garfield Grove.
This may be the large tree [King Arthur] I report in
Chapter 3 on the large trees to be found in Sequoia
National Park outside Giant Forest. It is also possible
that it is another nearby tree with a large base.”

I will try to pay the King Arthur and Floyd Otter
Trees a visit in autumn 2013. A planned trip in 2012
had to be postponed.

To Find the Biggest Tree’ (2002), page 58:
“The tree [King Arthur] is found by walking the main
trail about halfway through the grove to where a
small stream cuts across the trail, and the trail itself
changes direction and goes to the northeast corner of
the grove. From the trail walk uphill, paralleling the
small stream just to its west. The tree is close to this
watershed. Two large trees stand above it.”

Fredrik

Re: The Floyd Otter Sequoia, third
largest?? Never heard of
by M.W.Taylor » Tue Mar 05, 2013 1:55 pm

To Find the Biggest Tree’ (2002), page 63:
“There is one [park inventoried tree at least 20 feet in
diameter breast high] in the Garfield Grove that I
have seen from a distance that may be interesting.”

Floyd Otter is on the hillside just above King Arthur
in Garfield Grove. Wendell Flint never got the
chance to measure the Floyd Otter volume with
transit. Bob VP has not measured this tree as far as I
know. I have never seen it.

Dwight Willard in his self-published book Giant
Sequoia Groves of the Sierra Nevada (1994) writes
on page 201 under the heading NOTED SEQUOIAS:
Garfield section:
“An unnamed 25 ft. diameter specimen is just upslope
from the King Arthur Tree (W. Flint 1993
p[ersonal]c[ommunication])”

This June I plan to go in there with a few friends and
put the Solo RT on it's massive bole for a volume
estimate. Get good photographs. Generate a point
cloud map of the lower trunk to get further refine
volume estiamte. The fire scar creates an estreme
"out of round state". Radii type models may not
properly account for the missing wood.

In the 2002 edition of To Find the Biggest Tree,
pages 58 & 60, Flint writes about measuring the King
Arthur Tree:
“It is a tiring hike [to the Garfield area] if you want to
look round and get back to the campground in one
day, but it can be done. […] By 1977, the Garfield
area had been inventoried, and several large trees
were shown on the inventory map. In the fall of 1978,
two fellow tree hunters, Bob Walker and Gus Boik,
went with me to look for these trees. I spotted the
largest one I could see [King Arthur Tree] and called
Bob over to help me make a few measurements.
Later my cousin Robert Bergen and I made a few
more measurements. However, it was not until 1985
that we were finally able to make some transit
measurements. Mike Law and I gathered most of the
data, with Jerry helping out. The other members of
the party were too pooped to do anything. I had to
depend on poor instrumentation for one line and we
needed two transit lines to really nail this tree down,
but time ran out. As it was, three of us got back to the
campground after dark.”

Hope to have a volume estimate on Floyd Otter in
about 4 months.
Michael Taylor
WNTS VP
www.landmarktrees.net
American Forests Califronia Big Trees Coordinator
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Re: The Floyd Otter Sequoia, third
largest?? Never heard of
by F.Jakobsson » Fri Jan 31, 2014 11:38 am
Michael, hope you had the chance to go to Garfield
Grove.
If so, I’d love to learn what volume you got for the
Floyd Otter Tree…
/Fredrik
A hike to upper Garfield Grove is highly
recommended for fans of giant sequoia and you’ll get
good exercise at the same time!
Below, some photos from our visit in September
2013:

When you reach this remarkable sequoia
(which we like to call Bigfoot) it’s only
about five minutes till it’s time to head
upslope to the King Arthur and Floyd Otter
Trees

Approximate locations for King Arthur and
Floyd Otter. It took us 6.5 hours to hike
there and back (4h + 2.5h).
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The badly burned Floyd Otter Tree in pretty
steep terrain

King Arthur Tree and, at far left, Floyd Otter
Tree’s upper trunk. It takes about 20 minutes
to get here from the trail.

Ferns between the King Arthur and Floyd
Otter Trees. A small brook runs west of and
close to these trees.

Above the big base the trunk tapers rather
quickly, perhaps too quickly to match the
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more uniformly thick King Arthur Tree
volume-wise?

Floyd Otter Tree from top to bottom

King Arthur Tree from top to bottom
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A study in cinnamon

The fire-scarred Floyd Otter Tree at upper
left with a striking cluster of sequoias close
by in this beautiful upper part of Garfield
Grove

A report on the Garfiled Grove
by Zane Moore is coming in the
next issue of the magazine. Here
is his report:
http://www.entsbbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=4900&start=30#p293
14
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Back Issues of eNTS: The Magazine of the Native Tree Society and
the Bulletin of the Eastern Native Tree Society – 2014

Bulletin of the Eastern Native Tree
Society, Volume 9, No. 1 &2, Winter
and Spring 2014

eNTS Magazine January-March 2014 40MB
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Back Issues of eNTS: The Magazine of the Native Tree Society – 2013

eNTS Magazine January 2013 27 MB
Broken into Four Parts: A, B, C, D

eNTS Magazine February 2013 15
MB
Broken into Four Parts: A, B, C

eNTS Magazine March 2013 26 MB
Broken into Four Parts: A, B, C, D

eNTS Magazine June 2013 17 MB

eNTS Magazine April 2013 20 MB
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Broken into Four Parts: A, B, C, D

eNTS Magazine May 2013 16 MB

Broken into Three Parts: A, B, C

Back Issues of eNTS: The Magazine of the Native Tree Society 2012

eNTS Magazine January 2012 21 MB
Broken into Three Parts: A, B, C

eNTS Magazine February 2012 20.5
MB
Broken into Three Parts: A, B, C
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eNTS Magazine March 2012 21 MB
Broken into Four Parts: A, B, C, D
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eNTS Magizine April 2012 17.6 MB
Broken Into Three Parts: A, B, C

eNTS Magazine May 2012 16.6 MB
Broken into Four Parts: A, B, C, D

eNTS Magazine June 2012 8.7 MB

eNTS Magazine July 2012 10 MB
Broken Into Two Parts: A B

eNTS Magazine August 2012 13.3
MB
Broken into Three Parts: A B C

eNTS Magazine September 2012 13
MB
Broken into Three Parts: A B C
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eNTS Magazine October 2012 18
MB
Broken Into Four Parts: A B C D

eNTS Magazine November 2012
21
MB
Broken Into Three Parts A B C

eNTS Magazine December 2012
17 MB
Broken Into Three Parts A B C

Back Issues of eNTS: The Magazine of the Native Tree Society 2011

eNTS_Magazine January 2011 12

eNTS_Magazine February 2011 8.5
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MB

MB

eNTS_Magazine March2011 4.2 MB

eNTS Magazine_April2011 6 MB

eNTS Magazine_May2011 9.5 MB

eNTS_Magazine June2011 8.9 MB

eNTS Magazine_July2011.pdf 28 MB
Broken into Four parts: A, B, C, D

eNTS Magazine August 2011 21 MB
Broken into two parts A, B

eNTS Magazine September 2011 13
MB
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eNTS Magazine October 2011 25 MB
Broken into Four Parts A, B, C, D

eNTS Magazine November 2011 18
MB
Broken into Four Parts A, B, C, D
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eNTS Magazine December 2011 13.7
MB
Broken into Two Parts A, B
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About: eNTS: The Magazine of the Native Tree Society
This magazine is published monthly and contains material that is compiled from posts made to the NTS BBS.
http://www.ents-bbs.org It features notable trip reports, site descriptions and essays posted to the BBS by NTS
members. The purpose of the magazine is to have an easily readable and distributable magazine of posts available
for download for those interested in the Native Tree Society and in the work that is being conducted by its members.
This magazine serves as a companion to the more formal science-oriented Bulletin of the Eastern Native Tree
Society and will help the group reach potential new members. To submit materials for inclusion in the next issue,
post to the BBS. Members are welcome to suggest specific articles that you might want to see included in future
issues of the magazine, or point out materials that were left from a particular month’s compilation that should have
been included. Older articles can always be added as necessary to the magazine. The magazine will focus on the
first post on a subject and provide a link to the discussion on the website. Where warranted later posts in a thread
may also be selected for inclusion.
Edward Frank – Editor-in-Chief
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